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LITTERAE SUPERIORIS GENERALIS
ROMA
Oct. 23, 1986
To the Visitors
My dear confrere,
May the grace of Our Lord be with us forever!
This little letter to you and the longer one to the Province could
almost be described as a postscript to our recent Assembly . Would
you kindly distribute the en c losed letter to the confreres of your Province . It was the mind of the General Council that the enclosed letter might he of assistance to you as you try to implement the wishes
of the Assembly.
Next, from time to time (cf. Statute 69,60), and at least annually, would you kindly communicate to raze the progress that the houses
and your Province as a whole are making in implementing the
"Lines". This will help the General Council not only in making the
evaluations that the Assembly asked of us (33), but also in communicating to other Provinces what has been success ful in Yours.
Good communication fosters creativity.
Lastly, while thanking you for what you are doing in animating
your Province, let me assure you that if the confreres here in the
Curia can he of any assistance to you irn implementing the "Lines
of Action", they will be happy to help.
I remain , in the love of Our Lord,
Your devoted c'oofrcrc,
Richard McCUL LEN, is. C.M.
Y.S. For some helpful information on local and Provincial plans , you may
wish to refer to Vincentiana 1978, 1-10 ; 1983, 74-81.

-2/W M A
0, r. 2.3, 1986

To the Priests, Brothers and Seminarians of the Congregation
My dear confreres,
May the grace of Our Lord be with us forever!
The New Testament always expresses a sense of urgency when
it calls us to conversion. "Now is the acceptable time", St. Paul
writes, "now is the day of salvation"(2 Cor. 6:2). It was with a similar
sense of urgency that the members of the General Assembly, in their
final document, wrote to all of us: "The Church and the poor count
on its and await our response. Let its not disappoint them" (36).
With this letter I want to communicate to you my own urgent
desire, and that of the General Council, that all the members of the
Congregation become immediately involved in the implementation
of " Unum Corpus, Units Spiritus in Christo, Lines of Action:
1986-1992 ''.
Last week the General Council met for five days to study how
it should contribute to implementing the decisions of the Assembly.
We devoted some time also to reflecting on the evaluation we received of the General Assembly and examined those tasks that the
Assembly assigned to the Superior General and his Council. Let me
give you a brief account of our deliberations.

EVALUATION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
On the whole, the evaluations of the General Assembly were
positive. The delegates commented very favorable on the work of
the Preparatory Commission and the full prior participation of the
Provinces. In the course of the Assembly itself, many delegates sensed that the spirit of brotherhood, the efforts at communication, and
the generous sharing of experiences and ideas were in themselves
an embodiment of the motto chosen for the Assembly: One Body,
One Spirit in Christ.
On the negative side, we received a number of comments on
the process used at the Assembly, which seemed cumbersome and
inflexible to many of the delegates. In regard to the substance of
our work, many also felt that, while the "Lines of Action " will he

-3very important tools for the next six years, we were unable during
the Assembly to reflect sufficiently on the theological bases out of
which these actions should flow,
We hope to learn from these evaluative comments. We have
already begun to discuss ways of improving our processes at the
visitors' meeting in 1989 and at the General Assembly in 1992.

SOME DECISIONS
During this past week of meetings we reached a number- of decisions based on our own evaluation of the Assembly and on the
" Lines " themselves.
a. We here in the General Council have decided to undertake
a collegial study of the Assembly document. Through this
study we hope over the next several months to reflect more
deeply on the document's theological underpinnings. We will
communicate to you the results of our study, at times in
writing and at times in our visits to the Provinces.
h. Flowing from this study, we will choose "an annual theme
for reflection that will serve to build up the unity of all the
Provinces"(21). We hope to write a document of a theologicalpastoral nature each year to introduce the theme.
c. We have decided to form a committee to begin work on
a "Ratio Formatiorris Vincentianae" for the major
seminary (31). Each of the Visitors will soon receive a letter
with further information about the process to be used.
d. We will undertake a study of the role of the brother as
a lay person living the vowed life in an apostolic society. Frs.
Flores and Palrr will begin this study immediately. We hope
that it will serve as a means for stimulating vocations to the
brotherhood and as a basis for their formation.

SOME TASKS
I want to take this opportunity of thanking you [or continually rising to the "upward call of God" (Philippians 3:14) to follow
Christ the evangelizes- of the poor and to encourage you, as the
Assembly put it (10), to "hear the call to continued conversion", so
that we might all live out more fully and joyfully the gift that God
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of you two things:
1. Spend some time in a prayerful study (18) of the Assembly
document. Do this both individually and communally. The
efficacy of the document will depend, under the guidance of
the Spirit of the Lord, upon our meditative reflection on the
" Lines of Action " and our zeal in putting them into practice.
As our Constitutions remind us (42), each of us is called to
be it "contemplative in action and an apostle in prayer"
2. Then begin immediately the process of implementing the
"Lines ". As the members of the houses and the Province
become more involved in discerning the concrete means for
implementation, it may also be necessary to revise your local
and Provincial plans in light of the decisions you make.
Naturally the scope of the house plans and the Provincial plan
may be broader than the "Lines" since the latter focus only
on certain aspects of our Iives while the former can be more
extensive. What is important is that the phrase " Lines of Action " should not remain on the page of the Assembly document, but find incarnation in our personal and community
lives.
That is all for the present. The members of the General Council send their greetings to you.
In the love of Our Lord, I remain,
Your devoted confrere,
Richard McCC !LLL:N, is. C.M.

ROMA
Advent, 1986

To Each of my Confreres
My dear Confreres,
May the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be ever with us!
It is now a little over a month since the Pope along with the
leaders of the world religions gathered in Assisi to pray for peace.
It was an event of historic significance , - for it was the first time
in human history that so many religious traditions came together
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of the christian and catholic tradition it was a visible expression
of one of the messages which the Spirit gave to the Church during
the Second Vatican Council . It was then that the Spirit of God invited the Church to open its arms in a more expansive way to the
whole of humanity. No other Ecumenical Council in the history of
the Church has addressed such explicit messages of respect and
comprehension to the other world religions as did the Second
Vatican Council.
The gathering of the heads of the world religions around the
person of the Pope took place significantly in the town of Assisi.
It became a sort of "open city", as it were, for the occasion. The
differing and sometimes conflicting religious traditions could agree
to declare Assisi an "open city", because of the respect the world
has for St Francis whose name evokes peace, humility, joy, detachment of heart. It was an appropriate setting to express the
Catholic Church's new openess to the world.
How open is our Congregation, I ask myself, to the world? Our
particular and specific mission within the Church is to announce
to the poor the good news of Christ's coming. It is towards the poor
that we must direct the thrust of our love and zeal. We must,
however, do that in such a way that we do not give people of other
creeds or of other social classes an impression that we have, as the
saying goes, no time for them. Read the correspondence of St Vincent. His face is set towards the poor: his energies directed towards
them. Yet on his way to the poor all passersby are respectfully
greeted in the Lord and are humbly and graciously invited to join
him on his pilgrimage to the City of the Poor. And what an assortment of people accepted his invitation. The nobility, the clergy, the
bourgeois, the poor themselves fell in behind St Vincent on his
pilgrimage to find Christ not in Bethlehem, but in the suffering
minds and bodies of the poor of his time. Would St Vincent have
magnetized such a variety of men and women if his mind and heart
had not been, as it were, an open city?
It is lack of openess of heart and openess of mind that gives
so much pathos to the narratives recounting the birth of Our Lord.
The inn-keepers, Herod, the religious authorities in Jerusalem all
suffer in one way or another from having closed minds and closed
hearts. "He carne to His own home and his own people received Him
not"(Jn 1:11). By contrast the Shepherds, the Magi, St. Joseph and
Mary, the Virgin Mother of Jesus, shine forth in the narratives as
open characters, who received the word of God into "a good and
perfect heart" (Lk viii:15).

-6For us, as for St Francis of Assisi and St Vincent, such openess
of heart and openess of mind will be the fruit of humble, silent contemplation of the Word Incarnate in the Christmas Crib. If we are
to walk with St Vincent on his pilgrimage to the City of the Poor,
- we must check that the word 'Poor' is not just a slogan word
for us. To preach the gospel to the porr with the authentic accent
of Jesus Christ, we must first have preached the poor Christ to
ourselves. We can only be at ease with the poor and be effective
communicators to them, if we have learned from Our Lord in prayer
something about his own experience of being poor, - that is, being detached in mind, in heart and in will not only from material
things, but from all that impedes us from a humble and loving accomplishment of His will in our lives.
So allow me to suggest this Advent that you:
• Open your mind - by making room for those whom you tend
to ignore or pass by because they are members of another social
class or hold a different creed. Is there some one person, - man
or woman, rich or poor - whore you might persuade to join St Vincent ' s pilgrimage to the open city of the poor?
• Open your heart - by some gesture of generosity to a poor
person or family who until now have been outside the circle of those
you help. Have you some one in mind who before Christmas will
feel less hungry, less alone, less unloved because of some gesture
on your part?
I hope your Christmas will be a joyful one, and that wish is
shared by all of us who live here in the Curia. What St Vincent wrote
in a letter a few days before Christmas in 1656 is apropos:
"Here we have nothing new - except the mystery (of
Christmas) which is drawing near and which will make us see
the Saviour of the world reduced almost to nothing under the
form of an infant. I hope that we will he gathered together
at the foot of his Crib to ask Him to draw us after Hint in his
abasement. It is with this desire ad in His love that..."(Coste,
VI, 150).
I remain,
Your devoted confrere,
Richard McCIJLLEN, i.s. C.M.

7ROME
le 20 ocvobre 1986

Aux Visiteurs de la C.M.
Cher Pere Visiteur,
La grace de Notre-Seigneur soit toujours avec nous!
Darts son discours d'ouverture de I'Assemblce generate dernicre, le Pere general nous faisait partager une "Rcflexion sur I'etat
de la Congregation" cl attirait notrc attention, a propos de "Quos
autem vocasti serva cos in nomine tuo", sur la necessit6 de la formation des Formatcurs tie nos jeunes:
"Cc qui me semble le plus urgent dans le domaine de la formation , c'est la formation des confreres qui sons ou seront
charges de I'apostolat de former nos candidats. Les documents conciliaires et nos Constitutions (cf. art. 94) sont clairs
sur cc point. Malheureuseni nt, cn nombre de Provinces, pour
diverses raisons, cet kkal n'a pas pu titre mis en place... Nous
espcrons aussi dccouvrir quelques nwyens pratiques nous
aidant a nous acquitter de ('obligation de pourvoir dune formation particuliere les Directeurs de nos Senrinaires".
Un peu a% ant, conunentant le "Perfice quam plantavit dextera
tua", Ic Pere disait:
"Porn- juillet 1987, it (le SIEV.) a projete une session d'un rnois
pout- les Directeurs de nos ctudiants. Le SIEV. travaille en
liaison avec la Curie generate pour planifier ces sessions
d'ct odes".
C'est pourquoi , au nom du Conseil general qui a fait sicn le projet du Mois vincentien present& par le SIEV., je suis heureux de
vous informer que nous aurons du 6 juille t au I aotil / 987, un Alois
de formation vnzcentienne rescue aux Formatcurs do nos jewles.
Volts trouverez , en annexe a cette lettre, le programme des conferences prcvues et les noms des conferenciers a qui nous aeons
demandc (cur concours.
Une premiere lecture du plan pourrait donner ('impression que
c'est la une repetition du Mois 1984. En fait, it s'agit de toute autre
chose, snit par la presentation differente des sujets. soit par le but
poursuivi. Nous aeons voulu mettre en place une methode de tra-
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I'cruvre de saint Vincent et la vie actuelle de la Congregation a (ravers les Constitutions. Notre but est d'ouvrir les Formateurs a la
connaissance de saint Vincent et des Constitutions, en ]cur fournissant le materiel pour lour travail. C'est pourquoi, it noun parait
utile d'insister sur ]'obligation de participer aux conferences et aux
travaux de groupe qui scront organises. De plus, it nous parait
important Clue le groupe fasse ]'experience d'une certaine vie de
Communaute dans la priere et les echanges. (cf. horaire)

INDICATIONS PRATIQUES
1) Le Mois vincentien pour les Formateurs se tiendra a Paris
du 6 juillet matin au 1 ° aout midi. Le logement et la pension sont
assures pour tous ICs participants a la Maison-Mere des Lazaristes, 95 rue de Sevres. Les conferences et les travaux de groupes
se derouleront a la Maison -Mere des Filles de la Charite, 140 rue
du Bac.
2) Le prix demande pour la pension et les voyages prevus daps
le programme est fixe a 3.500,00 francs fra i ais.
. 3) Les conferences scront faites Bans Ies langues des confcrenciers (anglais, espagnols, frangais et italien ). La salle des conferences est equipee du materiel pour la traduction simultane c...a condition d'avoir des traducteurs.
4) Le hombre de places disponibles pour les participants est
de 64.
C'est pourquoi, cher Pere Visitcur, je me permets d'attirer votre
attention sur le points suivants:
veuillez me retourncr ('inscription de vos candidats avant le
.31 deceinbre 1986. Au-deli de cette date, aucune candidature ne sera
admise. Dans le courant janvier 1987, Ic Conseil cxaminera Ies candidatures ct une reponse vous sera donnee,
dans votre reponse, voulez-vous avoir la bonte de remplir les
dcux bulletins envoves avec cettc (core. I.es renseignemcnts donnes sur Ies candidats nous serviront pour engager le dialogue avec
eux avant Ic Mois et arriver a une meilleure organisation,
pouvez-vous, me signaler si votre Province peut fournir des traducteurs. Un grand mcrci d'avancc...
veuillez indiquer, dans votre reponse, si votre Province pout
payer les frail dcmandcs, si clle dcmande une bourse ou Si elle pent
offrir une bourse pour une Province necessiteuse.
Pour tout cc travail, je vous dis un grand merci!
En attendant votre reponse, meme negative, je vous dis les sen-

-9timents fraternels des membres de la Curie et les viceux des mernbres du SIEV. Je suis a votre disposition pour vous fournir les renseignements dont vous pourriez avoir besoin.
Dans le Christ et saint Vincent, je suis volre confrere tout
devoue

J.-F. Gaziello, C.M.

MOIS VINCENTIEN, 1987 CONFERENCES
L.06 Ouverture, Pere McCULLEN
Biographies de Saint Vincent et etudes anciennes
Biographies de Saint Vincent et etudes modernes
M.07 Editions et traductions des Ecrits de Saint Vincent. Style et
genres litteraires dans 1'c uvre de Saint Vincent
M.08 Monde et societe ou a vecu saint Vincent
Visite des lieu x r'incentierrs de PARIS
J.09 L'Eglise au XVII, siecle
Les Brands courants spiritucls du XVI1e siecle
V.10 Pelcrinage a CHATEAU-L'EVEQUE, DAX, LE BERCF.AU
S.11 LE BERCEAU: visite des lieux vincentiens, recollection et conferences
D. 12 "Je suis his de laboureur"
"Je Inc souviens qu'etant an college"
L.13 Retour sur PARIS
M.14 Journee de REPOS
M.15 Les annees obscures (1607-1610): la conversion
La vocation missionnaire, appel a la saintcte
J.16 Folleville: la fondation de la Mission
Vocation de la CM. Activite apostolique
V.17 Chatillon: les Charites
Lc service des pauvres dans la CM.
S.18 Pelerinage a FOI.I.EVILI.E
D.19 Journee de REPOS
L.20 1625-1633: De la fondation de la CM. a la Bulle "Salvatoris
nostri"
Notre vivre-ensemble
M.21 1633-1660: Evangelizare pauperibus
Les viceux dans la CM.
M.22 Le service du clerge
J.23 La Compagnie des Filles de la Charite: naissance, vocation,
mission
La CM. et la Compagnie des Filles de la Charite

- 10V.24 L'action sociale de Monsieur Vincent
Animation du laicat
S.25 La dimension missionnaire au temps de saint Vincent
D.26 Pelerinage a CHATILLON et FAIN-LES-MOUTIFRS
L.27 La spiritualite de saint Vincent
Les cinq vertus de la CM.
M.28 Histoire de la CM.: 1660-1789
1789-1828
M.29 1828-1874
J.30 1874-1968
1968-1986
V.31 Journee devaluation
S.01 Cloture, Pere McCULLEN
Eucharistic de cloture
IIORAIRE DE LA JOURNEE
7 H 30 Meditation en commun
8 H 00 Landes par grouper linguistiques
9 H 00 CONFERENCE
(sera suivie de la visite des Archives de Saint-Lazare et de
la rue du Bac par groupes linguistiques reduits)
11 H 45 MESSE concelcbree par groupes linguistiques
12 H 30 REPAS
15 H 00 CONFERENCE
16 H 30 - 18 H 00 Travaux de groupes, les jours prevus
19 H 00 Repas
NOTES: Chaque semaine sera programme un temps devaluation
pour- mieux definir Ies besoins et les questions des participants.
Dans la mesure ou les conferenciers auront envove leur texte, ccluici sera distribue avant la conference.
On prevoit certaines soirees de rencontre-detente.
En principe, les mercredis apres-midi, les samedis apres-midi et
le dimanche sont libres, sauf les jours de pelcrinage.
Demander aux participants de repondre aux questionnaires qui
pourront leer titre envoves pour preparer le Mois.
Pour les Conferenciers, Woos avons pense demander aux Peres:
MEZZADRI, MORIN, RENOUARD, MALONEY, RYBOLT, ROMAN,
POOLE, TAMAYO, Van WINSEN, PF REZ-FLORES, ORCAJO,
SYLVESTRE, TBANEZ, LLORET, GAZIELLO. Nous avons demande
a Madame Helene BORDES de I'Universite de Limoges (France)
d'assurer le cours sur le genre litteraire. Je pcnse vous communiquer la liste definitive des conferenciers par la suite.
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REGIMEN CONGREGATIONIS MISSIONIS
NOMINATIONES , CONFIRMATIONES
et PRESCRIPTIONES
16 Novemb . - 31 Dicemb., 1986
DIES-NOMEN

DOAIUS

PROVINCIA

Ivrv-sur-Seine 8°

Parisiensis

OFFICIUM

21 Novembris

BRIANT J.-J.
PICHON B.
CARTIER R.
CORNEE P.
KIEKEN N.

Superior Ir3

JOLY Al.

Cons.Prov. 1'3

Parisiensis
Parisiensis
Parisiensis
Parisiensis
Parisiensis

LAMERAND D.

Cons.Prov. I3

Parisiensis

Cons.Prov. 3 / 3

Cons.Prov. 2.3
Cons.Prov. 213
Cons.Prov. 2r3

28 Novembris

TURNBULL K.
CUEVAS Jesus

Superior 1/3
Cons.Prov. 1/3

SANZ V.
LINK W.

Cons.Prov. 1/3
Superior 3(3
Cons.Prov. 2/4
et Assist. Prov.

RODRIGUEZ M.

Cubanae
Cubanae
Germaniae

Lippstadt 2°

Pcruvianae
Peruvianac

DELGADO C.

Cons.Prov. 214
Cons.Prov. 1/4
Cons.Prov. 1/4

17 Decembris
PEREIRA J.M.
SILVA A.J.
SUSNIK S.
JEURIS Th.
LAAIERAND D.
SHELDON W.
CAUSSF P.

Cons.Prov. 1/3
Cons.Prov. 1/3
Superior 1/3
Superior 1/3
Assist.Prov. 1/3
Superior 33
DFC Marseille 1?6

ALONSO J.
UBILLUS J.A.

Australiae

Southport 7°

Perm iallac
Peruv ianac

Mozambicana
Vangaindrano 6°
Kimweuza n.d.

Mozambicana
Madagascar.
Zaire
Parisiensis
Curia Gen.
Tolosana

Dorms CuG

24 Dece mbris

HERFF J.

S.A.F. Occid.

Visitator 1/3

NECROLOGIUM
16 Noventb . - 31 Dicemb., 1986
No

NOMIE\

60
61
62
63

SII.VA Jose Isidro
VAW I ER Bruce
VERNIER Andre
INCERA Pedro

64
65
66

KURTYKA Paul
CASSAN (kou rnt
BODFGA AnLclu

67

OAMF.7.E.chcaidMl.

CONDICIO
Frater

Sacerdos
Sacerdos
Sacerdos
Sacerdos
Sacerdos

Erato
Sacerdos

DIES OB.

AFT.

VOC.

F'ILueiras 8°
16.11.86
1.12.86
Chicago 4°
5. 12.1980 Day 3°
6.12.1986 New York 23°
27.12.1986 Utica 7"
31.12.1986 Paris 1 °

88
65
62
55
95
74

59
44
42
37
76
56

30.12.1986 Torino 1°

71

53

25.12.86

78

47

DOAIUS

tlwrtebello 7°
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MISCELLANEA
ADDRESS TO CLAPVI MEETING
Roma
16 June 1986

It is over three years now since / had the pleasure of speaking
"viva voce" to the participants of the CLAPV/ meeting. The last occasion was when the Visitors met in Bogota in January 1983. Since
that time 1 have followed with interest the intervening meetings
which you have held. Naturally the most recent meeting, that at
Quito some months ago, is most fresh in my mind. Let me say how
much I appreciated the various contributions which were made on
that occasion on the topic of formation. The breadth and depth of
the articles which appeared recently in your magazine, CLAM, were
truly impressive and it is my hope that some of the insights on formation, that were offered on that occasion, will he shared in the
weeks to come with the wider Congregation represented at the
Assembly. What particular/v impressed ^ ne was the universal validity
of many of the observations that were made on the subject of formation in the particular context of the Latin American situation.
The universal and the particular. These are two perspectives to
which CLAPVI in all its deliberations would do well to attend. As
participants of CLAPVI, you have first-hand knowledge of the particular difficulties which face the Congregation in Latin America
as it tries to live out is vocation of evangelizing the poor. Proclaiming Christ and His good news is not done in a vacuum. Like the
rriyster.v Of the Incarnation itself, the Congregation inserts itself into a particular culture. It accepts that culture with its potentialities
and limitations, just as the Word made flesh accepted the potentialilies and limitations of the Israelite people. Any meeting of CLAPVI must give much thought to how the Congregation can develop
its potentialities of evangelization in the Latin American culture and
at the same time study how it can work within the limitations that
any society marked by sin necessarily imposes. Limitations imposed by collective or individual sin are not necessarily fixed boundaries.
The boundaries of limitations can be extended. The growth in consciousness of the rights and needs of the poor, which the Church
in Latin America over the past two decades, has developed is a slrik
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ratan s greed and selfishness impose on his fellow mart. In this context allow me to quote two sentences from the recent "Instruction
on Christian Freedom and Liberation":
"Christians working to bring about that civilization of love which
will include the entire ethical and social heritage of the Gospel, are
today faced with an unprecedented challenge . This task calls for
renewed reflection on what constitutes the relationship between the
supreme commandment of love and the social order considered in
all its complexity" (§81).

It is clear that in developing the potentialities of evangelization
and in Irving to transcend the limitations that sinful structures impose upon us, we must filter our programs of action through the
mind of Saint Vincent who so magni ficently combined strength with
gentleness and colored all his action for the poor with the love of
Christ.
So much for the particular . What of the universal ? You are
Jiolding this meeting of CLAPVI on the eve of our General Assembly.
The very words, General Assembly, spell out universality for us. It
is important for us all to widen our horizons during all Assembly,
to allow ourselves to he educated by the experience of a General
Assembly. The recent meeting of tite bishops of Brazil with the Pope
and some members of the Roman Curia proved to he a very valuable
educational experience for all. By all accounts it was a meeting
distinguished for its openness. There was a willingness, not only to
offer one's point of view and to share one's experience, but also to
acknowledge the validity of another's vision and the value of
another's achievement. It would he desirable it all the Delegates at
our Assembly could keep their minds open to the particular values
that each continent has to offer, values which could be adopted and,
where necessary, adapted to our programs of evangelization of the
poor which fundamentally unites us all. A willingness to receive is
as important as a willingness to give. The Congregation in Latin
America has much to tell us Confreres of other continents about the
poor and about the progress being made in Christian liberation and
evangelization of the poor. Equally the Congregation in Latin
America must keep itself open to receiving much from the other four
continents of the globe where the Little Company is at work. The
Congregation in each continent must be on its guard not to adopt
all attitude towards other continents of "cart anwhirtg good cone
out of Nazareth?". These evenings it is Mexico that fills our television screens. Tire eves of the world are on Mexico. There would,
however, be much less excitement in Mexico if the teams from the
other continents failed to travel there... .
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On that sportive note I think I will end. 1 do hope that this
meeting will be as rich and fruitful as the previous CLAPVI meetings
have been. Seeing that we are in Rome at the moment, let me finish
by quotin,t; a sentence which 1 recently came across in one of Saint
Vincent's letters:
"Waiting for God to send an angel to make things clearer, He will
not do it. He sends you to the Church and the Church assembled at
Trent sends you to the Holy See..." (C'oste VI, CL'AtE p. 265).

Richard McCULLEN
Sup. Gen. C.M.

THE VINCENTIAN FAMILY : RESPONDING
TO THE CRY OF THE POOR
Nearly 1000 followers of St. Vincent de Paul convened at the University of Notre Dame at South Bend, Indiana, Irom July 31-August 2.
Mr. John R. Simmons, president of the Society of St. Vincent de
Paul in the United States, invited the Daughters of Charity, the
Vincentians, and the Ladies of Charity to their 72nd national
meeting. This gathering marked the first time all four groups have
cone together in the United States. Appropriately, they reflected
on the theme: 7'he Vincentian Family: Responding to the Cry of the
Poor.
Joining the 1000 Daughters, Visitatrixes and Directors from
the five American provinces was Sister Julia Denton, General Councillor for the English-speaking provinces. Very Reverend Richard
McCullen, Superior General, addressed the group. During the homily on August I, he reflected, "St. Vincent was led to the poor and
was able to lift the poor because he believed he was doing what God
wanted hint to do."
His closing comments captured his message.
"Be convinced of the excessive love of God for its. It is the work
of humble prayer to come to know God's love. It is the work
of humble prayer to come to know his love for his special
friends, the poor... May we become sacraments of Gods love
for the poor. It is the love of God that impresses us."
The convention followed the pattern of Social Analysis: first,
reflection on experience, then analysis of the situation, theological
reflection and pastoral planning.
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Pastoral on the Economy , " The Poor have been the chief transforming agents among the people," and an audio-visual presentation
"Hearing the Cry of the Poor" set the tone for the sharing session
at which members shared brief histories of each Vincentian group.
Focusing on the social analysis of the Cry of the Poor were
Notre Darne Sociologist , Dr. Donald Barrett, and Father William
Hartenbach, C.M. Dr . Barrett noted , "St. Vincent worked with the
poor, not for the poor . " Father Hartenbach commented on his recent experience in Kenya , where he noticed that the word for white
man is translated as "rootless wanderer." For the people of Kenya,
Father said , " To belong is to be rich."
Theological reflections on response to the cry of the poor were
shared by Bishop Thomas J. Murphy of Great Falls, Montana (National Episcopal Advisor of the Society of St. Vincent de Paul), Sister
Mary Rose McGeady (Visitatrix, Albany Province) and Father Barry
Moriarity , C.M. (Vincentian novitiate, New Orleans).
Bishop Murphy noted that the stance of Frederic Ozanam was
to stand between those who have nothing and those have too much.
"It is amazing what happens when we hear the cry of the poor and
dare to respond." Sister Mary Rose voiced the challenge,
"Perhaps it is God's will that we enter the world of the poor
and share their poverty... We cannot change the world - we
are not Messiahs. Vincent never tried to go it alone. Vincent
got every- one into the act...'Come on, Portctil, I need You'. Vincent became the conscience of God calling people to their
responsibility. "
Father Moriaritv called for systemic change. " The Spit-it, "he
said, "is cajoling us to do more. " He added, " We need to pause and
pray with the poor."
The first phase of pastoral planning was the division into eight
regional groups to consider the question, "How do we collaborate
in responding to the cries of the poor?"
At the second phase, the General Session, the top seven
priorities were listed: Communication (exchange newsletters and
directories), Cannon meetings (area, regional), Advocacy (Networking), Education/Spiritual Formation (study pastorals, the poor-/pray),
Youth (involving the young in serving), Recruitment (extension to
include minorities and associate members), and Oilier Concerns
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Ozanam, finding new ways to serve, emergency aid, etc.).
The General Session included this message from Amin A. de
Tarraz i, International President of the Society: "Unit v does not
mean to erase the differences hut to unite all the richness. The poor
await a message of units' and love."
Father McCullen captured the attention of his listeners with
his memory of a picture of St. Vincent that he saw in London. It
looked like a wanted-man poster and on it were the words: "This
.Han Has A Lot To Answer For." Father used this image as a
springboard for his invitation to all branches of the Vincentian fancily to unite for a longer, sharper vision, a deeper reconciliation and
a greater collaboration. "One of the greatest gifts of Vincent," he
said, "was reconciling di f fereuces....St. Vincent moved between two
worlds (King and the poor) without any polarization. " In a few words
Father McCullen said much: "Justice is measured. Love is
unmeasured. "
N.R.: cf. tine iraduction francaise : "Fehos de la Compagnie ", N° 9, Nov.
1986, pp. 370.372.

ADDRESS TO \ATIO\.AL CO \V'F.NTION
ST. \"1\CE\ T I)F. P A UL SOCIETY
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About ten years ago in London I saw a large poster of Saint
Vincent de Paul cleverly designed in black and white. It looked immediately like a police poster of a wanted mail. Underneath was
written in large letters: "This mare has a lot to arrsu•er for. "On drawing closer to it, one saw in small print the details of Saint Vincent's
life and achievements - the Communities lie founded, the Associations he established or inspired. More than once this weekend I
have thought of that poster, as I listened to the description of the
great variety of projects for the poor that engages the energies of
the four Vincentian groups represented here this weekend.
As I listened to the speakers from our groups, I was reminded
of one of those great rivers of your country. A great river has many
tributaries. The Vincentian activities for the poor are like a great
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of Charity, the Congregation of the Mission and the Society of Saint
Vincent de Paul. We have this weekend been contemplating together
this mighty river of charity, and wondering how its power can he
even more effectively harnessed to generate more light and warmth
for the poor. That light and warmth, of course, can only come from
Jesus Christ - who is, as He said Himself , the light of the world.
One of the great fruits of this meeting must be, as has been remarked on a number of occasions, greater collaboration between our
four groups. As a result of this meeting Saint Vincent will, hopefully, have even more to answer for than he had before it took place.
Two things , I think, are necessary if there is to be more collaboration at the local level: first of all vision, - and we have plenty of' evidence that there is growing vision amongst these four
groups; secondly, recon ciliation . When I say reconciliation, I am
using the term in its broadest sense. The charism of Saint Vincent
has many facets. We must continually try to bring those facets
together so that the charism may be seen in its full splendor. If there
is to he collaboration there must first be reconciliation, in that each
of us acknowledges that the other has also a facet of Saint Vincent's
charism. Reconciliation can also mean bringing together people of
opposing views. I remember one time someone saying: "You know,
MU, Of the greatest gilts of Saint Vincent de Paul was reconciliation. "
When I pray in Paris before his casket, it is not the features of his
face that catch my eyes as much as a tiny little cross that is reposing in his hands. This little cross is the cross that Saint Vincent,
when he was invited down to assist the dying King, Louis XIII, held
before his eyes. The king was dying and was refusing to cat. No
amount of persuasion could bring the king to take some nourishment. Saint Vincent, who was not the king's confessor, was called.
Saint Vincent came and he held the little cross before the king's
eyes and said that he thought it was the Will of God that he should
try to take some nourishment. The king accepted Saint Vincent's
advice. When I look at that little cross, I think of the ease with which
Saint Vincent could move into the luxury of a royal court and speak
to the king about Jesus Christ and his sufferings, and then returning with ease to Saint Lazare to continue his work of planning relief
for the poor. Here was a man who could move in two worlds, because of his vision of Jesus Christ. Here was a man who could
reconcile the rich with the poor and the poor with the rich. He did
not polarize the rich ;wl!ninst the poor nor the fwor;ite;iinst the rich,
because he under stood ;utd lived the reconciliation of ('heist'' cross.
That gift of reconciliation is evidenced also in his correspondence. No hitter words, no incitement to class struggle is
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in fact more than 20,000 it is estimated, in his lifetime).
Often the problems of collaboration are those of reconciliation.
The experience of these past few days will lead to greater reconciliation amongst us all. Hopefully it will lead to clearer recognition of the fact that we can serve the poor better if we
acknowledge each other's gifts. The gifts of each one are the
tributaries that must swell that mighty river that sweeps through
your land - which flows under the patronage of Saint Vincent de
Paul, - the man who has so much to answer for.
These few reflections came to my mind last evening and this
morning. Before, however, I left Rome, I jotted down just two small
points for I was not sure what exact contribution I was intended
to make at this "Business Meeting" this morning.
Firstly, some time ago I received a copy of the third draft of
the Bishops ' Pastoral letter on "Economic Justice for All. " I have
been deeply impressed by the document, particularly by the section about poverty and the poor in this country, and also by the
final chapter of the draft entitled, "A Commitment to the Future. "
One of the observations in that final section of the draft letter stirred and troubled my conscience . I quote:
"As disciples of Christ, we must constantly ask ourselves how
deeply the biblical and ethical vision of justice and love
permeates our thinking . How thoroughly does it influence our
way of life? We may hide behind the comple x ity of the issues
or dismiss the significance of our personal contribution; in
fact, each one has a role to play because every day each one
makes economic decisions ... . Together we must reflect on our
personal and family decisions and curb unnecessary wants in
order to meet the needs of others. There are many questions
we must keep asking ourselves: are we becoming ever more
wasteful in a throw-away society ? Are we able to distinguish
between our true needs and those thrust on us by advertising
and a society that values consumption more than saving? All
of us could well ask ourselves whether as a Christian, prophetic witness , we are not called to adopt a simpler life style
in the face of the excessive accumulation of material goods
that characterize an affluent society?" (Nos. 329-330).
Saint Vincent de Paul could identify and endorse those sentiments of the Bishops in the draft of their pastoral letter. He would,
I think, very readily realize how easy it is for people in our society
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control the economies of the world . A sense of powerlessness to
change the massive economic structures that control our lives and
prevent us from liberating the poor, can generate an acute sense
of discouragement. The saints, however, are never people to lose
confidence in the power of God. They keep passing votes of confidence in God's grace. The Incarnation itself, to which Saint Vincent was so profoundly devoted, is a massive vote of confidence
on the part of God in poor, weak , - and so often corrupt, - humanity. Your Bishops' statement that "every day each one makes
economic decisions" is at once thought- provoking and challenging.
If we decide to bus' and sell, it is an economic decision. It has its
effects and consequences on the poor of our society. A good starting point for us could very well be a reflection at the end of each
day on the quality of the economic decisions, great or small, (in the
main they will he small), which we have taken in the course of the
day. Most of us are rather like the character in Dicken's novel, Mr.
Micawber, who, you will remember, was the ne'er-do-well man who
was always waiting in his own phrase "lor something to turn up."
We are always booking forward to the big project that we may
launch tomorrow for the poor, while overlooking those personal
economic decisions we make each day and to which the Bishops
refer in their letter. I need hardly say that such personal economic
decisions must be taken in the light of Christ. They must he referred back, as Saint Vincent de Paul would have us do, to Jesus Christ
Who came to bring good news to the poor and who made his
simplicity of life style a medium for that message.
The second consideration: Starting from the great social encyclicals of Pope Leo XIII, about which Bishop Murphy spoke
yesterday morning, there has been in the past hundred years or
so a steady development of understanding of justice in all its dimensions . Sensitivity to the claims of justice has grown notably in the
last two decades. It could almost be said that in that time we have
come to recognize injustice as the sin of the world. The documents
of the Council, Church Synods, Bishops Conferences, have encouraged all Christians to interest themselves in the questions of
justice in our world and within the limits of individual vocations,
to take appropriate action. Has this development, one might ask,
devalued the term "charity?" Has the valuing upwards of justice
brought about an imperceptible devaluation of charity? Perhaps
it is for that reason that Pope John Paul II in his encyclical "Dives
in Misericordia " poses the question: "Is Justice enough?" In answering it he remarks: "The experience of the past and of our own time
demonstrated that justice alone is not enough, that it can even lead
to the negation and destruction of itself, if that deeper power, which
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(No. 12).
Enter at this point Saint Vincent de Paul. His name conjures
up in our mind the poor, certainly, and also charity. Of justice,
however, Saint Vincent has little and almost nothing to say. That
need not surprise us, for social justice was not discussed by
theologians as it is today, and Saint Vincent was a man of his time.
He was also a man of the Church and so he would have no difficulty in accommodating himself to the Church's insistence today on
justice. He will, however, always remain the Apostle of Charity.
Perhaps he would not be greatly interested in speculative discussion on the relationship between justice and charity. When the
Ladies of Charity felt themselves discouraged before the difficulties
of the apostolates they had undertaken for the poor, he said simply to them: "I will say to you what .Saint Paul said.' Hare You given
something beyond what you have of surplus? Have you resisted even
to the point of pouring out your blood?" (Coste XIII, p. 796). And
in the same vein he asks: "But how can we love God, if we do not
love that which He loved? There is no difference between loving Him
and loving the poor, between serving well the poor and serving Him.
(Coste XIII, pp. 811-812).
The point I have been making is, that a Vincentian in search
of justice will never lose sight of the fact that love always holds
the primacy. We are realistic enough to recognize that charity at
times can conceal an injustice but it must be said also that not all
legal justice is objectively just. The Synodal Document of 1971 expresses it clearly: "The love of the neighbor and justice are inseparable. "Justice is measured; love is unmeasured. Love is a sign
of something that is unmeasured. The Vincentian must be, not only one who seeks justice, but one who speaks by his life to the world
of the boundless fecundity of God's love. He is one who by his activity proclaims to the world not so much that God is just, important though that be, but that God is love. In the Christian and Vincentian vision of things one cannot practice justice without love. The
sin of the world may be injustice. The great commandment of
Christ, Who came to take away the sin of the world, is love.
Richard McCU'LLEN
Sup. Gen ., C.M.

N.R.: cf. une traduction francaise: "Echos de la Compagnie", N° 9, Nov.
1986, pp. 337-341.
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Let me begin by recounting a delightful little story which is the
product of the imagination of someone who lived in the medieval
ages. The story recounts how, when Our Lord ascended into heaven
He looked back down on the earth. The great globe of the earth was
shrouded in darkness. All was night except for a fetw, points of light
in the city of Jerusalem. As Our Lord looked down on the earth, the
Angel Gabriel came and joined Him. The little points of light, Our
Lord explained, were to Apostles, grouped around the Mother of God,
and the light which Our Lord had enkindled would, like a great fire,
spread throughout the earth until all nations and all peoples would
be glowing with the love of God in their hearts and the entire globe
would be enveloped in light. Then the Angel Gabriel said to Our Lord:
"And what will you do if this plan fails?" There was silence for a
moment and then Our Lord replied: "I have no other plan..."
l f the Angel Gabriel would appear to its today and thtrow, a glance
at this great Assembly, representing so many nations of the globe,
he would no longer put the question to Our Lord: "And what if your
plan should fail?", because each person here is a point of light which
represents hundreds of other points of light on all the continents
of the world. Each person here is a point of light that speaks of the
charity of the heart of Christ. Each person here not only speaks of
the charity of Christ, but acts with the charity of Christ, for
throughout the world the Society of Saint Vincent de Paul is
distinguished by action that springs from hearts full of love for the
person of Christ. Frederic Ozanam and some of those founding
members of the Society may have had fine speculative minds, but
their legacy to the Society was a legacy, not of theories and of words,
but of truth and love in action.

COMMUNION - KOINONIA - SHARING
When just over a month ago I was presented it•itli the title of
this talk , my mind fastened on one word: communion. I recall a professor of Scripture who many years ago picked out what lie considered to be three of the most important words in the New Testa(I) Due to his mother-'s death Fr. McCullen not able to attend the International Meeting of the Society of St Vincent de Paul in Montreal, but
send a video-cassette of his talk.
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recent niontlis become, if I may say so, a vogue word, for at the Synod
in Rome last December the Bishops gave particular emphasis to the
idea of the Church being a communion. Communion is the English
translation of the Greek word, koinonia, which also could he
translated by, sharing.
The Christian could almost he described as one who spends his
or her life trying to share with others . One of the big mysteries, revealed to its by Jesus Christ, is that the life of God is a shared life. If
God is love, then it is love shared nmvsteriously by the Father, Son
and Holy Spirit . When the Word of God became flesh and dwelt
amongst its, He did so because He wished to share our human life.
In sharing His life with its, lie did so in order that we might fully
share His in eternity. Even as we journey on our pilgrimage to eternity, Our Lord wishes to share His life with its . For what are the
Eucharist and the other Sacraments but invitations to share even
now more deeply in the life of God and in His love.
God's sharing of His life and of His love with its is itself an invitation to its to share with others. A Christian shares with God and
God with him, but lie also shares with others. I recall a Vincentian
priest, who was returning from his first visit to Ethiopia, telling me
how impressed lie was by the way in which the poor of that country
shared the little they had with each other. He was deeply impressed
when lie saw one poor hungry roan sharing a tiny piece of bread
with another hungry man. It is sharing which is at the heart of the
Christian experience.
The more we share with others, the more we will receive from
God. The forest of charitable works that has grown up around Saint
Vincent de Paul owes its origin to the fact that Saint Vincent
discovered the truth that the more you give and share with the poor,
the more you will receive from God to continue sharing with there.
The Saints of the Church, so different in cliaracterand temperament,
are at one in being generous in sharing what they had with others.
Can you think of any canonized Saint or beatified person who was
not distinguished by a strong desire to share with others? Saint Vincent de Paul began his life as a priest calculating what he could get
from the priesthood. Some 20 years later he came round to the view
that the honours and the powers of the priesthood were to be used
for and shared with others, especially the poor. Nor was his sharing
limited to distributing the vast sums of money that came into his
hands. He shared with the poor, and indeed with others, the riches
of his faith and his spiritual convictions. He knew, as all authentic
Christians know, that nian does not live on bread alone, but needs
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maker nod builder is God.
Am I right in saying that the Society of Saint Vincent de Paid
has in recent decades deepened its appreciation of that word: communio? Certainly the Society has tried to share its life with more
people. It has admitted women to membership. It has added an
ecumenical dimension to its life which had not been there before
the second Vatican Council. It has seen in clearer light, along with
so many others in the Church, its role of co-responsibility with the
Hierarchy for the extension of Christ's Kingdom of justice and of
love and of peace in the world. The twinning of Conferences, which
has become such a feature of the Society, would undoubtedly rejoice the heart of Frederic Ozanam and Monsieur Bailly, those founding members who knew the riches of Comrnunio. One of the results
of this Plenary Assembly may very well he a perception of new years,
not only of sharing with the poor, but sharing even more widely and
deeply with the members of the Society itself.
"As divergent rays emanate from the same center," observed Frederic Ozanam, "so should our efforts, extending to different points, resolve themselves into the same motive and
proceed from the same principle. When we divide, - and I
sincerely hope we will, - we must continue to be united in
such a way that each Conference strengthens all the others
and receives strength in return. We must have frequent communication with each other, so that we may all be stimulated
by the individual success of each Conference. We will
periodically hold a common meeting and he ruled by guiding
principles emanating from a central source. Our division will
assure continued growth in every direction, while our
organization from the center will assure unity.""

DIACONIA - SERVICE
The second key New Testament word is that of diaconia, or service. Can any authentic Christian live without reflecting frequently
on Our Lord's words: "The Son of Man has not come to be served
but to serve." (Mk 10:45)? Or can a Christian ever obliterate from
his mind the image of what one can call a parable in action: Christ
washing the feet of his disciples. The lofty teaching of Our Lord's
farewell talk at the Last Supper was preceded by the humble service of washing the feet of His apostles. For Saint Vincent de Paul
corporal and spiritual service of the poor went hand in hand. Giving, however, as lie always did, the primacy to the spiritual, I
somehow imagine that nowadays lie might ply us with questions
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the poor. "Who speaks of God to the poor," he might ask. Who
speaks to theist of Jesus Christ and His Mother? Would he, I wonder,
detect in us a certain hesitancy in the replies we would make to hint?
Is it, he might ask, that we lack courage to speak to the poor of the
eternal truths in the light of which we must live our brief span of
Years? Saint Vincent de Paul would, of course, be in wholehearted
agreement with us that we must respect the consciences of other
people. It was always his practice to do so. The religious beliefs of
immigrants and those who do not share our Christian faith must
never- become the subject of polemics. With that penetrating
psychological insight, which was one of Monsieur Vincent's rnarty
gifts, he might ask us if our reluctance at times to speak to the poor
about the great truths of Christianity, springs from motives which
are less than supernatural. Could it be that we now speak to the poor
less of God and of Jesus Christ and of His Church because our own
convictions are a little shallow and have not sunk those deep roots
which come from prayer-and reflective reading on the truths of our
faith?
Perhaps I have digressed a little from the idea of service or
diaconia . If 1 have, it is unly to underline that for a Vincentian, service or diaconia must so express itself that it takes account of the
whole man who is presently on pilgrimage to that heavenly city, the
new Jerusalem, whose maker and builder is God.
Sharing and serving . In the Vincentian vision of things sharing and serving are brother and sister. It is because we wish, like
Christ, to s hare that we serve and like Christ, we serve by sharing.

KENOSIS - SELF -EMPTYING - HUMILITY
Underpinning our sharing and our serving is something which,
until God became mart, no pagan philosopher knew nor could
understand. The third great word of the New Testament is: kenosis.
It perhaps could best be translated by self-emptying and which we
might further describe as humility. That word, kenosis - selfemptying, was used by Saint Paul when he tried to describe who
Jesus Christ wcfs. In his letter to the Philippians, Saint Paul remarked
that Jesus Christ, although He was God, "emptied Himself" and took
the form of a servant and lived amongst us. A Vincentian is one who
by the grace of God tries to empty himself and enter into the world
of the poor. A Vincentian tries to see the poor through the eyes and
the mind of a poor person. Rather I should say that a Vincentian
is one who sees the poor through the eyes and the mind of Jesus
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us as one who was poor.
"I must not consider a poor man nor a poor woman according to their exterior," said Saint Vincent, "nor according to
that which appears in their way of acting. Very often they
will hardly have the appearance or the intelligence of
reasonable people, so coarse and earthly they may be. But
turn the medal and you will see by the light of faith the Son
of God Who willed of he poor and Who is represented to us
by these poor people." (Coste XI, p..32).
A Vincentian is one who is repeatedly turning the medal so that
he can see the features of Jesus Christ in the poor and because he
sees and respects Jesus Christ in the poor, like Christ at the Last Supper, falls on his knees before them.
In one of his conferences Saint Vincent makes this observation:
"However charitable a man may he, if he is not humble, he does
not have real charity." (Coste Xl, p. 494). During these last two
decades there has been much reflection and discussion about the
importance of serving the poor. Undoubtedly there is a greater consciousness amongst us all of the need to seek out the poor in our
society and to place our resources, particularly our material ones,
at their disposal. However, all this will he of no avail if we have not
learned from Jesus Christ to be gentle and humble of heart. We may
seem to be doing a lot for the poor, but it could be that our charity
is shallow and superficial because we are not humble. It is for that
reason that we can see the profundity of Saint Vincent's observation that, however charitable a man ntav be, if he is not humble,
he does not have real charity.
SHARING - SERVING
The three New Testament words, about which I have been speaking, - sharing, serving , self-emptying, - are key words for any Christian. Indeed , when you come to think of it , those three words are
a portrait of the character of Jesus Christ. If was the sharing and
the serving and the self-emptying of Jesus Christ that revealed the
intensity of the love of God . It is sharing, serving and self-emptying
that are, not only a sign of the intensity of God's love for the world,
but they are today a sign , wherever they are found , of the communion and the charity of His Church.
"God loved the world so much," wrote Saint John, "that He
gave His only Son so that everyone who believes in Him may not
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the heart of the Christian Gospel. God gave. It was all act, not just
a continuing mood of gene rosity. It was an act at a particular time
and place. God so loved that Ile gave. They are words, I feel, which
must have meant much to Vincent de Paul and Frederic Ozanain
and, indeed, to any member of your Society. There aree millions who
watch pictures of poverty on our television screens and feel generous
towards the poor. Their reaction so often goes no further than feeling. As members of the Society, you imitate God, our Father, in that
you are not content to feel generous, but you show 'our generosity
at a particular time and place. The Saint Vincent de Paul Society
has always been recognized for action that is at once practical and
loving and seeks nowadays to lay firmer foundations of that justice
in society without which it is difficult to help the poor in the long
term.

SIGN - MISSION - CIIt Rc I I
There remain three other concepts which were placed in the title of the talk that was given to mne . They are: sign, mission , Church.
Allow me to offer a very brief reflection on each.
When you share, serve and how humbly to the poor, you do so
because such was the manner of acting of Jesus Christ. In doing so
you become signs of His loving presence in the world. We become
signs o f His Church, for all of us, - priests or laity, - are in var'ing degrees of effectiveness signs of the presence of Christ's Church
in the world. Each one of us is in a sense the Church. In these years
when there has been so much criticism of the institutional Church,
it is good for us from time to time to see if in ourowrn lives we reflect
those qualities for the lack of which we criticize the Church. Each
of us is called to be, in his or her wva_v, to quote Saint pawl reflecting
on the Church, "the pillar and the ground of' truth." (I Tint 3:15).
In the great welter of opinions that have sprung up in the past 20
years or so on matters of faith and morals, we may feel a little insecure at tunes. Perhaps there would be less confusion if each of
us felt a little less responsible for displaying the whole truth about
the Church and rather concentrated on displaying the particular
truths we are called to live. What I mean is that we, as members
of God's house, are not responsible for the entire house. The Pope
has his responsibilities. We should not take then from him. So, too,
have Bishops responsibilities. We should not, by our manner of
criticism, seem to assume those responsibilities ourselves. Likewise
the members of the Hierarchy must respect the particular responsibilities of the laity. To quote from the final Document of the Synod
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"Since Vatican 11, a new type of collaboration between lay
people and clergy has happily come about in the Church. The
spirit of readiness in which a great number of lay people have
offered themselves for the service of the Church must be
counted among the best benefits of the Council. In this there
is a new experience of the fact that we are all the Church."
(§4).
Among the words which are most often on the lips of Saint Vincent tie Paul was the word, - mission. The te_.xtof the New Testament
seems to have burned itsel deeply into his soul in his adult years.
Over and over again he would evoke the scene in the Synagogue of
Nazareth when Jesus Christ, quoting from the prophet Isaiah, said:
"The spirit of the Lord is upon me because Ile has anointed me
to preach the good news to the poor. Ile has sent me to proclaim
release to the captives and recovering of' sight to the blind, to set
at liberty those who arc oppressed." (Lk 4:18) With unusual clarity
Saint Vincent saw Jesus Christ as one Who was sent into the world
by His Father, Who had been given a mission front the Father. It
was Jesus Christ in turn Who sent the Apostles on mission, who in
turn would send others. Behind all the work of organizing relief for
the poor, Saint Vincent maintained a deep realization that it was
a mission entrusted to hint by God through the authority of the
Church represented by the Bishops. From the establishment of the
first Charities, Saint Vincent showed a marked sensitivity towards
the authority of the local Bishop. No Conference would he established
without the approval of the local Bishop who was then seen, not
merely as imparting his blessing to the work, but also as giving the
Association its character of mission.
For Saint Vincent de Paul every Christian , be lie bishop , priest
or lay person, was one to whom a mission had been entrusted. For
him, every Christian was a missionary . If he had not been convinced of this, he would never have done so much to interest and engage
so many lay people in his projects for living the Gospel and
alleviating the sufferings of the poor. For Saint Vincent there was
a variety of ways of being a missionary . What was important for
him was that each one follow the vocation to which God had called
ltini. Allow ine to quote some lines from a letter which he wrote to
a priest of his Community . The advice he gave to this priest could
he accepted by arty Christian ivlto is following the particular vocation God has given hint:
"I am well aware that the Carthusian Order is more perfect
in itself , but I do not think God is calling you to it, after calling you to the Congregation of the Mission . You have
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goodness has favoured you with a very special blessing ... .
We must be content with the state in which we are by the
disposition of Providence. This is where we get the blessings
of God. The child of a woman who is not well off ignores any
other mother so as to remain nestling in the bosom of its
own .... So remain steadfast in your present state and 'walk
in the vocation to which you are called' (Eph 4:1) and 'do not
swerve either to the right or to the left' (2 Chr34:2) with the
certainty that your present vocation will work out your salvation now and will win you glorification in the end". (Caste
III, pp. 164-166). "

The spiritual heritage of Saitit Vincent de Paul has been shared
by many, not least by Frederic O;anam and those who, along with
him, chose Saint Vincent as principal Patron of the Society. They
must have admired the ability of Saint Vincent de Paul to marry
the task of bringing Jesus Christ to the poor with that of healing
their minds and their bodies. It was part of the genius of Saint Vincent de Paul to find and make explicit a formula of action which
would achieve the double end of enlighteiiiiig the minds and the
hearts of the poor about Jesus Christ and his message, while
manifesting a very practical concern for the welfare of their bodies.
A Vincentian could be said to be like a person who is walking on
a tightrope. If he leans too much to one side, lie will fall into a false
spirituality which takes no account of the practical needs of the poor
at our doors. If, however, he leans too much to the other side, he
can lose his balance and become so engrossed in social and political
action for the poor as to forget that neither rich nor poor have a
lasting city here on this earth, but are seeking one that is to come.
If we absorb and live the spirituality of Saint Vincent de Paul and
Frederic Ozanam, we will keep our balance on the tightrope and
by the grace of God make Jesus Christ and His message known to
the poor and at the sane time give them the practical assistance
which the Good Samaritan gave to the wounded man he found on
the road from Jerusalem to Jericho.
In one word, a Vincetitian is an illuruituited sign in the darkness
of this world. He is one who has caught the light from Jesus Christ
Who is the light of the world and Who, by sharing and serving and
self-emptying, is passing that light or: to others, so that they, too,
will no longer walk in the darkness and shadow of death but "share
in the inheritance of the saints in light" (Col 1:12).
Richard .icCL LLEN, C.M.
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ST. VINCENT DE PAUL AND FREDERICK OZANAM
A COMMON COMMITMENT OF SOLIDARITY WITH THE POOR
By: Teodoro Bargtaiu, C.M.
Spiritual Adviser of the SSVP
in the Philippines

Last August, the McGill University in Montreal, one of the
world's exponents of modern thinking, was the site of the international convention of the Conference of St. Vincent de Paul. From
the number of delegates and of countries represented, around 1000
participants and 110 countries - the gathering could compare
favorably with the U.N. Assembly. From the spirituality which
animated all the Vincentians, it could well be called an encounter
of "Vincent ianism in action." For it was St. Vincent de Paul present in I10 countries who spoke in Montreal through the mouth
of the Vincentians. The message transmitted was love for the poor
and the marginals in the context of today's world. For us who were
privileged to attend the convention, it was an occasion to reflect
(ponder) on a common compromise proceeding from two legacies
- that of F. Ozanam and that of St. Vincent de Paul who join hands
in the love for the poor. This is the context of what I wish to mark
out in the following exposition.

Clamor for a genuine and up-to-date Vincentianism
The Society of St . Vincent de Paul is not the work of St. Vincent de Paul, but its founder , Frederick Ozanam, willed to give it
a special identity - an identity none other than Vincentian
spirituality . For this, he chose Vincent de Paul as patron, and imposed on the members the Vincentian rule of evangelical message
present in the poor . F. Ozanam explains how St . Vincent de Paul
was elected patron of his work in the following terms: (1)
"Veneration for 'the Father of the Poor' as St. Vincent was dubbed
by his generation was growin gg more and more in the Conferences of
Charity. A group of theta headed by inc decided to celebrate his feast
in the small parish of C'lichy of which Vincent had been citrate until

(I) Right Rey. Monsignor Baunard, OZANAM IN IIIS CORRESPONDENCE, National Council, Society of St. Vincent de Paul, Australia,
page 92.
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parishioners , but also his heirs and sons. Our admiration and love
for St. Vincent moved us to carry his image in procession along the
streets of Cliche and to elect him as patron and guide of the Conferenes of Charity."

Elsewhere, Ozanam explains more in detail why he adopted for
his work the rule of Vincentian spiritual life: (2)
"Vincent de Paul was not the inapt who builton sand, or fora decade.
The persons so extraordinarv - that he led to God imply something
of the gift of prophecy. Let its therefore not doubt in believing that
St. Vincent came to have a real vision of the weaknesses and needs
of our times. Even today, St. Vincent continues to bring spiritual provisions' like the great founders, he does not cease keeping his spiritual
posterity alive and active in the midst of the ruins of the past. In our
"patron" we shall honor a "father."A patron is an ideal that ought
to have always before its, a superior model whom we ought to imitate, a life that should be continued, a protector in heaven."

Pope Pius XI confirmed the election of St. Vincent de Paul as
patron of the Society when he said: (3)
"Vincent de Paul, who lives in the Congregation of the Alission and

in the incomparable Daughters of Charity, also continues living today in the admirable Association of the Con ferences, legacy of his faith,
his charity and his apostolic spirit. It is a ne w generation , an unpected
and numerous posterity thatltas brought eve r .yrvhere choice blessings. "

The rule of Vincentian spiritual life is very clear in the writings
of F. Ozanam , and is the same rule that St . Vincent bequeathed to
his double family . The spiritual values that shall serve as guide for
the members of the Society may be summarized in the following
"creed ":
1. The kingdom of God is based on the commandment of love,
care of the evangelical message anchored on Christ who
became poor for the love of men, and lives today among its
in the person of the poor.
2. If the Society is concerned about the corporal relief of the
poor, it shall do so as a means to a higher end. Alas and
material help shall he considered as a key that opens the way
to grace and truth in the soul of the needy. The principal and
of the Society shall be the spiritual help and the salvation of
the soul of the poor.
(2) Ibid, page 92.
(3) Ibid, page 98.
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and time with hire. The prototype of Vincentian Apostolate
is the home visitation of the poor. The specific characteristic
of the Vincentian vocation is the personal and direct participation in the service of the poor through person-to-person contact and a personal gift of friendship. "
This "creed" of the Vincentian should he strengthened and
vivified by the intervention of Divine Providence. Without divine
grace, the Vincentian can not expect spiritual progress in his personal apostolate of love of the poor. The Society Would feel insecure
without this constant dependence on Divine Providence. F. Ozanam
saw in the rule of Vincentian spirituality the bulwark of his "creed,"
and so elected St. Vincent patron of his work, and the Society today calls for the formation of its members in Vincentian spirituality.

Desideration and Petition of the Assembly:

Mitt. Father Richard McCullen, C.M., Superior General of the
Congregation of the Mission and of the Daughters of charity, unable
to come personally because of his mother's funeral, addressed the
delegates through an audio-visual documentary. His message was
what St. Vincent himself would give the members of his double
family. To see Christ and his church in the poor. To serve Jesus
Christ and be faithful to his Church, sharing our love and time with
the poor, directly serving the poor in his spiritual and corporal
needs, and emptying ourselves, so that Christ may set up his throne
in our hearts. The assembly saw in Father McCullen's message a
clear exposition of Vincentian spirituality that should animate the
work of F. Ozanam. To preserve the identity of those Conferences
founded in 1832, the Society of St. Vincent de Paul calls today for
the infusion of Vincentian spirituality in the Society. No one better than the sons of St. Vincent could effect this. In the past the
Society expressed this desire and petition in different ways. The
reason is clear: None like them could infuse the Vincentian
spirituality in the work of F. Ozananr, since there is question of
two entities that are like branches of the same Vincentian tree."
Recently, the International President, Amin de Tarrazi, expressed
the same desire at the General Assembly of the Congregation of the
Mission last June: (4)
"The Society of St. Vincent de Paul and the Congregation of the Mis
(4) "Cronica.c de La A.canrblea, '86", N° 5, p:rg. 100.

-33sion are two entities, branches of the same Vincentian tree. The question of their relationship should he faced from a three-fold aspect:
the unity of the Church above all in the wise Conciliar recommendations of "Lumen Genticmc", 'Apostolicanc Actuositatem"and "Ad
Genies'; the Vincentian vocation is, by its nature, the response o f love
and the apostolate of charity in the participation of the Churchs mission. St. Vincent's was the prophetic idea of having recourse to the
laity for the ecclesial works, and it was F. Oanam, who wanted to
"enclose the whole world in a net of charity; ''and the service of the
poor, which is the very heart of the problem, for ultimately, the reason
for being on one as well as of the other, is to manifest the love of Jesus
Christ in the service of the poor."

In another part of his allocution to the Fathers at the Assembly,
Amin de Tarrazi says: (5)
"The colaboration of the Priests of the Congregation of the Mission

is important in the formation of the ncembers . It is you who bare to
carry the spiritual heritage of St . Vincent."

This desire for collaboration between the two Vincentian entitics turned out to be the HITO of all the aspirations of the Convention in Montreal . Africa and the Far East were the first countries
who expressed the idea. It was seconded by the other delegations
with interest and enthusiasm.
The United States has marked PAUTA to the world. Aware of
the common commitment to the poor, the Vincentian Fathers from
5 Provinces, and all the Provinces of the Daughters of Charity in
the U.S. shared three days of reflection and studies with the Society of St. Vincent de Paul and the Ladies of Charity in the country. Fruit of their study sessions was the common agreement to
adopt forms of apostolate in the service of the poor animated by
the spirit of cooperation among the different entities forming the
great frame of Vincentian charity. In this way, those who adopted
the rule of Vincentian spirituality in their life consecrated to Christ
and the Church can share this same spirituality with the laity who
desire to live and translate into works a life of charity with the poor
without strings of ecclesial compromises. The desire voiced out by
the Vincentians in Montreal was motivated by the other desire of
imprinting the genuine Vincentian mark in their way of life and
apostolate. From this springs their interest to have the Priests of
the Mission and the Daughters of Charity serve as inspiration in
the formation of the Vincentians.
(5) Ibid, page 102.
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(Church- minded ) a Son of the Church
The foregoing exposition on the relation that should exist between the Congregation of the Mission and the Society of St. Vincent de Paul does not alter in any way the secular character that
F. Ozanam stamped on his work. In this regard too, F. Ozanam had
St. V. de Paul as model, for St. Vincent was the great revolutionary
of the 17th Century when he marked out clearly the secular
character of the double family he bounded in the rules he left. That
is why "St. Vincent is the author of the prophetic idea of having
the laity collaborate in church projects or activities. " Ozanam valued
highly this aspect of St. Vincent's work and willed to apply it to
the utmost in the Conferences of Charity. However, in this secular
milieu, Ozanam always was, and willed that the members be
eminently (Church-minded) attached to the Church. That was not
an obstacle for him to break away from conventional forms and
practices, investing his work with a distinctive secular character,
and clearly leaving to posterity his desire to have this character
always maintained at all cost. Ozanam sees in the parable of the
Good Samaritan the mission and apostolate of the laity in favor
of the masses who have been robbed and abandoned by spiritual
thieves and assassins who have styled themselves defenders of
morality. Definitively, the Society of St. Vincent de Paul was conceived by its founders as a bulwark of salvation administered and
directed by the laity, independently of the juridical authority of the
Church, though of course nourished with the Gospel truth entrusted
to the Church. This is why Ozanam regards the Church and her
ministers as the custodians of the spiritual reserves that the Vincentians shall use to obtain spiritual renewal and sanctification. Truth
and Church constitute the binomial which keeps F. Ozanam in constant belligerence to bring to reality the evangelical message of love
and charity.
This constant adherance to the truth and the church is well
presented in some of his letters. Thus Ozanam says: (6)
"If there is one thing that consoles me on leaving this earth before
my work is accomplished, it is that 1 have never worked for the favour
of men, but always in the service of truth.''

"I cling to Catholic or;hodo<v more than the life itself, loving and
serving with all my heart the Rontan Catholic Church."
(6) Right Rev. Monsignor Baunard, O7_ANAM IN HIS CORRESPONDENCE, National Council, Society of St. Vincent de Paul, Australia,
pages 297 and 311.
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the nationalist thinking deeply rooted in the intellectual life of the
French capital. His struggle moved him from a group of belligerent
students ready to defend in public debates the truths taught by the
Catholic Church. God was pleased to use the ecclesial zeal of these
students headed by F. Ozanam in initiating the great work of the
apostolate of the poor. The truth of the evangelical message must
he proclaimed to the whole world in works, and not in mere
polemics. The focal strength of the Church is Christ who became
man, and became poor for love of men. It is in the poor that the
image of Christ is perfectly revealed. And we see the poor and touch
them physically. At the sight of a poor man, we should fall on our
knees, and like the apostle St. Thomas say "My Lord and my God!You are the visible image of God whom we cannot see, but whom
we love, loving you. This is the church trobbing and manifest to
our corporal eyes; that is the sheer truth embodying the whole
evangelical message. For F. Ozanam, the binomial truth Church has
its full realization in the supernatural vision of the poor. Likewise,
for him, all the diverse manifestations of truth should be considered
under the prism of the Church, and his being a belligerent in defense
of truth would lead him to defend the Church. This is the context
of one of his writings where he says: "All rnv ambitions are geared
to the church. Just as her triumphs bring me joy and satisfaction,
her sorrows and contradictions make me tremble and fear."
Two things are very clear in F. Ozanam's legacy to us: The first
is the vision of Christ in the person of the poor, an outward expression of the message of the Gospel; the second is his fidelity to the
church as custodian of the Divine message and his militant spirit
to bring the message of Christ into reality through the apostolate
of charity. Thus, Frederick Ozanam in his time and today through
his legacy proves to be eminently a man of the Church.

Summary and Conclusion
The raison D'ctra of the Society of St. Vincent de Paul is none
other than the vision of the evangelical message in the person of
the poor. St. Vincent de Paul projected this vision in the rule of
spirituality that he immortalized in the presence of his work as
founder in the Church. Two centuries later, F. Ozanam adopted the
same rule (code) of spirituality to place it at the disposal of the laity and with it live the evangelical message in a life of spiritual
renewal in the service of the poor. Thus do St. Vincent and F.
Ozanam join hands on a mutual commitment: the Vincentian vo-
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apostolate of charity in the mission of the Church.
The Society of St. Vincent de Paul calls for the preservation
of this identity, and for this, asks the help of those who are supposed to live it out officially in their commitment to the consecrated
life. Without touching the secular charism of the Society and its
appropriate autonomy, the Fathers of the Mission and the
Daughters of Charity can help infuse the Vincentian spirituality
into the work of Ozanam by offering its spiritual asesores for the
formation of the members.
The Society of St. Vincent de Paul calls for this cooperation
among all the Vincentian entities. The International Convention at
Montreal has been a powerful echo of this need.
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SPIRITUAL ODYSSEY IN THIRTY - FIVE YEARS
TALK TO " 195/ ORD INATION C LASS"

by Fr. Richard McCULLEN, C.M.
Benvstow (Fire)

7th October 1986

When Bishop Eamonn wrote, asking me to join you today and
to speak to you - the theme he suggested was "A Review of the
Spiritual Changes in a Priest's Spiritual Odyssey in Thirty-five )-ears. "
Now let me say straight away that to escape from the raw fact that
already we have passed 3.1/2 decades in the priesthood and that
we have all reached or passed or at least on the borders of the 60's
- I found refuge and shelter in the Odyssey dimension of the themetitle. One of the definitions given in the Oxford Dictionary of the
word odyssey is that it is an "adventurous journey. "And what man
amongst us here has not had an adventurous journey since he left
the ordination sanctuary thirty-five years ago? Our lives - in their
outward appearances anyway - could hardly he described as
adventurous journeys. Most members of the class have lived out
their lives within the confines of one diocese. You may have nwved up and down, and over and across the diocese, but you would
hardly claim that each move, each change was "an adventurous
journey."Irish priests do not dramatise their lives, and with their
sense of humble realism would be reluctant to present their lives
in the priesthood as great adventures or themselves as particularly venturesome. Yet each one of us here has had within the vast
territory of his own heart an adventurous journey over the past
thirty-five years, a journey which merits the title of "odyssey. "We
will never get around to recounting in full the experiences of that
adventurous journey which is the spiritual odyssey of our priestly
lives. We have not the insights into our own personalities and
characters nor the powers of expression nor perhaps the humility
nor the courage of a St. Augustine or a Thomas Merton to "go
public," so to speak, on our personal experience of being a priest
for thirty-five years. However, there is not a man of us here but
has had, spiritually speaking, an adventurous journey during the
past three and a half decades as a priest of Jesus Christ. During
these few days together I imagine that ,vhat you are doing is trying to heed the advice of Jeremias the prophet: "Halt at the
crossroad, look well, and ask yourselves which path it was that stood
you in good stead long ago. That path follow, and volt shall find rest
for your souls." (Jet-. 6:167).
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which you made here ten years ago and hopefully (at least for a
remnant!), will make here fifteen years hence ... .
What you have asked me to do this morning, is, I believe, to
reflect on certain experiences that we have shared together during our odyssey of 35 years, and which have affected our spiritual
lives as priests. My reflections are random ones, and I cannot claim
to be reading the map correctly as we look back over 35 years of
journeying. It is for you to make the necessary corrections and adjustrnents, and what you will have to say may help us all to move
on with greater confidence and lighter step from this crossroads
- which we will call 35 - at which we have decided to halt briefly.
I can recall very vividly the beginning of the priestly odyssey
of this class. I'm not thinking of that very first evening in Mavnooth
in September, 1944 (though that is still a very vivid memory in my
mind). Rather am I thinking of the first steps you took as you moved out of the Mavnooth sanctuary after your ordination in June
1951. You kindly invited me to be present at the class ordination.
I was there as an observer in the choir stalls, having lost a year
through "defecting" to the Vincentians. The steps you took, I well
remember as you moved down through the stalls at the end of the
Ordination were very measured ones. The pace of the procession
down the center of the chapel was, I can see it still, particularly
slow. The steps may have been slow, but they were firm and confident ones on that ordination Sunday. The steps were firm and confident because you were moving out to a people who in every sense
of the expression looked up to the priest. The people lifted up theireyes to the moutain of the priesthood. It was from there that help
would come. So let us say that the odyssey of our Priesthood began
on a mountain. Life in the priesthood in the 1950's may not have
been without its rough hours (when was it ever without its difficulties?) - but it was studded with stability and security. We
knew who we were - and it was good. How often in the oratories
of Mavnooth had not the changes been rung on texts such as that
from Hebrews "Every high priest is a man taken from amongst men
and ordained for men in the things that pertin to God. "(Ilcb. 5:1).
The priest was a man set apart by God, and hooks such as Cardinal
Manning's "The Eternal Priesthood" underscored the dignity and
the elevation of the priesthood. The priest, too, was the Ambassador
of Christ, who like Moses descended f rom the mountain to explain
the law of God to the people, and to return to the mountain in order
to offer gifts and sacrifices for the sins of the people he represented.
The newly-ordained priest of 1951 was reminded daily of the moun-
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et veritatem Main; ipsa rte deduxerurt et adduxerunt ad rotten
sanctum tutee at in tabernacula tua." Because of his dignity and
because of his ambassadorial status, the spirituality of these years
heavily underscored the importance of a strong personal relationship with God in Christ. Our dignity as priests rested, too, on a deep
consciousness of the powers of the priesthood. We came down from
the mountain of God with power to make Christ present in the
Eucharist, to pardon sins in His name, to baptize, and administer
the sacrament to the sick. The consciousness of our dignity and of
our priestly powers lifted us above the people, and the people, as
I remarked, looked up to us., even in our yourthful rawness and
inexperience.
Think back for a moment on some of the features of that mountain's spirituality; weekly or fortnightly confession, thanksgiving
after Mass, visits to the Blessed Sacrament, the recitation of the
Divine Office, lengthy, by today's standards, and in Latin. While we
lived with the basic conviction that the brievarv was the prayer of
Christ, and accepted it as such, we would be less than honest if we
did not admit that the shadow of the opinions of the moral
theologians lay heavily over us, reminding us that the deliberate
and inexcusable omission of a small hour constituted a mortal sin.
For spiritual reading we were nourished on the works of authors
such as Dorn Marmion, Dom Chautard, Dom Van Zeller, and Dom
Boylan. You will have immediately noticed that each of these
authors was a monk. Their writings made strong emphasis on what
was called "the interior life." It would be unjust on our part to
disparage or devalue the worth of the writings of these authors.
They carried then and still do, much valid and profound theology
that can still serve as pabulum for our priestly lives. I only invoke
their names here to highlight the orientation given to the spirituality
which was presented to us. The priest on the mountain was a consecrated man of God. There was a very forceful emphasis given to
the importance of being holy. Can you still hear Fr. Tom Cleary
in a rather high-pitched voice, somewhat excited, telling us that "a
holy priests makes a holy people?" As you emerged from the college chapel in June 1951, you knew who you were, and so did the
people of the parish into which you were now going. There is lodged in my mind an observation which Cardinal Dalton made on a
Union Day in Maynooth sometime in the early 1950's. He reminded the newly-ordained priests that they were going out to a people
who were second to none in the world in their devotion to appreciation, and love of the Catholic priesthood. Yes, we knew who we
were, and it was good.

-40DOIVA' TO TH!i SEA IN SHIPS
From the moutain fastness of the 1950s we began towards the
end of that decade to go down to the sea in ships. We had just passed the 10-year mark in the priesthood when, from one of the slopes
on the mountain range, our eyes caught sight of what seemed to
be an immense ocean, clouded in a haze. A mist prevented us from
seeing it clearly at first, but the prospect of it was enchanting. The
Second Vatican Council can be likened to an experience of discovering the sea after a Tong trek across a range of solid mountains. The
sea always calls forth adventure. The spirit of adventure was in
the air in the early 1960s. It was not that the sea was healthier than
the mountain, but there was a quality in the ocean air that was very
gratifying and, above all, the sheer expansiveness of the ocean opened up within ourselves a new sense of freedom.
The Council launched us out into deep waters very quickly. New
horizons opened up before us and new depths in theology were
plumbed. In the exhilaration of the sea voyage we came to see
ourselves a little less as an "alter Christus," and a little more as
the "servos servorum Christi. "We began to hear a little less about
the dignity of the priesthood, and a good deal more about the people of God. Indeed if I recall rightly, it was the voice of the Irish
bishops, with the late Cardinal Conway as their spokesman, that
made a special plea at the Council that the priesthood be not
overlooked in the documents that were being written. While
welcoming the completion, so to speak, of the work of Vatican I
on the role of the bishop in the Church, and rejoicing at the prospect of the development of the lull potentialities of the lay person, the bishops underlined the centrality and the excellence of the
order of priesthood in the Church. It is noteworthy that the second
sentence of the decree on the Ministry and Life of Priests remarks
that "a most important and increasing ly difficult role is being assigned to this order in the renewal of Christ's Church. 'The fact is that
a renewed vision of the Church was being presented to us in the
Constitution "Lumen Gentium" - and because the concept of
Priesthood is inextricably linked with the theology of the church,
certain shifts of emphasis in the theology of the priesthood were
inevitable. Pretty central in the Constitution "Lumen Gentitnn"is
the concept of the People of God - a concept already, I may say,
well accepted and lived by the Irish people as the term " Phobal De"
clearly shows. However, down Irum jhe mountain and sailing across
this new sea, we found ourselves closer than ever before to the laity. It was not that the Irish priesthood, as I noted, was ever distant
from the laity , but we were beginning to turn our altars around.
The laity were being given a different view of us, and we were see-
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Gentium" was not without its significance, nor the decision to treat
the universal call to holiness before presenting the theology of the
religious life. It was during these years, too, of our spiritual odyssey
that new riches in the theology of marriage were being discovered.
Did we, I wonder, during those years begin to feel that the sacrifices
we had made to become celibate priests were being ever so slightly devalued? Had the discovery of the new riches in the theology
of marriage and presented in "Gadiun et Spes" made us feel in
some inexpressible way less secure in our Priesthood? Whether this
be so or not, these were the years when we began to he told that
celibacy was an eschatalogical sign of the coming of God's kingdom.
They were years when we embarked on a search of finding new
ways of living our celibacy at greater depth. Side by side with the
question - what is the meaning of celibacy? - priests were raising the deeper question of what meaning can I give to a life of
celibacy? Some priests found the questions profoundly disturbing
or realized that the charism of celibacy had not been theirs in the
first instances and left the preshyteriurn. These were the years, too,
when the vernacular first inched its way into the liturgy and then
after a short time, the latin language virtually surrendered to it
unconditionally. We found ourselves speaking less of "mv Mass"
and a little more about the people's Mass. No longer was there the
same awesome silence at the consecration as there was in the days
of the Latin Mass, to be followed by widespread coughing on the
part of the congregation when the final coinsecration bell had been
rung. The sense of mystery was diminished, many said, and we
priests, too, were coming less sacralized.
It was in the second decade of our priesthood, that we began
to hear about the new Christology. The humanity of Christ, his
knowledge about himself and his mission became focal points of
discussion amongst us. How much did Jesus Christ know? and
when? Did he know that he was God? These were questions that
were scarcely raised, or not at all in the manuals we knew, such
as those of Van Noort or Tanquerey. The renewed Christology was
emphasizing the deep human love ol* Christ, his compassion,
especially for the poor, his appreciation of humanity, both his and
ours. However, a consequence of emphasising the humaneness of
Christ was an almost imperceptible diminishment of reverence
before the uniqueness and mystery of the Incarnation. Throwing
into relief the richness of the theology of the Resurrection seemed
to draw us away somewhat from the way of the Cross and the
preaching of Christ crucified. Was it about this time that we noticed a weakening of the sense of sin amongst our people and the thin-
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ourselves, we seemed to be frequenting the sacrament of penance
or reconciliation, as it was beginning to be called. It was not that
we had lost faith in the absolving words of a fellow priest, but rather
that we were not seeing things with the sharpness of Peter's faith
when he felt compelled to cry out on his knees in the boat: "Depart
from me, 0 Lord, for 1 am a sinful mart. "(Lk. 5:8). The Council years
saw us relegate Marmion and Vonier and Chautard to perhaps the
shelves in the visitor's bedroom in our presbyteries in order that
we might make r-oorn for Quoist and Evely and Boros.

"A DESERT PLACE"
We can say that in the years immediately following the close
of the II Vatican Council, we ran into some turbulence. But I would
prefer to suggest that we reached land again in 1965, but found the
terrain very different from that from which we had set out in 1962.
We moved inland again on our adventurous journey, after the bracing airs of the Council. Before long we found ourselves in a terrain
that was very different from the one from which we had set out
on our sea voyage. If the truth mutst be told, the late 1960s and
early 1970s were years when it seemed to many that the Church
had moved into a desert. Like the Israelites of old, there were those
who began to question why God had let them out into a desert place.
Why had he, if he cared for his people, taken away from them some
of the old securities? These were the years when some theologians
were speaking about the death of God. Perhaps a consequence of
the death of God theology was the questioning of the validity of
prayer. I have heard it said that at the turn of the decade, from
the 60's to the 70's - that Pope Paul VI became somewhat depressed
by the thought that the Church was weakening in its conviction
about the validity and efficacy of prayers. No, we did not give tip
prayer, we still celebrated Mass with the people and for them. We
held on to our breviaries, somewhat relieved that at least now we
could understand what was on the page before us. They were the
years of the Interim Briev'ary, the Blue Book, rushed out rather
hurriedly, it was said, lest the priests of this country would lose
the habit altogether of praying the prayer of the Church. These were
the years, too, when dispensations I rom priestly celibacy continued
to he granted. The "Tu es sacerdos in aeternum"that had been sung
in majestic polyphony at your ordination ceremony, no longer seemed to have the awesome finality that it had sonic twenty Year's
earlier. For the laity the newly-granted dispensations from pricstly celibacy were tolerantly and with understanding accepted, es en
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The wilderness situation of the late 60s and early 70s was
characterised , too, by a feeling of not knowing what direction the
people of God with their priests should he taking. Recently I heard
of a French bishop, now retired, referring to these years as an era
when it was forbidden to forbid.
It would not be fair nor true to speak in totally negative terms
of these years which could be described as the wilderness experience. In the history of Israel, the wilderness experience of the
Exodus had some profound spiritual effects on the Israelite people. Our wilderness years in retrospect, did much for us priests.
Somehow there seemed to be a new awakening in our consciences,
that we were called to be our far-distant brothers' keepers. The Irish
diocesan priest was giving thought to the needs of dioceses fatbe yong our shores. Vocations to mission societies, to religious
orders and congregations continued to drop. Yet almost
systematically, individual Irish dioceses began to establish their
own missions in third-world countries. The numbers sent to such
missions by individul dioceses may have been small, token forces,
but they pointed to an awareness on the part of the presbyterium
in our dioceses, of' the centrality of the priest's role in the extension of the kingdom of God. These new-found missions did much
for our people, calling forth an unsuspected generosity for their
support. And it would be idle to deny that we in turn were not moved by it.
The partnering, so to speak, of the two themes, the priesthood
and justice at the Synod of 1971, was also significant. The horizons
of our minds were being widened, so that we began to feel responsibility for the poor and the oppressed of the third world. The 1950s
saw a strong reaffirmation of charity in moral theology, in the
writings of men such as Spicy and Flaring. It was welcome emphasis. Then later with the Popes themselves giving the lead, justice
became, so to speak, the contemporary name for charity. Action
on behalf of justice and participation in the transformation of the
social order impinged more on our consciences. We were ordained for men in the things that appertained to God, and our God was
a just God, and we must consider ourselves as being among his
privileged agents of justice. With the heightened awareness of the
extreme poverty in two-thirds of humanity, we as priests came to
a new realization that Jesus Christ had come to give the good news
to the poor, that he had shown a particular interest in the poor,
and that as men who shared in his ministerial priesthood, we should
reflect that concern.
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notoriously difficult to find direction for the onward journey. Confidence can be shaken. Each of us in the early 70s did feel a little
confused about direction at times. We were finding it difficult to
present to our people the old theology in its new dress. For some
perhaps the weakening of confidence accentuated the loneliness
of the desert. Were these the years, one might ask, when with many
familiar landmarks gone, we as celibates felt most acutely the
loneliness of the desert?

AND INTO A "PLAIN PLACE"...
Impercetibly after the publication of the masterly document,
"Evangelii Nuntiandi, " by Pope Paul VI in 1975, which gave expression to some of the difficulties of communicating the deep
things of God to mankind , we seemed to move into new terrain.
It was slow journey . New vegetation gradually appeared. In
paragraphs 25-39 of "Evangelii Nuntiandi " Paul VI touches on the
content of a priestly spirituality which takes account of the two
dimensions - the contemplative and the apostolic . Taking their cue
from this document , authorities and writers will throw into relief
now one dimension and then the other, but always stressing the
intimate link that binds the contemplative with the apostolic in the
life of the priest . Not contemplation alone nor pastoral action alone,
- but both working together - without dichotomy - in the life
of the priest.
It was when Pope John Paul I I was elected Pope in 1978 that
he drew attention to a range of mountains on the horizon. As the
anniversary of the institution of the priesthood on Holy Thursday
came round each year, Pope John Paul recalled for us the truth that
a priest must be a man of the mountains and a man of the sea, a
man of the desert and a man of the market-place. He is called to
he a mail of prayer, and a man of action ... A priest must not spend
so much time on the mountains that he does not descend to the
plains to interest himself in the struggle of God's people for justice
and peace. Nor must he he a man who never lifts up his eyes to
the mountains whence shall conic his help. Nor must be be a landlubber. Like his fellow priest, Peter of the gospels, he must be ready
to obey his Master's command to launch out into the deep and to
let down his net for new catches. He is a man who has a strong
sense of tradition in his heart, but with his eyes wide open for what
is emerging before him.
At the present time two features mark spirituality in general
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or a need for more prayer, personal and community. Groups coming together to reflect on the apostolate, - support groups, prayer
groups are familiar features of life in the Church at the present
time. Secondly, personal and community prayer is not looked upon
as an evasion of the world, but rather as an encounter with God
that will result in a more practical solicitude for the needs of contemporary society and mankind. An incarnational spirituality and
a spirituality of service is a consequence of a more intimate contact with God. The apostolic mission of the priest with all its implications is seen as flowing from the fact that he has in fact been
chosen "from amongst men and ordained for men in the things that
appertain to God. "(Heb. V.1).
At the end of this very rapid, generalized and cursory review
of some of the spiritual changes in a priest's spiritual odyssey in
35 years, let me stop and fix our sights on what has not changed.
"To live is to change" wrote Cardinal Newman, "and to live perfecthv
is to have changed often." We've lived through changes and we
ourselves have changed and been changed, and I am convinced, for
the better, if for no other reasons than that for those who love God
"all things work together for the good." (Rom. 8:28). For all our
limitations, failures and compromises in the priesthood, there runs
like a golden thread through these 35 years an unbroken and deep
desire to love God, to become less unworthy of the vocation to which
we have been called. So for that reason we can be confident that
the changes and emphases in priestly spirituality have in the
mysterious design of God's providence been working for our good.
What has not changed is the fact that Jesus Christ has not gone
back on his choice, a personal one, of us to he priests. Aagain, I
can still hear Tom Cleary citing over and over again Our Lord's
words: "You have not chosen me, but I have chosen you, and I have
appointed you that you should go and should bring forth fruit, and
that your fruit shall remain. "(Jn. 15:16). Whatever changes may have
taken place, the Mass still remains central to our personal lives and
those of our people. So do the sacraments, and, above all, the deep
need of our people to hear from us about God, his life, his love,
his commandments and the eternal truths. "What this parish needs
is a minister who knows God more than by hearsav. " That was an
observation I once came across, made by a Protestant who was
engaged in a process of selecting a new minister for the parish. More
perhaps than ever do the people wait to hear the authentic voice
of a priest who has climbed the moutain of God in prayer. For all
the changes in these past 35 years, the priest does remain a man
of power, power given to him by Jesus Christ through the impo-
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of' that theological fact.
The word change is a vogue word to-day, because it corresponds
to the reality of change with which and within which we must live
our lives. Let not change unsettle us unduly. The church's ministry
from 1st century Israel to 20th century Ireland is a story of change:
varying emphases, new ways of serving and caring for the body of
Christ. Draw comfort from this observation of Cardinal Bernadin
of Chicago to his priests:
"People are not looking for religious leaders who can solve all their
problems or answer all their questions. Often they know the answers
already or they know their problem has no immediate solution. More
than anything else people look to us who minister- to therm for our
presence as loving, caring and forgiving people. They want our help
in their efforts to handle pain and frustration. They look to us for
understnding; they seek a sensitive and consoling resp onse to their
hurt feelings; they need the spiritual comfort we can bring through
our ministry of word and sacrament. They want someone who will
pray with there, whose presence will remind there that no natter what
their difficulties might be, God really loves theist and cares for them.
They want assurance that God will never abandon them . This is preferred style of spiritual leadership in our day."(cf. Origins 1982, Vol. XI,
pp. 65 tf.).

As a parting word at this crossroads 35, could I just say that,
whatever changes have taken place in the world and in the Church,
and whatever adaptations we priests must make in our ministry
to our people, the most persuasive apologetic for Christian belief
remains the phenomenon of holiness. Have we in these last few
years been too preoccupied with the need for relevance? A preoccupation with relevance can be unsettling, not to say dangerous.
It is required of us who are dispensers of the mysteries of God that
we be found faithful, not that we be found relevant. Relevance,
however, may be very well one of those things that will be added
onto us if, in our lives we first seek God and his justice. "No, Father,
wrote St. Vincent de Paul, neither theology nor philosophy, nor
discourses can act upon souls; it is necessary for Christ to intervene
with us or we with hint: that we act in hint and lie in its, that we
speak as he does and in his spirit. " The holiness that we seek goes
beyond moral rectitude and integrity. The holiness that we seek
is a growth into the likeness of Christ. It is our most urgent necessity as we leave this crossroads 35. The point has been made clear
for us in the final document of the recent Extraordinary Synod:
"Throughout the whole history of the Church , in its most dif-
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the primary sources of renewal. We badly need saints today
and we should earnestly pray to God for threat."(Synod Doc.
sect. 2, a.4)."
The visit of the Holy Father these days to Ars is a confirmation if we needed it, that a holy priest does make a holy people
in 1986 as in 1951.
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APOSTOLATS VINCENTIENS
Province de PARIS : LA MISSION PAROISSIALE
ITINERANTE tie LOOS-BO;VI)lIES
Evolutions sur une periode de 40 ans (1945-1985)

Cc raccourci historique semble devoir s'articuler autour de
quatre dates qui dcfinissent les caracteristiques marquantcs des
4 decennies de la periode consideree : chaque date est a considerer
conune des periodcs de dix ans environ qui precedent et suivent
les dates rctenucs.
...1945... 1'apres-guerre: reconstruction du pays ...florescence de
l'A.C.
...1955... debuts de 1'cxpansion cconomique, dcveloppements
urbains.
...1965... developpement de la societe de consonirnation (t&16 et
radio, democratisation de I'auto et des loisirs, supermarches ...) sous le regime de la V- republique (mai 68)
L'evenement: Concile Vatican IT.
...1975... Debuts de la crise cconomique (choc petrolier de 1973)
et revolution des techniques d'informatisation.
Depression accentuee de la pratique religieuse et des
vocations.
NB - Ces periodes seront avantageusement eclairees par I'excellent article du pere Joseph de MIJOLLA de "Masses Ouvrieres"
(n° 386 juillet-aout 1983) pour comprendre Ies evolutions de la Mission Paroissiale Itinerante.

I. Periode ... 1945 ...
Situation pastorale generate
Apres la guerre c'est la pleine reprise des MP dans la foulee
du succes des parcours de ND de Boulogne a travers la France occupee. La guerre a fait apparaitre les causes d'un mouvement de dechristianisation (cf. "France, pays de Mission", 1943). L'Eglise repart
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(I'Action Catholique. Et les cures, fideles a la prescription du Droit
Canon, reprennent "Ics exercises spiritucls Bans Ies paroisses" exiges toes les dix ans au moms. L'ampleur du mouvement fait naitre
la mission sous Chapiteau (1947) pour la region parisicnne.
La France comptait plus de 1200 missionnaires itinerants, dont
48 Lazaristes repartis en 8 maisons.
I.'Engagement des Missions: it se fait stir la simple demands
des cures. La preparation consiste en quclques renseignernents elementaires concernant la pratique religieuse et les mentalites. En
1951 it y avait pour 6 annees de travaux retenus a LOOS.
Duree de la Mission : de 15 it 21 jours plus Ic temps des visites
des foyers ; sous Ic chapiteau 30 jours, montage et kites comprises.
Activites
• Ics visites sont parfois accompagnees de reunions dans des
salles publiqucs ou des cafes pour vaincre le respect humain des
plus eloignes (surtout Ies homrnes). Les cures accompagnaient generalement Ics missionnaires clans les visites.
• Reunions des enfants: retraite do 3 matins avant Ics classes
des les premiers jours.'Fous Ies jours reunions pour sous les enfants
apres les classes de matinee.
• Soirees pour tour chaquc soir (duree lh30 environ); le dimanche viers 16h.
- Priere: chant et deux dizaines de chapelet meditees avec
intentions
- Gloscs: sur les commandements de Dieu et de I'Eglise ... stir
Ics superstitions
- Predications: Parole de Dieu, le salut, le peche, l'enfer et
le cicl, I'humanitc et la divinite du Christ, la Conscience, Ic Mariage,
la Confession, la Messe, I'Eglise et le Sacerdoce...des conferences
contradictoires tres vice abandonnees; les Bens simples retenaient
mieux Ies objections que les reponses...Predications des grandes
verites fortement teintees d'apologetique.
- Aspects festifs: Concours des croix pour les enfants a parfir dune croix geante en toile et lumincuse (7 a 8 nm do haut sur
0,70 de large comportant taus Ics insignes de la Passion (audio-visuel
de I'epoque).
Dc nombrcux corteges avec la jeunesse: ste THERESE de
I'Enfant Jesus, carteguides des Sacrements, I'Eglise hierarchique
(sacerdoce), la Passion, la fete des enfants et benediction des toutpetits, cortege marial des pelerinages, du Travail ... tableaux stati-
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• Ncuvaine de messe do Mission matinale (vers 6h) avec des
assistances parfois de plusieurs centaines de personnel (de 100 a
400 en ville) avec confessions.
• Messes de Communion des Femmes (l'avant dernier Dimanche) et remise de l'image souvenir, et des Hommes (le dimanche
de cloture) avec ceremonie du bailer de Paix et remise de la Croixsouvenir. Ces messes sont precedees de confessions generates le
sarnedi.
• Visites des malades ct personnes agecs et les sacraments a
domicile.
• Catcchese rapide d'adultes n'ayant pas fait la communion
solennelle, et regularisations de nmariage.
NB - Toutes ces activites visaient le reveil de la foi et la reintegration ctans I'Eglise locale de ceux qui s'en etaient eloignes par
paresse ou indifference. Les conversions rcclles et "Ies rctours"
etaient souvent nombreux. Un certain nornbre acceptait des engagements dans les activites paroissiales et les mouvements d'AC. Le
souvenir de la Mission etait un jalon, une reference dans la vie. On
entendait de vicilles personncs affirmcr "Depuis mon cnfance jc
n'ai jamais nmanque une mission", merne si la pratique reguliere
n'etait pas toujours suivie.

I,'4 pros Mission: tin ou deux ans apres it y avait habituellement
"un Retour de Mission", qui a eta progressivement abandonne parce
qu'il mobilisait moins; on a prefers des missions plus rapprochecs
(5 a 7 ans apres) avec les visites prealables qui integraient a la communaute les nouveaux habitants qui partout sc manifestaient de
plus cii plus nombrcux. L'ere du "nomadismc" dcvcnait evidcntc.

II. Periode ... 1955 ...
Situation pastorale generate
L'expansion industrielle provoque d'importantes migrations
urbaines et rurales (quotidicnncs ou a frequences plus ou moms
longues). La realite communale se trouve de plus en plus eclatee
sur un secteur on one region pour Ic travail, la scolarisation, les
loisirs, ('habitat, la residence secondaire...
L'Eglise cherche a cerner ces realites nouvelles et it s'y structurcr. Les "Enqustes socio-rcligicuses" du P. Boulard ct Ics intuitions du P. Motto (OFM) qui crca lc CPMI Ct les "Missions d'Ensem-
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de vie". La pastorale d'ensemble s'appuie essentiellement sur les
mouvements d'ACS. La visee du militant chretien, pour un combat
de justice et de paix, s'oriente davantage sur "l'homme social" que
sur la "personne"; la piete et la vie sacramentcllc personnelles
cedent le pas au primat de l'engagement professionnel et civique.
Les valeurs chretiennes stint surtout recherchees comme "les pierres d'attente" dun monde en mutation; on deccle dans les solidarites l'essentiel de la vertu de charite et du ternoignage de la Foi.
Les termes d"equipes' et de'communautes' eclipsent celui de
'paroisses'. La Mission Generale de structuration a la faveur des
instances pastorales. La Mission Retraite du peuple est depreciee,
voire consideree comme un handicap aux plans de structuration.
Elie se maintiendra a la faveur des petites gens qui attendent un
ressourcement de la premiere initiation chretienne; cette situation
la purifiera et la stimulera.
L'engagement des Missions: Ic principe de "I'offre et de ]a
demande" entre cures et missionnaires et de la mission paroissiale
isolee est peu a peu contestee. Les missions s'engagent par secteurs,
doyennes ou zones avec Ic consensus des prctres et des aumoniers
et laics responsables des mouvements d'AC.
Ce consensus pas toujours facile a realiser exige de longues
et patientes preparations, utiles, mais lourdes le plus souvent: fi-equents deplacements, divcrses rencontres, enquetes, definitions
d'objectifs de structuration pastorale. Mais Ic ressourcement de
la foi et de la piece demeure l'axe premier de la M.P.
Duree du temps fort: meme caracteristiques.
Activites
• Les visites s'accompagnent assez souvent do reunions de
quartier ou de village (hamcau) de sensibilisation, de connaissance
et d'echanges ...chez des particulicrs qui invitent leurs voisins.
• Mission des enfants: Abandon progressif des 3 jours de
retraite du debut a mesure du developpement des transports scolaires. Le developpement des cantines repousse la reunion de fin
de matinee apres les classes du soir, et le mercredi. On supplec par
une plus forte participation aux fetes du soir.
• Les Soirees se raccourcissent a une duree dune heure.
- La Priere: chant et une dizaine de chapelet meditee.
- Gloses: elles s'orientent vers les difficultes relationnclles
dans la vie de famille compte tenu de la diversite des psychologies
masculines ct feminines. Elles traitent de ('importance de l'impact
des rnedias.
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insistences particulieres sur le sens de la vie, du bonheur, le sens
du travail chretien, du Temoignage baptismal, et de l'Apostolat en
Eglise. L'apologetique disparait.
- Aspects festifs: les celebrations mimces do I'Evangile remplacent peu a pcu la croix geante, les corteges et les illuminations.
Elles font participer les enfants, les jeunes et meme les adultcs ct
les foyers.
- La neuvaine de messe de Mission matinale tend a se situer
apres la rentree des enfants aux classes du matin. Elie a moms
d'eclat, la participation se reduit mais elle est maintenue, en depit
des difficultes, comme priere communautaire.
- Les Messes de Communion Generale tendent a faire place
a la Messc de Cloture pour toutes les families. les souvenirs de mission sont dissocies de la messe pour ne pas penaliscr les personnes qui ont suivi regulierement les soirees sans pouvoir encore aller
plus loin clans les actes de la vie Chretienne.
- Les catecheses rapides d'adultes et les regularisations dc
mariage sont abandonnees, car la mission, si elle demeure un revcil
de la foi, elle ne suffit plus a alle seule a assurer une prise de conscience (devenue plus lente) des exigences chretiennes et qui suppose un soutien plus efficace de la communaute.
• De nouvelles activites apparaissent: (en collaboration avec
les responsables...) Rencontres de personnes agees et malades, de
jeunes, de lovers.
Eveil d'equipes d'acheminement d'ACG ct d'ACS, et rencontreshilan et recollections pour les militants.

Ces activites sont prevues dans le temps de preparation et programmees generalement daps les interludes des temps forts des
missions des paroisses d'un secteur pour ne pas empecher la frequentation des soirees quotidiennes.
L'Apres Mission: s'oriente, chaque fois que c'est possible et souhaite (...et done suivi par Ic clcrge local et les responsablcs la'ics)
vers une reprise avec les bonnes volontes et Ies chreticns engages
du secteur missionne.

NB - Une telle evolution investit de tres gros efforts physiques
et de disponibilite pour reveiller la foi et la structuration apostoliquc de tout un sectcur, et pour favoriser et inciter Ics pretres et
les militants a une cooperation missionnaire au niveau de tout le
secteur concerne, et cela, jamais aux depens de la "retraite pour
tour".
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Situation pastorale generale
Les incitations de la reformc conciliaire a devenir "inventifs
et creatifs" en matiere de pastorale tentcnt nombre de missionnaires itinerants a tourner le dos au charisme de Ieur passe qu'ils
croient a tort dejuge et revolu, surtout par le materialisme ambiant
de la societe de surconsommation et de massive indifference religieuse, que renforceront les evcnements de mai 68. Un grand hombre s'orientent vers les milieux de vie, Ic travail prof'essionnel, les
plus desorientes dans des annccs de recyclage, les decourages dans
des paroisses. Entre 1968 et 1974 tous les dioceses suppriment leurs
equipes missionnaires pour boucher les trous provoques par Ic manque de vocations. En 1967 le CPMI ne regroupait plus que 300 itinerants environ en France et devenait le CERM (Groupe d'Etudes
et de Recherches Missionnaires) qui s'etcignit it son tour en 1970.
En 1966 les Lazaristes de France comptent encore 37 itinerants en
8 maisons. En 1985 ils ne sont plus que 8 itinerants et 10 en secteur missionnaire, en 4 communautcs, mail surtout par des raisons
d'age et de sante.
Dans cette pcriodc un large et grave dehat thcologique et pastoral inquiete et agite I'Eglise do France "Evangelisation OU Sacramental isat ion?" En 1971 I'Assemblee Episcupale de Lourdes dans
la lancee de la recherche autour de cettc interrogation, suggere les
UPB (Unites Pastorales de Base) qui font long feu en 1974 a la parution de I'etude du P. Pannet sur le "Catholicisme Populaire".
L'Assemblec de Lourdes rcprend a son compte les reflexions du Pere
Pannet. En 1975 "EVANGELII NUNTIANDI" eclaire opportuncment ce dehat et y met fin. Avec la definition des Communautcs
Ecclesiales de Base de Paul VI, la Paroisse est en voie de retrouver
peu a peu sa vocation de communautc de base dans I'Eglise, Bans
laquelle les baptises trouvent normalement la nourriture necessaire
it leur vie de foi et a Ieur temoignage apostolique en Eglise.
L'Engagement des missions
De la part du clerge la M.P. West plus une necessite ; la pastorale d ' ensemble donne un souffle missionnaire a I'Eglise; cello-ci
n'a plus besoin d' itinerants non pleinement inseres dans les dioceses. D ' ailleurs la plupart des itinerants ne sont plus disponibles,
et les autres sont laisses " au chomage ". La dcmande s'est considerablement reduite. Darts I'equipe on parvicni peniblement a maintenir 6 mois it un an de travaux d'avance. Mais it n 'v a pas d'arrel.
La peuple chretien regrette generalement la disparition des
"retraites paroissiales ". A titre personnel certains eveques souhai-
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Aussi multiplier les contacts preliminaires devient necessite;
une sorte de " demarchage". On entend souvent avec etonnement
"4a existe encore les Missions?" Il faut expliquer, refaire Ie credit
de la M.P. comme quelque chose de nouveau, preparer les mentalites et la place de la M.P. dans la pastorale locale.
Duree des temps forts: el le derneure sensiblement ]a meme, sauf
pour les touter petites paroisses rurales qui connaissent de plus
en plus des missions de it jours qui amorcent ]cur regroupement
autour d'un centre plus important oir se fait la mission de 15j ou
de 21j, regroupement souhaite par le clerge charge d'animer des
secteurs de plus en plus vastes.
Activites: Les evolutions amorcees dans la 2eme periode
s'amplifient.
Elles s'orientent a stimuler les chretiens a prendre en charge
plus effectivement ('animation de leur cornmunaute (equipes liturgiques, catechetiques, caritatives, de diffusion de presse chretienne...) et a s'entraider au nivcau des doyennes et des zones. On
commence a reconsiderer l'importance d'avoir des communautes
ecclesiales de base vivantes. La formation et l'engagemcnt des chretiens s'appuient davantage sur la paroisse ou un groupernent de
paroisses. Le temps fort de Mission apparait de plus en plus favorable a cet effort pastoral grace au reveil de la foi et de la piete
qu'il assure. Les prctres de la base v sont de plus en plus sensibles.
IV. periode ... 1975 ...
Situation pastorale generale
L'expansion economique soudainement fragilisee par la crise
intensifie les preoccupations materielles des gens, mais en meme
temps reveille une recherche angoissee du sens dc 1'existence, voire
une quote religieuse et spirituelle, dans la jeunesse comme chez
les adultes (developpement des sectes, apparition du charismatisme ...).
L'effondrement de la pratique religieuse et des vocations, les
esperances post-conciliaires insatisfaitcs, et malgre tout, le retour
a un sens renouvele de la vie paroissiale, talonnent les chretiens
a desirer une formatione biblique, liturgique, spirituelle ... .
Les cures tendent a regarder la M.P. a nouveau comme un
moyen privilegie de conforter leurs fideles clans le climat rclativiste et permissif de la societe qui s'exprime dans les mceurs et les
media (liberalisation sexuelle, diffusion des drogues chirniques et
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L'Engagernent des Missions: Des 1974 Ics pretres font appel it
nouveau a la M.P. pour lours groupements paroissiaux , ou pour leur
doyenne.
Un doyen demandait (en 1981 ): "Venez chez nous pour reveiller Ia foi de nos populations, leur rappeler Ics pivots de la foi, et
aider nos chrctiens a inieux s'entendre dans Ics responsabilitcs
qu'ils prennent ; aidez-nous a coordonner leurs efforts". Des evcques font aussi appel en cc sens.
Les Chretiens engages s'associent davantage it la preparation
et aux rassemblements des temps forts de M.P . Ceux-ci permettent
de mieux coordonner Ieurs actions. De cc fait les preparations
devicnnent plus concretes et moms thCoriqucs.
Duree du temps f ort: suivant l'intportancc des paroisses elk
varic de 8 a 21j . Mais les temps forts s'organisent davantage par
secteurs paroissiaux avcc des reunions de rcgroupements qui hahituent Ics chrctiens a depasscr l'esprit de clocher pour vivre davantage unc eglise de doyenne par exemple.
Cct objectif est plus si rement atteint daps de grands ensembles, en ctalant les interventions missionnaires stir un ou deux ans
et en operant par tranches . Cela pet-met aux missionnaires de se
familiariscr a une region , et aux pretres de mieux connaitre les activites de Ia M . P. et d ' en mieux exploiter les fruits avec leurs militants. Cela donne a la M.P . itincrante un caractere qui la rapproche de la Mission longue.

Activites:
• Les visites sont plus souvent entreprises avec Ics Imes soit
dans la preparation (surtout en milieu rural) soft au moment du
temps fort (en milieu urbain), cn vue dune decouverte des personncs ct des families, du tcmoignage a porter, et eventuellement
d'evcillcr des petites communautes de village ou de quartier. On
s'efforce d'y eduquer les chrctiens au sens spirituel de la relation
humaine qui devicnt un acte do piste et de foi.
• La mission des enfants et des adultes, en raison des disponibilites de temps plus rcduitcs (la pratiquc des missions de 8j, les
soirees strictement Iirnitces it une heure et Icur preparation plus
restreinte quand it s'agit d'y associer les Imes ... I'handicap des
transports scolaires ...), contraint les missionnaires a rechercher
les movens dune catcchese plus condensee tout en ctant aussi complete quo possible, a partir de scenes cvangeliques bien choisics
et Bien articulees entre elies.
Cola Icur fait redecouvrir l'opportunite do 1'intuition tic St. Vin-
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ignorant sans lui (lire en peu de mots cc qu'il faut qu'il croie et qu'il
fasse pour &t re sauve"; c'etait son objectil missionnaire " d'annoncer les quatre mystcres necessaires a salut". La revelation essentielle du mystere trinitaire devient ainsi la Write qui inspire de
plus en plus un enseigncment qui pourra vivifier harmonieusement
la vie personnelle, la vie relationnelle, la vie familiale et des communautes au milieu des activates humaines, et les rendre capables
de les motiver pour des engagements chretiens plus solides. Cela
modifie grandement le contenu et ('expression des themes de predication restes pourtant traditionnels.
• Une importance plus grande est donnee a la liturgic eucharistique dans les activites missionnaires, parce qu'elle nourrit la
foi et la piete, parce qu'elle fait ('unite des chretiens, parce qu'elle
eveille la bonne volonte et ('engage, parce qu'elle convoque dans
le Christ en petites et grandes Assemblees.
• Un questionnaire d'engagemcnts apostoliques est propose
de plus en plus souvent en fin des temps torts (au cours dune soiree) aux fideles de la mission, pour les airier a prendre des responsabilites, si nwdestes soient-elles.
Les reponses a cc questionnaire sons comptabilisees et relicchies aver les prclres et les militants pour degagcr Ies appcls et
It's possibilitis concretes qu'elles expriment. Derriere Ies chiffres
it y a toujours presents a ('esprit des nonis et des adresses de personnes qu'il s'agit de rassembler et de coordonner dans la mesure
du possible, dans et au deli de la paroisse.
L'Apres Mission: consiste davantage dans des reprises d'un ou
plusieurs jours avec les chretiens qui se sons engages, a la dernande
des pretres ei des Ia'ics pour des rencontres-biIan ou des recollections, ou encore pour des activites plus ponctuelles qui s'avcrent
necessaires de susciter ou de soutenir (ex. le lancement dune
equipe).
L'Equipe des Missionnaires Lazaristes
de BON1UF. S

57 EVALUATION DE LA MISSION du Gruuprn e nt Paroissial
do VARS-SAINT AMANT de BU1\I.

1.'APPI:I.
Cc groupement de paroisses a etc repris depuis quclques annees
par I'abbc Martron qui, a I'heure de la retraite apres de nombrcuses annees d'enseignement , a consenti a I'appel de son eveque a un
rccvclage sur le tas . Malgre I'age it a ose entreprendre une Mission
pour ses Sept paroisses . 11 fit appel aux missionnaires Lazaristes
de BONDUES , pres de Lille, dont it fit connaissance a la lecture
du Iivre du pere Gonthier "Dieu Parle a son Purple"( Salvator 1977)
recensc dans le magazine MISSI. Ses relations avec notre confrere
Ic P. Cartier originaire comme lui de l'Houmeau ont facilitc la prise
de contact.
Dans le meme temps Mgr ROL adressait a fa Province des Lazaristes de Paris des appels rcitcres et perseverants dans le meme
lens pour le diocese d'Angoulemc.
Convaincue par ces divers appels I'equipe missionnaire de Bundues comprit que sa place ctait la ou les besoins de I'Eglise la reclamaicnt davantage.

"ALLF.R VERS Lli.S ll0. 1111ES"
C'est le premier imperatif de 1'evangelisation. Cela necessitait
tine presence Pnissionnaire continue plus ou moins longue daps clraque paroisse. Malgre les imprevus des santes Bans I'cquipe la realisation s'est faite de la fa4on suivantc:
VOUHARTE

Pcrc Cornee +
du 22 nov. au
lcr dec. 1985 Bruno ( scminariste)

VARS

du 6 au 25 dec. 1985 P . Corncc
P. Emeric + Bruno
P. Emeric

BIGNAC

du 24 janv. au 2 fey.

GENAC

du 29 janv. au 16 fcv . P. Jeandel +
P. Emeric

MARSAC

du 21 fey. au 9 mars P. Jeandel

MONTIGNAC

du 21 fey. au 9 mars P . Emeric
(Bruno a I'aide dans
les 2 I ocalites)

SAINT- AMANT d . B.

du 14 au 31 mars

P. Cornee
P. Simon
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St. Amant sauf a Genac ou ils logeaient sur place.
Its prenaient lours repas de midi et du soir the fable Martron
chez qui les paroissiens apportaient a tour de role les plats tout
prepares qu'il suffisait de rechauffer: daps chaque paroisse unc
equipe de dames avail merveilleusement organise cc service entre
elles; cc fut memo la surabondance; bien des non-pratiquants v participerent avec empressement et generosite, cc qui etait inattendu.
Les missionnaires commencaicnt Icur sejour par les visites de
toes les foyers: visites rapides d'invitation aux rassemblements du
soir, visites amicales, de prise de connaissance , mais sans importuner ( il faut se demarquer des visiteurs de sectcs); bcaucoup de
gens sont surpris par cette visite d'un prctre qui lour est inconnu
ct ne savent de quoi converser , sauf quelques tins qui profitent de
cette occasion fortuite pour exposer Ies problemcs qu'ils ont a cc cur.
Alors Ic missionnaire s'attarde davantage , mais sans exageration,
promettant d'autres occasions de rencontre si c'est nccessaire.
L'accueil est generalement poli, deferent , rarement hostile, parfois chaleurcux et confiant , mais pas pour autant determinant pour
un effort a rendre la visite.
Cependant cos visites crcent "la RIJMEUR "utile pour rassembier.

"RASSEMBLER et AA'NONCER"
C'est le deuxieme imperatif de ('evangelisation.
Pendant une semaine ou deux, suivant l'importance des localites, les soirees pour tous etaient organisces tous Ies jours sauf
les samedis et dimanches, de 20h a 21h precises: pas trop longues
pour nc pas lasser, par trop tardives pour menager les fatigues surtout des enfants et des personnes agces, pas trop tot pour permettre aux personnes actives leur participation.
Les soirees quotidicnncs contribuent a amplifier la rumeur.
ElIcs perrnettent a certains fideles de chaque soir dc faire une veritable rctraitc spirituelle, a d'autres qui ne peuvent venir qu'une
fois sur deux ou sur trois de reveiller leur faim religieuse, aux families dont les membres se relaient chaque soir de continuer la mission it la maison dans les conversations domestiques. Chacun y
trouve son profit a la mesure de scs possibilites.
Effectivement la rurneur a eu lieu partout; "le bouche a orcille"
a fonctionne dans les villages et entre les villages: des gens oublics
dans les visites, ou absents a cc moment-la, sont venus a I'appel de
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La mobilisation s'est realisee Bien audela des pratiquants du
dimanche (a Montignac, Genac, Bignac ); plus modestement a Vars,
Marsac, Vouharte St Arrant: la migration quotidienne du travail
very Angouleme surtout pour Vars et Mai-sac, certaines mesententes locales entre chretiens, et quelques periodes de grand froid ont
entrave I'effet-rumeur.
Dans l'ensemble le milieu paroissial a ete fidele et tres participant. La population eparse des campagnes est mieux venue que
la population des bourgs ou Ic respect humain joue davantage: on
s'y sent plus surveille.
Les rnissionnaires ont regrette de n'avoir pas programme quelques reunions de hamcau, qui en certains endroits etaient attendues suite a la visite pastorale de l'eveque dins le secteur.
La participation des enfants a ete exemplaire grace au ramassage assure par quelques parents et catechistes: ils etaient fid.eles
a leurs reunions de 16h 30 apres la classe et aux fetes realisecs en
fin de soiree. Les ados et les jeunes se sont mobilises Ies uns Ies
autres en s'accompagnant, ou par telephone, pour participer aux
fetes ou it des reunions pour eux les mercredis ou Ics samedis.
Les personnel agees on malades ont benel icie de transports
benevoles.
L'effet mohilisateur des soirees de mission nail de leer caractcre populaire, joyeux et familial, de I'enseignement evangelique
simple et fondamental qui apparait comme quelque chose do nouveau et vivant. Chaque soiree prend I'allure d'un repay de famille:
- l'entree: temps (10 a 20 minutes) d'accueil, de chant, priere,
axis et causerie souriante emaillee d'histoires it lecon morale.
- Le plat de resistance: temps de predication-conference (20
A 25 min.) sur le sens chretien de la vie et de l'Hommc, le mvstere
et la mission de salut de la personne du Christ, la vie en Eglise par
les sacrements, Ic temoignage personnel et communautaire, la place
rnediatrice de la Vierge Marie ou cur des communautes chretiennes.
Le dessert: temps de fete, de contemplation de pages d'Evangile et de celebration (10 a 15 min.). Apres de courtes repetitions
qui precedent les soirees, les enfants, les jeunes, voire des adultes
et des foyers miment des evocations enregistrees sur cassettes:
l'Annonciation, la Nativite., 1'Appel des Apotres, I'Enfant Prodigue,
Ic Bon Samaritain, l'Aveugle de Jericho, Ies messages de Marie de
la Medaille Miraculeuse ou do Lourdes, la Cene, la Passion, la Resurrection ou la Conversion de St. Paul ... .
Par lour variete, les participations en tout genre, I'horaire strictement observe, les soirees paraissent trop courtes et pour qui est
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une heure,
Les participants vivent dins ces soirees une veritable retraite,
un "temps fort" de renouveau spirituel ou chacun peat puiser la
nourriture qui lui convient.
L'interet pour les predications est manifeste, meme pour les
enfants, d'abord accroches par leur participation aux fetes.
Cette annonce publique de la loi en Jesus Christ cree un esprit
cornmun qui fait I'esprit de famille des baptises. L'Eglise dans son
rnystere apparait comme une realite concrete et vivante a toutes
les tranches d'age et de condition sociale, visible aux veux, sensible au ccxur. Les temoignages en sort nombreux:
"4a eclaire et raffermit la foi " - "J'ai retrouve la joie de vivre".
"Les fetes, c'est merveilleux; les enfants et les jeunes noes font du
bien...les mimes et les commentaires nous font vivre l'Evangile ...".
"Grace a ces soirees de mission j'ai fait de nouvelles connaissances ... j'ai renoue des amities negligees ... ou perdues ...... Et beaucoup notent: "C'est curieux, apres les messes du Dimanche, tout
le monde est presse dc s'en alley. Apres les soirees de mission on
est heureux de se retrouver et de se parler rnerne dans l'eglise. On
nest pas presse de partir".
La meme ambiance se retrouve aux messes du ruatin (9h ou IOh)
souvent concelebrees par les missionnaires avec uric homelie de
5 min. environ; c'est la petite communaute, quelques unites, parfois quelques dizaines, mais fervente et attentionnee a la bonne nmarche de la mission, aux temoignages it Bonner ... C'est la communaute motivee et "rnoteur", consciente de ses responsabilites spirituelles et missionnaires qui souvent s'attarde aver les missionnaires pour indiquer des visites a faire a des rnalades ou it des personnes et des families eprouvees.
Au cours de la mission les missionnaires visitent en effet tous
les rnalades qui tie peuvent se deplacer et suivant les cas proposent les sacrements a domicile; ces visites sont generaleinent Bien
accueillies; elles brisent bien des solitudes. Mais sous n'accueillent
pas les sacrements. La ou la rumeur joue Bien aupres de ces personnes par des chretiens qui les visitent en cours de mission, it y
a des conversions magnifiques. Le terrain a ete prepare.
En certains lieux les missionnaires ressentaient les resistances obstinees d'un vieux passe anticlerical toujours vivace. Mais
Ia visite en elle-meme etait toujours humainement deferente et
appreciee.
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C'est le troisieme imperatif de ('intervention rnissionnaire.
Aller viers les honunes, les rassembler, leur annoncer I'Evangile, constituent des actions de renovation des esprits et des ccreurs
propres a faire naitre unc vie d'Eglise, on a faire renaitre "cc qui
est use, fatigue ou en gestation".
Elles ahoutissent necessairement a des prises de conscience
qu'on nest pas chretie.n tout soul, mais ensemble, tant an plan local
qu'au plan du secteur, et, pour les plus motives et les plus doues,
au plan diocesain. Mais it est indispensable de susciter des gcncrosites a tous niveaux, si modestes soient elles, compte tenu des
capacites de chacun, pourvu qu'il trouve le moven qui lui est approprie de mettre sa foi en action. C'est cc quo cherchent a faire les
missionnaires au cours de leer presence dans les villages et le secteur en concertation avec les pretres et les chretiens responsables
du secteur par des contacts particuliers ou des rencontres.
11 s'agit d'abord d'accorder des bonnes volontes, de faire depasser des prejuges, parfois des divisions ancestrales, de secouer des
apathies, de replacer err priorite dans les esprits le service du Christ
retrouve dans nos freres, et aussi de calmer des impatiences, de
faire partager "des fiefs bien gardes", de moderer "les possesseurs
de vcrite" ... chez les plus zeles. Ces actions prealables de nature
psychologique, rclationnelle et spirituelle, oft permis d'eveiller, do
stimuler, de conforter les engagements d'un certain nombre de chretien5.
Au niveau des paroisses:
- Confirmcr les catechistes dins Ieur tache: les fetes de mission les ont seduits. L'eveil de quelques personnes a cette mission.
- La constitution de petites equipes liturgiques dans 5 paroisses porn- relier enure elles les personnes d'entreticn du lieu de culte,
les lecteurs et chanteurs...et reflechir lour animation apostoliquement. Des personnes jusque la pen pratiquantes se sont engagees
en ce sens. Toutes ressentent fort la reflex ion avec lour pretre, indispensable.
- La ne.cessitc du Service evangelique des malades (visites concertees et regulieres, activitcs proposces a ces situations particulieres, proposition de la communion a domicile par des chretiens
...) est passce dans les mentalites. Scour Anne est disposee a aider
les initiatives ct it les coordonner.
- L'idee de rencontres de priere a l'eglise en semaine pour
certaines circonstances ou en certaines periodes (mois de mai, rnois
du Rosaire, Avent, Careme ...) avec adoration du St. Sacrement a
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Au niveau du Secteur Paroissial:
La mission finale a St. Amant a voulu eveiller la conscience
dune Eglise de secteur par quelques temps forts.
- Le rassemblement des Rameaux a la messe de 1 1 h concelchree avec l'eveque; un signe: une grande carte du Groupement
paroissial avec pour legende "TOUS ENSEMBLE AVEC JESUS
CHRIST"; la participation de 150 enfants avant prepare avec leurs
catochistes des croix en carton portant un message de Jesus; tous
habilles en aubes. Malgre les messes cclcbrecs en chaque paroisse
le samedi soir et le dimanche matin, la messe de St. Amant comptait plus de 700 presences.
- La celebration du Vendredi-ST: 150 personnel environ du
sccteur. En place du recit de la Passion les enfants ont mime des
stations du chernin de croix qui ont servi de preparation penitentielle, suivie de tres nombreuses confessions personnelles. La liturgie du jour a ete ensuite suivie dans un impressionnant recueillement et avec ferveur.
- La veillce Pascale du Saniedi ST a 20: pros de 200 personnes du secteur regroupees au fond de I'eglise, au bas des marches
d'entree, pour ]a celebration du Feu Nouveau et de la Lumiere de
la Resurrection. Sept cierges pascaux portes par des laics representant leers paroisscs, symboliscrent l'unite autour du Christ, qui
nous envoie ensuite vers nos freres dans nos lieux de vie porter sa
Lumi^rc. Cclcbration tres parlante dans le cadre exceptionnel de
I'abbatialc.
L'ensemble de toutes ces actions de la mission dans le secteur
ont permis do poser des jalons pour l'avenir. Quelques personnes
s'interessent avec Mr I'abbe Martron et Scour Anne a animer,
1 ° une aum6nerie du CES de St. Arrant dans les locaux du
presbylere, et
2° un bureau du Coinit& Pastoral de Secteur pour encourager
les initiatives missionnaires et les coordonner dans be secteur.
Malgre les aspects tres positifs de la mission faite et decrits
ici, les missionnaires ne sont pas inconscients dc Ieurs propres limites, de celles qu'eprouvent le pretre responsible et de ses chretiens
les plus actifs. Mais par eux le Seigneur s'est manifesto, sa grace
est a l'action. Les miser a I'epreuve ont pour but de faire grandir
notre foi et de ne plus lather la main de I'ESPERANCE. C'est cc
que voudraient exprimer les missionnaires en conclusion.
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COMMENT
1° Le secteur nest plus d'un type rural pur. L'activite agricole est minoritaire en nombre. Les professions salariees dans
l'industric, le commerce et ('administration sont majoritaires.
Comme en de tres nombreux cas aujourd'hui le monde rural cst
eclate humainement et socialement parlant, par ('attraction des concentrations urbaines voisines. C'est une situation courante dont it
fact s'accommoder et qu'il est vain de regretter, meme si les contacts normaux et naturels s'en trouvent plus difficiles. Certaines
communes rurales sont devenues des dortoirs, disloquees par les
horaires de travail et de scolarite, les transports quotidiens, et la
multiplicite des activites et des licux de loisirs.
2° Cette dispersion rejaillit sur Ia vie religieuse pour laquelle
on a de moins en moins de temps it consacrer, et peu de motivation. La vie de foi est en sommeil: moms de pretres, des communautes plus amenuisees ... .
L'indifference remplace l'anticlericalisme militant de jadis, qui
pourtant laisse encore des traces dans Ics anciennes generations.
C'est lourd a porter.
3° Cependant nous avons trouve pat-tout des petits noyaux de
chrctiens spirituellement tres motives qui n'economisent pas leur
peine au service de I'eglise et des municipalites .... II y a de magnifiques possibilites d'avenir s'ils unissent leurs talents, leurs devouements dans une concertation interparoissisale.
Les communes le font et developpent la Vic Associative: equipes sportives, activites socio-culturelles. A St. Arrant les fetes de
]'Association St. Martin ont rassemble la grande foule.
Ce qu'on parvient a faire au plan humain malgre la situation
eclatee de la vie rurale, ne le peut-on faire a fortiori au plan de
I'Eglise qui a vocation d'animer, de nourrir et de dynamiser en Jesus
Christ I ame et le souffle de ]'unite des populations?
La Mission a revele que c'etait possible. Les baptises ont eux
aussi besoin de temps forts. Les missionnaires son( press a continuer leur aide a ]'occasion de ]curs deplacements par des "piqures de rappel" qui conforteront les initiatives prises ensemble.

L'HEURE EST A LINE SECONDE EVANGELISATION
Nous avons heureusement appris sur le terrain que St Vincent
de Paul nous avait precede it St. Arrant et a Montignac en y envoyant
ses premiers missionnaires pour y faire la Mission Populaire qu'il
await inventee.
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Aujourd'hui la richesse collective fait de merne si on n'y prend
garde. La promiscuite urbaine, le confort et I'abondance, l'invasion
des medias et la multiplicite des moyens de communication ne favorisent pas pour autant la relation aux autr-es. La perte des valcurs
humaines et spirituelles, au contraire insecurisent et angoissent.
La mission faite dans le secteur de Vars-St. Arnant de Boixe
noun confirme une fois de plus I'affirmation tant de fois proclamee par Jean Paul II "La Revelation de Dieu aux lrommes, revele
l'Homme a lui-inerrte". Le reveil de la Foi, reveille plus d'humanite
autour de nous. C'est notre mission it sous aujourd'hui ... et dernain.
L'equipe des Missionrtaires Lazaristes
de BO;ti'DL S

Province de PUERTO RICO : llegada de la CM a Haiti
1. - RFFIJ XION VICENCIANA DLSDL Ill / I I
Primer Auiversario de la visita del P. General
Hoy hace escasamente tin ano, que el P. General de la C.M.,
visitaba a las Hijas de la Caridad de Haiti y aquella visita supuso
el comicnzo de algo nuevo para la familia vicenciana que trabaja
en el Caribe y especialmente para ]as Herrnanas de Haiti. La visita
de nuestro P. General fuc un reto v estas fucron sus palabras en
la homilia que pronuncio: "Me siento feliz al pensar que las Hijas
de la Caridad de S. Vicente estdrr aqui trabajando cony porel pobre
y espero que en el futuro los Padres y Hermcutos de la C.M. podrdn
establecerse aqui cuando la Divina Providencia les llanre. Pienso que
el corazdn de S. Vicente se alegraria en el cielo al ver a sus misioneros entre las genres de Ham' '''.
Con el evangelio de hov podemos decir, "hoy se cumple esta
Palabra " porque la Misericordia de Dios es grande v porquc la
Divina Providencia anima v guia a los hijos de San Vicente.
Estamos seguros que hoy el corazon del sucesor de S. Vicente
se alegrara con nosotros porque en todo momento, desde aquel 14
de octubre de 198-5 ha recordado su visita a Haiti v nos ha animado
para que esta realidad que hov estamos vivicndo Sc realizara cuando
la Divina Providencia quisicra. Aqucl 14 de octubre se pidio signos,
para que los Misioneros llegaran un dia a estas tierras v todo el
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las fuerzas vivas dc la Iglesia de Haiti se. pusieron en movimiento:
desde el Sr. Arzobispo hasta la ultima de las Hermanas pasando
por la persona del Sr. Nuncio, han trabajado por esta causa, pcro
sobre todo, han orado al Senor para que enviara misioneros
Lazaristas a esta parccla de la Iglesia.
Mis queridos hermanos, aqui estarnos, porque el Senor nos
ha llamado por medio de sus Pastores para compartir con ustedes
las urgencias de la evangelization y aportar a la Iglesia de Haiti
nucstro carisma funclacional que no es otro que el de Jesucristo:
"me ha enviado a evangelizar a los pobres" y por eso, para nosotros, misioneros, Jesucristo es "la Regla de la misidrr".
San Vicente nunca fue amigo de dar grandcs consejos y eI escribio en una ocasion: "Todo to que tenemos que pacer es trahajar".
Per eso el misionero v el Misionero Lazarista mas, debe ensenar
trabajando y ponerse sicmpre del lado de los pobres.
El misionero Lazarista ha recibido del Sr. Vicente el espiritu
de trahajar prirnero por la propia perfection v Segundo el revestirse dc los sentimientos de Jesucristo mediante la practica de las
cinco virtudes entrc las quc destaco la humildad, sencillez, mortificaci6n y el eelo que nos permitira anonadarnos y hacernos todo
a todos y carninar con el Pueblo dc Dios, hacia la liberation integral definitiva. Porque la Iglesia es misionera estamos hov aqui y
quisieramos quc nucstra prcsencia en la Iglesia v en la sociedad
de Haiti fueran un acompanar al pueblo de Dios en su crecimiento humano y espiritual.
Vicente de Paul asumio pcrfcctamente en su vida yen sus obras
el prirnero y Segundo rnandamiento: "Por eso", cl dice, "debentos
entregarnos totalmente a Dios en total servicio a los pohres".
Hace unos anos Ilegaron las Hijas de la Caridad repartiendo
el pan dc la cultura, el pan material y el pan del catecismo. Hoy
llegamos nosotros, los Misioneros, para completar la obra y el cspiritu que movi6 a S. Vicente al fundar esta familia Vicenciana: "El
Senor me ha enviado a evangelizar a los pobres".
Una prcgunta tengo en la mente: " ,que diria y haria hoy el Sr.
Vicente?" Algunos de ustedes estan queriendo responder a esta pregunta. Yo, una vez mas, me acojo a la Divina Providencia y ella nos
ira marcando el camino a su debido tiempo, porque hay tiempo para
todo, tambien para sonar ... .
Pero en estos rnornentos nuestra primera preocupacion debe
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a todo lo que hasta ahora hemos vivido, comenzar a vivir en Haiti
es una volver a nacer, para anonadarnos, como hizo el Hijo del Hombre que se rebajo y se hizo scmejante a nosotros en todo menos
en el pecado. Para esta adaptacion nos servira de mucho el leer y
releer la carta de Pablo VI, "Evangelii Nuntiandi", que nos habla
precisamente de los problemas de la evangelizacion sobre todo
cuando se refiere al problema de la inculturacion y la insercion
en medio do las gentes a las que evangelizamos. En estc sentido
nuestras Constituciones nos hablan asi: El Misionero dcbe tener
alguna participacion cn la condicion de los pobres, do modo que
no solo procuremos evangelizarlos, sino tarnbien ser evangelizados por cllos: C. 12,3. Y Vicente de Pahl dice "es entre los pobres,
donde se conserva la verdadera religion, la fe viva (XI 120-121).
Hermanos y Hcrmanas, al Ilegar los Misioneros de la C.M. a
"nuevas tierras" a esta "Perla del Caribe" venimos con los sentimientos de los mensajeros que traen entre sus manos la justicia
y la paz evangelicas corno hiciera en su tiempo Vicente de Paul.
Por eso nos preguntamos: i,Que diria y haria hoy S. Vicente?
En nombre del P. General y de los PP. Lazaristas de la Provincia de Puerto Rico doy las gracias a todos los que han facilitado
nuestra presencia en estas tierras de Haiti que desde ahora las asumirnos como parte de nuestra herencia. Con la gracia de Dios esperamos no defraudar a los pobres ni a ustedes. AMEN
Gregorio ALEGRIA, C.M.
Vis. Puerto Rico

2. - CARTA del P. ARRIBAS al Superior General,
del 30 de octubrc de 1986
Estitnadisimo Padre McCullett:
La gran alegria y deseo que tengo de vivir las espectaciones que
ha puesto en mi la Congregacicin y la Provincia me nuieve a compartir con Usted este momenta tan providencial. Las Hermanas
hablan guardado, casi como on talismkn, el pequeno cuadra, que
presentaron en su venida, con la leyenda "HAITI LES ESPERA".
Junto a ese cuadro me hicieron retratar con el objeto de que usted,
Padre, puediera tener un recuerdo grdfico de su visita y de la presencia permanente de la Provincia en Haiti. Aqui le mando la foto
para que se ria on poco.
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con la lengua, me parece que el pueblo haitiano es an pueblo que
puede ofrecer macho a la Comunidad, a in Provincia v sabre todo
a mi persona. En este breve tientpo, ademds de ejercitar in paciencia, creo haber aprendido una gran leccion en su sentido de lucha
por la htisqueda de sit identidad. En su vir'encia de la solidaridad
v trahajo realizado en comtin, incluso tienen en su lengua an termino "konbit" que expresa ese trahajo realizado en corntin v que
no se puede Ilevar a cabo si no es con la participacion tie todos.
Tengo que decirle, Padre, que estoy muv contenta v con unas
ganas local de poder hahlarPara empezar a trabajar . Ahora estov
viviendo en el Serninario Interdiocesano v veo en ello, ademds de
cumplir nuestros principios fundacionales , una gran contribucion
que la Congregacion puede ofrecer a in naciente Iglessia haitiana.
Las vocaciones son may numerosas, aqui viven cincuertta y nueve
j6venes, v ciento veinte toman clases todos los Bias, Pero no tienen
fornradores . El gohierno duvalierista expulsci an gran utirnero de
sacerdotes. Por tanto si humildernente , desde aqua, puedo pacer algo
por el futuro de esta Iglesia que me ha ofrecido su hospitalidad, seria
ademds an perfecto trampolin para las faturas misiones rurales.
Buena, Padre, tantas cosas buenas podria contar que no terminana. Le ruego me tenga en sus oraciones y las de la Comunidad para
que siga siempre con esta ilusion y alegria. Su herntano en San
Vicente,
Santiago ARRIBAS, C.M.
Sentinaire Notre Dame
CAZFAU, C.P. 298
Port-au-Prince, HAITI

3. - CARTA del SUPERIOR GENERAL
al P. Santiago Arribas, C.M.
26 de Noviembre de 1986.

Querido P. Santiago,
iLa gracia del Senor nos acompar e sienipre!
Le agradezco muy cordialmente su carta del 30 de octubre,
mediante la cual desea compartir conmigo sus agradables experiencias habidas durante los primeros quince dias de permancncia en
Haiti.
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en Haiti con mucho entusiasmo v alegria. Quiero considerar su llegada a la Isla como una bendicion especial que Dios brinda a la
Congregation, al comienzo de mi segundo mandato corno Superior
General. Desde que visite Haiti abrigue el deseo de que la Congregacion se hallara presente alli. Mc siento particularmente feliz por
el hecho de que Ud. se esta disponiendo para ofrecer su avuda para
la formation de los futuros saccrdotes de Haiti. En todos Jos lugares donde llego insisto sobre la importancia que la Congregation
Glebe dar al apostolado de formar futuros saccrdotes o de avudar
a los saccrdotes en su apostolado. Resulta una alcgria saber que
alli abundan las vocaciones v que tienen muchos jovcnes en el Seminario. Que Cl Senor Ic asista constantemente para poder avudarles a convertirse en saccrdotes realmente buenos.
No me Cabe la menor duda de que Ud. se hallara tambien en
condiciones de avudar a las Hijas de la Caridad en su magna
empresa de servir a Jos pobres. Como Ud. senala muv bier, nias
adelante, con la gracia de Dios, estaremos en condiciones de comenzar el trabajo de predicar las misiones rurales.
Mis augurios para las I lermanas. Me dio mucho gusto contemplar su fotografia. Recuerdo mu,, Bien el poster: "Haiti ... les
espcra!" Pero, dcsde cl momento que Ud. va se encuentra alli, diga
a las Hermanas que ahora deben destruir cl poster!
Aqui, todos nos encontramos Bien. El P. Rigazio, que nee traduce esta carta, le envia sus afectuosos saludos, como tambien el
P. Bavlach. El P. Perez Flores, en estos momentos, se encuentra en
Espana.
Feliz Navidad, con cl dcsco de copiosas bendiciones que sc derramen sobre U'd. clurante todo Cl torso tie 1987.

Richard McCULLEA', i.s. C.M.

Province d'ORIENT : "En depit des problOnes"... la mission coruirure
Je profite dune occasion porn- la France pour vous envoyer cc
petit mot et vous donner de nos nouvelles. Je sais combien, vous
et votre Conseil, vous etes trey inquiet pour Woos! Mais grace a Dieu
les Confreres de ]a Province sont admirables; en depit des prohlemes de tous genres, ils continuent a assumer leer mission avec beau-
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C'cst pourquoi it me semble que Dieu benit cette petite Province,
puisque nos Apostoliques et nos Seminaristes et etudiants sont
pleins de rele et donnent unc ties bonne impression. Pour moi c'est
Lin signe que Dieu est content de nous! Puissions nous ne jamais
lui manquer de fidelite lui qui nous a comble de sa tendresse durant
ces 12 annecs de guerre!
II n'y a pas a vows inquictcr a notre sujet au point de vue financier. Je me suis arrange, avec I'aide de Dieu, d'assurer tout le necessaire pour cette annee, en pensant a la fois et comme it taut aux
pauvres. Je suis tres touche par I'aide de plusieurs Provinces de
la Compagnic Icsquelles, sollicitecs, ont presque toutes accorde Line
aide prccicuse. Cela nous fait toucher du doigt combien la Compagnie, a part ses richesses spirituelles, noes accorde egalement Ies
materielles. Je me devais de vows signaler cela pour que vous soyer.
hcureux de I'esprit de charite qui existe a travers la Congregation.
Sur le plan local si les canons se sont tus, c'est par contre la
situation economique qui devient tres inquietante. Beaucoup de
families ne mangent plus a leur faim et la vie augmente de jour
en jour. Oue Dieu nous preserve d'une revolution sociale!
Naotnrr ATALLAH, C.M.
Vis. Orient
Bevrouth, 21 novembre 1986

Provincia ROMANA : la Chi ncI''(Intro per it diaconato permanente
e i mini"tci i ccclcsiah''
Sahato 22 noventbre, nella Basilica di S. Giovanni in Laterano,
it Card. Ugo Poletti ha ordirrato dieci diaconi pernranenti (9 sposati,
I celibe) per la Diocesi di Roma. Sei erano gib stati ordinati negli
anrri scor+i. Alla loro preparazione si e dedicato particolarrrte me P.
Luca Brandolini , responsabile del Centro Pastorale' per it Culto e
la sarttilica;.iorre, del Vicariato di Roma, e del "Centro per it diaconato permaucttte e i rrrinisteri ecclesiali"presso la Rettoria di S. Teodoru (11 Palatine.
(Riassunto di un articolo apparso

su "Avvenire " di domenica 30 novembre
1986. - Alberto L'I:RN'ASCHI, C.M.)
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STUDIA

"UN UM CORPUS, UN US SP/RITUS IN CHRISTO"
DOCUMENTO DE LA XXXVII ASAMBLEA
GENERAL DE LA CONGREGACION
DE LA MI SION
(18 junio / 16 julio 1986)
IIISTORIA DEL DOCt'MENTO
El Documento conclusivo de la XXXVII Asamblea General de
1986 tiene sus primeras raices en la convocacion de la misma. En
la carta (31.5.1984 ), mediante la cual el Superior General la convoco, expuso dos ideas que marcaran decisivamente todo el trabajo
realizado en torno a la Asamblea , desde la preparacion hasta que
el Consejo General redacto definitivamente el Docurnento el dia 30
cle,Julio de 1986.

LA PREPARACION
Las dos ideas que Cl P. General expuso v que setialaron el
rumbo de la preparacion v realizacion de las Asambleas fueron:
* la Asamblea sera pastoral;
* el lema de Ia Asamblea sera: UNUM CORPUS, ONUS SI'IRITUS IN CIIRI.STO.
La Congregacion ya habia cumplido Ia tarea constituvente mandada por la Iglesia (1). Esta tarea se inicio cuando se cumplici to
dispuesto en el Decreto de la Asamblea General de 1963 (2) y se culmino cuando la Santa Sede aproho las Constituciones en 1984 (3).
Sc iniciaba una nueva epoca en el quehacer de las Asambleas Generates. Todos descahan que esta epoca tuviera un sentido pastoral.
La idea de centrar los trabajos cn torno a la unidad fue mcis
inesperada. El P. General quiso, Si Ia Congregaci6n conscntia en
ello, que la labor de las proximas Asambleas fuera iluminada por
la idea de la unidad de la Congr-egacion. La unidad es un tesoro,
un don de Dios, que las Asambleas deberan contribuir a conservarlo v a robustecerlo (4).
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General ( 5) tuvieron la primera reunion el I de scpticmbre de 1984.
En el saludo , el P. General insistio en el caracter pastoral de la
futura Asamblea, en Ia necesidad de buscar nuevos metodos porque iba a ser una Asamblea distinta de las anteriores v en la unidad. El P. General adujo nuevas razones refcrentes a la unidad. No
se trata, dijo, de procurar que Ia proxima Asamblea General trabaje cohcrentemente , sino que despues , tcrminada la Asamblea, se
mantenga la coherencia en coda la Congregacion.
El Superior General abrigaba la esperanza de que las posibles
desventajas de la descentralizacion reconocida en las Constituciones (6) no influyeran y clue los Postulados de las Asambleas Provinciales se clejaran iluminar por la unidad que inspira el Tema (7).
La CP expuso los resultados de su primera reunion en sendas
cartas (3.9.84) a los Visitadores v a todos los miembros de la Congregacion. En ellas, ademas de pedir la colaboracion de todos, personal y comunitaria, presentci el calendario de sus futuros trabajos y prometio el Documentum Laboris (DL) para el 18 de abril de
1986. A todos los miembros de la Congregacion se les pidio que
expusieran los temas (a ser posible dos como maximo), que, segue
ellos, debcrian scr objeto de estudio en Ia proxima Asamblea General y que metodo consideraban rnas adecuado, teniendo en cuenta
el caracter pastoral que se deseaba dar it Ia Asamblea (8).
La CP tuvo la segunda reunion el 5 de diciembre de 1984. El
Superior General les recordo el sentido pastoral de la Asamblea
c insistio sobre la unidad,
Por Ia importancia que algunas de estas ideas hall tenido en
el Documento, merecen ser recogidas aqui.
La C 23 establecc que la Comunidad local es una parse viva de
toda la Congregacion y que goza de la " dehida auronontia ". Esta
no dcbc scr tanta que rompa su rclacion con el recto de la Congregacion de Ia que recibe, o dcbc recibir, estimulo v aliento. Lo mismo
se puede decir de las Provincias. La licita autonomic que las Constituciones les concede no dcbc ser tanta como para perder cl sentido de una unica Congregacion. Por eso, (a vitalidad de la Congregacion depende de la unidad. Promover la unidad es promover la
vitalidad de la Compania.
Otra idea importante que el P. General expuso es csta: "la unidad de la Congregacion nu tie puecle conservar si no existen algunas
estructuras clue la sosten/an y fortale can". La Comision debcri
tenet cn cucnta, por tanto, las iniciativas que, segtin ella, pueden
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El P. General no quiso reducir en to rnas nrfninro los espacios
de autonomia establecidos en las Constituciones. Sin embargo,
expuso a la Comisi6n una serie de preguntas para clarilicar mas
su pensarniento sobre la unidad que el pretendia inculcar:
1 a. ZCual seria el elemento comun v especificamente vicenciano de la formaci6n de nuestros Seminaristas v Estudiantes?
2a. Jiene nuestra actividad apost6lica unas caracterfsticas,
de tal manera que los Obispos puedan reconocerla como actividad
especificamente vicenciana?
3a. Admitiendo la diversidad de situaciones en los distintos paises, Ltiene, en cl momento presente, nuestro modo de vivir v de
interpretar el voto de pobreza unos rasgos claros que puedan considerarse como fuente de animaci6n en nuestro quehacer de evangclizadores de los pobres?
4. zQuc grado de vinculacion tienen algunos miembros con la
Congregacicin? ,son miembros de un organismo o de una organizaci6n? (Tengo en la mente, dijo el P. General, a algunos quc siguen
unidos at cucrpo de la Congregacion, pero lejos de la influcncia de
su espiritu).
A continuaci6n sugiri6 que los temas se expusieran do una
manera sencilla para que todos pudieran profundizar en la comprensi6n de la unidad deseada (9).
La Comisi6n, en carta fechada el 15 de diciembrc de 1985, envi6,
teniendo en cuenta las ideas expuestas por el P. General, un cuestionario a los Visitadores. Las preguntas se cncuadraron en los
ternas escogidos segun las rcspuestas mavoritarias de las Provincial: evangelizaci6n do los pobres, cornunidad para la misi61ly formaci6n para la misi6n (10). Sobre cada uno de los tres temas se
dio la posibilidad de que se ar5adieran ]as sugerencias que cada
uno considerara utiles: "Prtede ar adir otro terra ... clue considere
de suma importancia para la icnidad de la Corrruttidad o Prot'iocia".
Mas significaliva fue la petici6n de indicar el panto que considcraban de mayor importancia para la unidad de la Congregaci6n (a
nivel local, provincial v general) en los pr6ximos leis anos (11).
El mctodo tambicn podria toner una influencia muy decisiva
en la preparaci6n de las Asambleas y en la redacci6n de los docu-
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misma carta que em•io a los Visitadores (15.12.84), les expuso el
metodo de VER, JUZGAR v ACTUAR. A renglon scguido, v muy
resumidamente, present() los objetivos, los medios v ctapas que
hahria que recorrer hasty la redaccion del Docuniento Laboris (12).
Oucdaron bien claros dos aspectos:
* el caracter pastoral de la Asamblea:
* la finalidad de la misma: reforzar la unidad de la Congregacion (13).

IOC(^A1ENTUM L.,IR(1L?L.S"
El 7 de diciembre de 1985, la Comision Preparatoria envio el
Documentum Lahoris a todos los Visitadores. La carta de presentacion contiene una breve historia de los trahajos de Ia CP; recuerda
el lema: UNUM CORPUS ... Y el metodo que se propuso: VER, JUZGAR v ACTUAR.
Al final de la carta, Ia CP se hacc esta pregunta: ZQuc es lo que
la prosinia Asamblea va a pacer?
La Comision indic6 dos tareas:
* reflexionar sobre las propuestas de las Provincias. sobre la
futura Relacion del P. General acerca del estado de la Compariia
v sohre las experiencias de los Delegados a la Asamblea General;
* actuar seg6n lo dispuesto en el art. 137 de las Constituciotres (14).
El DL contiene un material abundantisimo sohre el triple
campo: la evangelizacion de los pobres, Ia comunidad para la mision
v la lormacion para la mision.
La Iectura de tantas sugerencias aturde un tanto, viendo la
variedad de ideas, de aspiraciones, de proposiciones sobre today
y calla una•de ]as preguntas que la CP presento. Esta diversidad
inquieta v hace que surja unit serie de preguntas: j,c6nio es posible
tanta variedad? Les buena o es mala? .no convendria recortarla?
i,toda esta diversidad es conforme con las exigencias de la vocacion vicenciana hov?
Son tambicn multiples las respuestas dadas a la pregunta sobre
lo que consideraban como rnas necesario para la unidad de la Con-
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pr6ximos ar5os . Los que respondieron parecen tener una vision
de la Congrcgacion excesivamente marcada por la realidad de Ia
propia Provincia , de la Iglesia local ode la situacion social v cultural en la Clue vivcn.

La evangelizacion de los pobres
El Documenturn Laboris perrnite constatar en el campo de la
evengelizacion de los pobres las preocupaciones prioritarias
siguientes:
* las misiones populares;
* los pobres como punto central: opcion fundamental, preferentc, por los pobres; evangelizaci6n integral de los mismos; conseguir colaboradores en la obra vicenciana de la evangelizaci6n a
los pobres; comprender mejor el sentido Cie lo que es evangelizar
hov; abrirnos para permitir que los mismos pobres nos evangelicen.
Se indicaron otros temas. Enumerarlos seria pacer una lister
casi interminable.
Las sugerencias parer la acciOn no parecen ser muv concretas,
v.g.: "animar nuestras obras apost6licas""mejorar los medios Cie
comunicacion dentro de las Provincias v Cie la Congregaci6n en
general", "desarrollar una amplia vision que nos Ileve a una mayor
solidaridad con los pobres", etc. etc.

Comunidad para la misi6n
En este Segundo apartado sucede lo mismo: la variedad en las
respuestas sobrecoge. Sc citan ideas va contenidas en los textos
normativos sobre el espiritu v el sentido conumitario de la Congregaci6n; sobre lit practicer de las virtudes, Cie la oraci6nlcontemplativa v de Ia oraci6n creativa.
Muchas respuestas insisten sobre la unidad en la vida comunitaria sobre la calidad de nuestras relaciones, la necesidad de educarnos en la mutua corunicacion para evitar los obstaculos, los
conflictos latentes o patentes, la pasividad, el absentismo v la falta
Cie animaci6n, etc. etc.
Ott-as respuestas invocan la necesiclad Cie ]as est ructuras para
la vida comunitaria, tales corno los provectos comunitarios v provinciales; part icipacicin en lo que la Provincia organiza; mejorar
los medios de comunicacion dentro de la Provincia; facilitar el paso
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de los miembros de una Provincia a otra; compartir los bienes;
mayor coordinacion entre los grupos dedicados a los estudios viccncianos.

El papel del Superior ha dado ocasion: a unos para reconocer
los pasos positivos que se hall dado err le estilo de gobernar, a otros,
en cambio, para acusar defectos que todavia subsisten y que va no
parecen propios de los tiempos actuales.
Se hacen tres constataciones importantes con relacion al oficio del Superior:
* es todavia dificil cumplir con este oficio;
* es necesario el oficio y su necesidad ha crecido en los ultimos tiempos;
* ya no es un problema do personas, es on problema de coda
la comunidad.
La consecuencia que se impose es doble:
* la necesidad de la formacion previa y permanente del Superior;
* la formacion del Superior dehe estar centrada en el quehacer de animador como la responsabilidad mayor de un Superior
hoy.
Los puntos senalados como mas importantes para la unidad
de la Congregacion, desde la perspective de la comunidad para la
rnisi6n, son:
1. La Identidad: busqucda y conocimiento de las raices de la
identidad vicenciana; conocimiento v vivencia de la espiritualidad
vicenciana; toner y actual- con espiritu de '"cuerpo"; alimentar el
amor a la Congregacion.
2. Comunicacion : comunicacion de oracion, de cxperiencias;
revalorizar el proyecto conntnitario ; organizar mejor los intercambios.
3. Animacion: formacion de los animadores para todos los niveles; estudiar mejor el art. 25 de las Constituciones en el que se dice
que "la Conurnidad se crea constantemente a si misnra ".
Formacion para la mision
Las Provincias se hall mostrado muy sensibles al triple aspecto de
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" pastoral vocacional;
* formacion especifica;
formacion permanente.
1'. Pastoral vocacional.
Se insiste sobre todo:
* en el testitnonio de vida;
* en el acompanamiento vocacional.
Los medios sugeridos en este campo son mr'rltiples y van desde
los que nuestros proprios ministerios ofrecen hasta la colaboracion con las Hijas de la Caridad v con los promotores vocacionales
de ]as Iglesias locales.
2°. Forrnacinn especi fica:
Se reconoce su absoluta necesidad. Se pide colaboracion interprovincial; la creaci6n de un Centro de Estudios vicencianos y una
Ratio formationis para nuestros Scminarios mayores v para la formacion de los Hermanos. Sc desea que algunos de los estudios
vicencianos sean sistematicos, v.g. sobre la vida y escritos de San
Vicente, sobre la historia de la Congregacion y sobre las Constituciones, etc. etc.
.3°. Formacion perrnanente:
Tampoco hay dudas sobre su necesidad. La dificultad la ven
en como llevarla a cabo. En las respuestas se leen varias sugerencias: aprovechar mejor los medios existentes: SIEV, CLAPVI, MEGVIS, cursor, cursillos. Sc pide que las Cornisiones provinciales de
formacion sean mas eficaces y, sobre todo, que se ponga un gran
esmero en la formacion de los que son o van a ser formadores.
La formacion de los formadores exige organizar estudios a nivel
interprovincial o que los especialistas recorran las Provincias. Sc
pide un mes vicenciano Onicarnente para formadores; emplear Vincentiana como medio de forrnaci6n v servirse de los medios que
ofrecen las Iglesias locales v la misma Sociedad.
Los puntos considerados mas importantes para la unidad de
la Congregacion en el Campo de la formacion se senalaron los
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* el estudio del patrimonio espiritual vicenciano;
* la puhlicacion de compendios sistematicos de espiritualidad
y pastoral vicencianos;
* formar candidatos para las misiones populaces y "ad gentes"
* estudiar la historia de las Provincias.
Segun 29 Provincias, una Casa v un Cohermano, lo que mejor
puede fomentar la unidad de la Congregacion en los scis proximos
anos es:
* mirar mas a Ia continuidad de la mision vicenciana que a
la sobr-evivencia de la Congregacion en la pastoral vocacional;
* emperiarse mils en la promocion vocacional;
* dar unidad a la lormacion v para ello partir de unos mismos principios , de normas v actitudes comunes; tenet- en cuenta
el fin de la Congregacion ; los objetivos v metas de los provectos
pro%inciales ; elaborar una Ratio formationis para nuestros estudiantes; for-mar para todos los ministerios vicencianos : para la evangelizaci on de los pobres y para Ia avuda del clero y de los laicos
segon se establece en el art . I, 3° de ]as Constituciones (15).
Si he expuesto ampliamente todo este "vendaval" de sugerencias es porque la primera parte del DL es precisamente eso: un "vendaval" de sugerencias, de proposiciones, de ideas mas o menos validas, expresadas con sinceridad, pet-o, quizas, sin una vision global
de toda la Congregacion.
La lectura de esta primera parte del DL, no obstante los esfuerzos de la Comision en ordenar tantas v tan diversas sugerencias,
hace experimentar un sentirniento de incapacidad para seleccionar unas ideas v abandonar on-as.

PROYECTO PARA 19M/1992
La parte del Documentum Laboris que was influvo en el Documento conclusivo de la Asamblea General fue el eshozo del Provecto
que la CP presento.
El Superior General, ausente de Roma clurante este encuentro de la CP, Ic dejo escrito:
" Deseo ofrecer a la AG, va desde el comienzo de los Irabajos,
una idea sobre la orientacion que ella puede tomar . Ya hemos
Iteclro algunas decisio n es con este fin, escogiendo los tres
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[In camino posible es proponer a la AG que redacte an
Proyecto: 1986/1992, para toda la Congregacion. El Docurnento
seria algo parecido a on prograrna fundamentado en principios teologicos claros y orientado a conseguir onas rnetas practicas en la rnision que la Congregacion ha recibido de Dios
a Craves de la Iglesia. El Docurnento podra servir tarnbien para
indicar a la AG algunas direcciones, dejaudole, porsupuesto,
la libertad de escoger la senda que ella quiera seguir" (16).
La CP, al principio, no vio claro lo que el P . General le propuso.
Queria ofrecer unicamente la sintesis de las respuestas de las Provincias, pero lo acept6 a instancias del Consejo General , reunido
en ausencia del P. General , con la CP.
Conviene tenet presente que, ni el Superior General, ni el Consejo General, ni la Comisi6n Preparatoria quisieron imponer nada
a la Asamblea General, sino ofrecerle un punto dc partida para la
rcflexi6n, un modelo que podria estimular la discusi6n y suscitar
otras ideas sobre lo que la Asamhlea podria hacer.
Por respeto al trabajo realizado por las Provincias, la CP propuso un esbozo de Proyecto segrn las trey partes en las que habia
encuadrado el trabajo anterior: evangelizaci6n, comunidad y formaci6n. En los tres campos se insintlan los objetivos, los motivos
y los medios (17).
El esbozo del Proyecto contiene:
1 °. Una introducci6n que explica el origen de la idea del posible Proyecto.
2°. El itinerario que se podria seguir:
* reflexi6n sobrc la respuestas de las Provincias, sobre la Relaci6n del Superior General acerca del estado de la Congregacion y
sobre las experiencias de los Dclcgados a la Asamblea;
* elecci6n de tres Comisiones, segOn las trey partes: evangelizaci6n de los pobres, cornunidad para la misi6n, forrnaci6n para
la misi6n.
* momento en el que deberian comenzar las Comisiones su trabajo: despises de la reflexi6n y de la comunicaci6n de experiencias,
las Comisiones estudiarian las sugerencias de los grupos.'I'arnbien
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del trabajo de los Grupos v Comisioncs:
objetivos,
motivos,
" medios.
3°. La conclusion: la CP indico que, adernas de los objetivos,
motivos y medios, la Asamblea senalara otros medios que
podrian avudar a los miembros de la Congregacion a comprender
rl contenido del Documento conclusive de la Asarnblea. Los pasos
erralados I ueron:
* asimilacion: Ia Asarnblea deberia pedir el que fuera estudiado
y discutido en las Comunidades locales y en la proxima Asamblea
Provincial:
* evaluacion: todo proyecto que no se eval0a termina por perder fuerza. Por eso, la CP propuso que la Asamblea mandara evaluar el Documento en la revision anual de las Casas, en las siguientes Asambleas Provinciales, en ]as visitas del Superior General y
de los Consejeros Generales a ]as Provincias, en el encuentro de
Visitadores en 1989 y, finalmente, en la Asamblea General de
1992 (18).

LA ASAMBLEA GEN'ERAI. Y F.I. DOCUMENTO CONCLUSIVO
No es mi intencion valorar la Asarnblea, ni en conjunto, ni en
particular. Existe una encuestra en la que se puede ver corno los
mismos asambleistas la han evaluado. A ella me remito (19). Me
cirio a aquellos aspectos que, seg6n mi parecer, influycron considerablemente en la redaccion del Documento conclusioo de la Asamblea.
"Casi dos anos de andadura"
Asi titularon ]as "Cronicas" de lengua espanola la relacion
dada por el Presidente de la CP a los asambleistas el 18 de junio
de 1986. Repitio casi materialmente lo que la Comision habia escrito
a, los futuros miembros de la Asamblea el 7 de diciembre de 1985
(20). Si algo cabe destacar es la insistencia sobre el aspecto pastoral de la Asamblea y sobre la unidad de la Congregacion con forme
reza el lcma escogido: UNUM CORPUS, UNUS SPIRITUS IN
CHRISTO.
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El P. General no ofrecio una relacion sob reel estado de la Congregacion segtin el modelo seguido en las anteriores Asambleas.
Ofrecio "su reflexicin", "su meditaci(in" sobrc cl cstado do la Congrcgacion hoy, guiado por la oracion tradicional en la Compar ia,
" Expectatio Israel". Es un texto que para ser "gustado" hay que
leerlo atentamente y meditarlo. Sc escribio pensando, no solo en
los miembros de la Asamblea, sino en toda la Congrcgacion como
una fucnte de reflexion. El P. General omiti6 dar estadisticas y se
content6 con remitir a los estudios y rclacioncs dc los Consejeros
Generales y Oficiales de la Curia (21).
Presento un resumen de la Reflexion v rcpito quc, para "gustarla", hay que leerla atcntamcntc y mcditarla. Es mucho lo que
sugiere y machos los interrogantes que espontancaniente surgen.
Llarnada a la santidad
En la Introducci6n, el P. General nos recuerda la celebracion
proxima de los 250 anos de Ia canonizacion de San Vicente. Aprovccha Ia ocasion para pacer una Ilamada a la santidad y para poner
de relieve que el cspiritu do la Congrcgacion es una participacion
del Espiritu de Cristo (22). Evoca los fines de las Asambleas a tenor
de los art. 135 y 137,1 do las Constituciones, para valorar, desde
esta pcrspcctiva, la gracia que supone la celebracion de la Asamblea.
Siguos de esperarr.a
Bajo el subtitulo do "iOh Espcranza de Israel!", el P. General
enumcra algunos de los signos de esperanza que cl vc hoy en la Congregacion:
* mayor accrcamiento a los pobres;
* deseo de ahondar en el vida v escritos de S. Vicente;
* un nuevo sentido dc mision, unido a Ia importancia de vivir
comunitariamentc;
* la prcocupacion por la formacion de los candidates;
* la fidelidad a la vocacion por aqucllos que vixen en situaciones politicas dificilcs;
* la nrisma Asamblea puede ser un signo de esperanza, si sc
pace mas conscicnte do la unidad a la luz ciel UNUM CORPUS... .
La vitalidad de la Compai`zia
Menciona to bueno y lo male quc ye en la Congrcgacion, viva
del Senor, pero se pregunta: i,quc critcrios son los que debemos
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esta en su compromiso de seguir a Cristo evangelizador de los
pobres, en la practica de las cinco virtudes. Sin embargo, la Congregacion siempre debe estar dispuesta a oir lo que Cl Setior dijo
a la Iglesia de Efeso: "...has dejado el amor prirnero".
La Compania crece en unos lugares, mientras que en otros
sufre los efectos de la poda. Estadisticas elaboradas por el P. Baylach nos dan la prueha (23).
El valor de las visitas
No hay Buda que el Senor visita su vira: "visita...vineam
istam". Las visitas del Superior General y de los Consejeros Generates permiten reconocer las "visitas" del Senor.
La idea que nos ha guiado al hater las visitas ha sido principalmente pastoral. En el Consejo General hemos visto que pudimos hater mas de lo que hicinios. El Superior General reconocio
algunas limitaciones que sobre ]as visitas se habian dejado sentir.
Pidio a los asambleistas sugerencias para hater mejor las futuras
visitas. En todos existe el con encimiento de que las visitas son uno
de los medios para alcanzar cl ideal de la unidad: UNUM CORPUS...
, Utz sencillo Instituto de estudios r•icencianos?
La aprobacion de las Constituciones ha sido tin hecho importante en la historia reciente de la Congregation. Para conoccr la
historia de la aprobacion, el P. General remitio al irahajo del P.
Flores (24). Ahora, la tarea es como conocer v asimilar el contenido
de los textos constitucionales, como estudiarlo y como practicarlo.
La revision de las Normas Provinciales ha sido un mcdio para ello
y otro los estudios programos por SIEV (25).
Una cuestion importante planteo el P. General: "i,...sera posible montar un pequeno Instituto que ofrezca un curso de espiritualidad vicenciana? (26).
Las misiones
La frase: "messis quidern multa" dio pie para tratar de las
misiones "ad Gentes". Rcmitici al informe del Consejero General
encargado de este canipo (27) v, al mismo Iiernpo, planteo atgunos
problemas: la promotion vocational, la formation de los candidatos, la inculturacion, etc.
Las misiones "ad Populum" tambien tuvieron aqui su lugar
para hablar de ellas. Sc menciono la reunion de Bogota en 1983
(28). El f ruto mayor, segbn el P. General, ha sido la nucva conciencia que sobre las misiones populares se ha creado; la importancia
que las misiones pueden toner cuando tantos movimientos secta-
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ofrecer de si misma a la juventud.
La formacion del clero v de los laicos
El Superior General da a conocer las llamadas que a la Curia
General habian Ilegado pidiendo ayuda para la formaci6n del clero.
Como casos mas inmediatos cito el de Nicaragua y el de Mons.
Zevaco, C.M., Obispo de Fort Dauphin en Madagascar.
Para conocer ]a situaci6n de los Movirnientos vicencianos laicales remiti6 a la relaci6n del Conscjcro encargado de este campo
(29). El P. General crcy6 oportuno formular las siguientcs preguntas: (,Se hace lo bastante para promover estos Movimientos vicencianos laicales? j,Avanzan hacia la juventud o mas bien se apartan
de ella? ZPor que se acumen facilmente movimientos que surgen
en la Iglesia y cuesta tanto revitalizar los propios?
Comunion y subsidiariedad
La cuesti6n de la unidad la plantea el S. General cuando
comenta la Erase "domes tua haec". Y lo hace a la luz de la "Cornmunio o Koinonia", nociones claves cn el reciente Sinodo extraordinario (30). Sin duda, el lema: UNUM CORPUS, UNUS SPIRITUS
IN CHRISTO, va en esa direcci6n, hacia la "communio", "c:ercenando el individualist-no y cultivando mas el trascenderse a si
mismo y superar las propias preferencias".
A nivel de estructuras se pregunta sobre el sentido de la subsidiariedad v sus relaciones con la unidad de la Compania y con el
oficio clef Superior General, "centro de unidad v coordinacion de
leis Provincias", segun se establece en el art. 102 de las Constituciones. ,
El Sinodo ha pedido on estudio sobre el sentido N. la aplicaci6n
del principio dc subsidiariedad en la Iglesia. Tal principio vienc
del campo de la sociologia, se asurni6 corno criterio en la redacci6n del nuevo C6digo y para resolver algunas cuestiones eclesiaIes actuales. Posteriormente han surgido algunas dificultades y de
ahi la petici6n de profundizar doctrinal v practicaincntc en cl contenido de este principio (31).
Irradiacion espiritual vicenciana
El acondicionamiento de la Capilla en clonde reposan los rectos de San Vicente en Paris, dio tambien oportunidad al P. General para poner de manifiesto la colaboraci6n de las Provincias en
el aspecto material, pero tambien para manifestar el deseo de que
la Capilla se convierta en un loco de irradiaci6n espiritual vicenciana.
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"Non sit in ea lapis ..." Fue el momento en el que el P . General
aborda el problema de salidas. Cit6 el trabajo del P. Flores, basado
en las estadisticas del P. Baylach. El tftulo del articulo del P. Flores es: "El voto de estabilidad en la Congregacion de la Mision ".
La finalidad del trabajo no es otra que poder reflexionar sobre el
hecho de los abandonos de la Compania. Dicho trabajo estuvo a
disposici6n de los asambleistas, pero no ha sido publicado.
El P. Sheldon, Procurador General de la Congregacion, dio un
informe sobre la situaci6n de los Padres que han pedido ser exonerados de las obligaciones sacerdotales (32).
El hecho de las salidas interpela a todos. La pregunta fundamental es a quc son debidas: i,a la formaci6n recibida ? ;, al no haber
acertado en of recerles el apostolado adecuado? L al no haberles ayudado oportunamente en sus dificultades, como mandan las Constituciones? (33).
La formacion
La formacion es una de los temas que mas nos deben preocupar. Bajo el epigrafe : "Quos autern vocasti..." el P. General explica
c6mo se formul6 la Ratio tormationis para el Serninario Interno,
seg6n los deseos de la Asamblea General de 1980. Las Provincias
han lido invitadas a concretarla a la luz do las propias circunstancias. La informaci6n que sobre este Segundo paso existe en la Curia
es mas bien escasa. El problema de la formacion qued6 igualmente
planteada en relaci6n con el fen6trieno de los machos "admissi",
pero de los menos "incorporati".
Atenci6n especial mereci6 en la Reflexi6n del P. General la formacion continuada o permanente. El Documento conclusivo de la
Asamblea recogc cn la nota 16 unos de los parrafos mas interesantes sobre lo que significa la formacion continuada o permanente.
Alude cl P. General a la dificultad de cumplir otro deseo de la
Asamblea General de 1980: la publicaci6n do un libro de oraciones. Cit6 la obra de los PP. A. Orcajo y M.P. Flores (34).
Los Hermanos
La Asamblea General de 1980 pidi6 que hubiera una representacion de los Hermanos en las Asamblea Generales. Se ha cumplido
con este deseo, pero el P. General ha ido on poco mas lejos. En su
Reflexi6n, llama la atenci6n sobre la situaci6n de los Hermanos
en la Congregacion que consta de "ecclesiasticis et laicis", segun
se lee en las Reglas Comunes 1,2. ;,Se aprecia la vocaci6n del Hermano? ZQuc se hace por la promoci6n de las vocaciones de los Herinanos? Tambien estuvo a disposicion de los asambleistas otro trabajo del P. Flores sobre los Hermanos (35).
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Al final dc la Reflexion: "Sanctifica eos in veritate...", el P. General volvi6 a insistir sobrc la santidad v sobre las relaciones entre
la mision y la contemplacion. No puede existir dicotornia alguna
entre mision y contemplacion. La mision sc apova en la contemplacion. Esta se enriquece de la mision. El art. 42 de las Constituciones dice: "Por la intitna union entire oracion y el apostolado, el
misionero se hace contemplatit'o en la accion y apostol en la oracirirt ".
El "Amen" v la union de corazones
El "Amen" es considerado por el P. General como una oracion
que miry al pasado y al futuro: "Somos siervos inutiles que hicimos lo que fue nuestro deber". Somos siervos fieles porquc qucremos aceptar los que el Espiritu nos dicte.
El deseo de San Vicente de que los corazones de los misioneros se mantengan unidos, corno bellamente lo escribe cn una carta
al P. Blatir6n (36), fue el punto final de esta hermosa y sugerente
Reflexion del P. General sobre el estado de la Congregacion (37).

La elaboraci6n del Documento por la Asamblea
Organizada la Asamblea, tarea no facil segr:rn ensena la experiencia (38), las Comisiones empczaron a trabajar (39).
Las cuestiones, relacionadas con el Documento, fucron:
P. Bases de trabajo:
La decision final fue tomar como base del trabajo de la Asamblea el Documentum Laboris, la Reflexion del Superior General y
las experiencias y saberes de los asamblcistas (40).
2a. Meta de la Asamblea:
Una de ]as dificultades mayores fue aclarar que es lo que se
esperaba de esta Asamblea. Hubo una mocion que, aunque sc retiro
posteriormente, hizo ver el problema y la confusion quc sobre este
punto reinaba. El autor do la mocion confeso encontrarse como "un
pez en medio del oceano". La mocion pectia quc la Asamblea elaborase un plan pastoral para lo seis proximos anos.
La discusion do la mocion se inici6 sobre los contenidos del
plan. Algunos creyeron que era suficiente el Proyecto presentado
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que deberia se cstudiada mas atentamente.
La Comision Central debi6 explicar cual era su pensamiento
sobre la moci6n v vino a decir, mediante el Moderador de turno,
que la meta de la Asamblea era la propuesta por la CP (y la moci6n),
es decir, elaborar un Provecto pastoral para los seis pr6ximos
anos.
La cuestion no qued6 resuelta hasta quc la Comision Central
no concret6 como iba a ser ese Provecto. Este foe delineado asi:
* Introduccion;
* tres apartados:
* evangelizaci6n de los pobres;
* cornunidad para la misi6n;
* formaci6n para la misi6n.
El contenido de cada uno de estos apartados seria:
* situaci6n;
* principios de accion;
* lineas de accion.
* Conclusion, con disposiciones concretes para la asimilaci6n
y evaluaci6n del Provecto.
El plan "Provecto" fue aprobado por 109 votos en favor, 8 en
contra y 7 abstenciones (41).
3a. Fases de estudio de cada parse:
* exposicion de ]as experiencias positivas y negativas (42);
* elaboracion del primer Documento sobre cada uno de los
temas, aunque no siempre se fue fiel al orden establecido (43);
* debate en el aula dcspucs de la exposici6n de cada tema. Tampoco se fue siempre fief a este paso (44). Scgun el Directorio habia
derecho a poser las mociones que se creycran oportunas;
* aprobacion por parte de la Asamblea de los Documentos presentados por las Comisiones. Todo este material pasaria a la Comisi6n de Redaccion.
A mi juicio se peco por exceso, es decir, por abundancia de
material. La Comision de Redaccion se lamento de no haber podido
atender a tanto material como se la entreg6 (45).

La Comision de Redaccion
Estuvo compuesta por cuatro miembros: uno fue nombrado
por Ia Comision Central v los otros tres por las Comisiones respec-
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La Comision para las cuestiones juridicas no entr6 a formar
parte. Dada lo peculiar de su cometido, ella misma traz6 su camino
con consentimiento de la Comision Central v de la Asamblea.
Fue el mismo P. General quien, por diversas razones, decidi6
que el texto "oficial" fuera en espanol. Todos los componentes de
la Comision de Redaccion sabian esta lengua, pero eran de nacionalidad diversa. Este detalle dificulto la redaccion (46).
La Comision de Redaccion tuvo grandes dificultades en el cumplimiento de su cometido. Por una parte, el poco tiempo de que dispuso. Por otra, el inmenso material que tenfa que estudiar. Present6
el primer Documento el 14 de julio, en la sesi6n XXVI. El Presidente de la Comision expuso los criterion que habian seguido:
* fidelidad a los textos recibidos;
* flexibilidad en la redaccion del texto;
* brevedad;
* rapidez;
* claridad, elegancia e inspiraci6n.
Cada miembro dc la Comision de Redaccion present6 la parte
que le correspondia, aclarando lo que la Comision habia aceptado
y rechazado y ]as razones de su comportamiento. Se daba lugar para
poner las oportunas mociones, si alguno de los asarnblefstas lo
deseaba (47).
Las exposiciones no fucron convinccntes. Los mismos mienbros de la Comision declararon que no tuvieron ni tiempo, ni tranquilidad para estudiar todo el material.
Esta es la razon por la que algunos intentaron poner una
moci6n para purificar mas el texto. No se llego a poner tal moci6n.
Los interesados hablaron antes con la Comision Central. Esta prefiri6 estudiar el intento. La decision que tomb fue que el P. General y su Consejo se encargarfan de buscar las personas adecuadas
para dar la ultima mano a la redaccion definitiva. f1ccha csta labor,
se enviaria cuanto antes el texto definitivo a los Visitadores (48).

DISCURSO D1 JUAN PABLO 11
En el Documento conclusivo de la Asamblea hay tres citas del
saludo que Juan Pablo II tuvo a Bien dirigir a los asambleistas, el
30 de junio de 1986 (49). La alocuci6n del Papa, muv acorde con
los terms de la Asaniblea, sirvi6 para alga was quc tome- de ella
unas citas.
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la Congregacion y la Curia Romana funciono. El Papa, o el que le
hiciera el discurso, estaha enterado de to que ocupaba a los asambleistas.
Juan Pablo II dejci constancia de su sorpresa al ver la "voluntad en aninle de avanzar Pintos en las tres direcciones: evangelizac•ion de los pobres, contu nidad para la misicin y /orntacicin para la
mi^i(jpl ",
Evangelization de los pobres
El Papa se congratulci al ver a la Congregacion sintonizada con
el espiritu del Fundador , quien escribio : " Somos los sacerdotes de
los pobres". CitO el Papa otra frase de San Vicente , calificada por
el mismo Papa, de comnovedora : "A los pobres hay que it como se
va a apagar an /uego"
Aseguro que la Congregacion estaha en la linea de la Gaudium
et Spes v advirtio tener cuidado para no quedar desfasados. Las
formas de pobreza han cambiado mucho desde el siglo XVII, pero
no han desaparecido. Han aparecido , en cambio, otras nuevas. San
Vicente " removeria cielo y tierra para it en aytida de los pobres de
hoy para evangelizarlos".
La consigna es clara: "Mcis que nunca , con audacia , hurnildad
y compelencia, buscad las causal de la pobreza y estinuclad soluciones a corto y a largo plaza , soluciones concrelas, fle.ribles, eficaces. Si actuais asi, cooperare is a la credibilidad del E 'angelio y de
la iglesia ... " (50).
Conrunidad para la ntisicin
Confiesa el Papa quc tambien le ha Ilamado la atencion la voluntad de relanzar la vida comunitaria. San Vicente no fue amigo ni
de egoismos ni de particularismos, asegura Juan Pablo 11. El sent ido comunitario de san Vicente se inspiro en el mistcrio de la Santisima Trinidad. El Papa sc hate esta pregunta: "zQue diria hay San
Vicente s i viera que surge ^ r comunidades, signor claros de una necesidad de vida comunitaria en una sociedad andninia v Fria?"
Aconseja hacer bien los Provectos comunitarios v que los misioneros
"reserven tin tiempo calla semana o cada quince Bias para profundizar en el ^nisterio de la oration, para impregnarse de los
escritos del 1-undador, para revisar las actividades y la marcha de la vida fraterna
Sobre Ia corresponsahilidad advierte que se entienda bien. No
desea el Papa que la responsabilidad de los Superiores se reduzca
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tienen quc ayudarle a que mantenga ]a comunidad dentro de la fidelidad vicenciana.
Las Comunidades de la Congregacion debieran set-, asi lo desea
Juan Pablo II, testigos de la sencillez, de la alegrfa, de la pohreza,
de la cornprension de los prohlemas actualcs y del fervor apostolico. Estimu16 a que haya intercambios entre las Casas y las Provincias para avudarsc mutuamcnte (51).

Formacicin para la misitin
Juan Pablo II invita a la Congregacion a que trabaje en este
campo de la formacion. Segun el Papa, San Vicente mantendria hoy
"contra viento v nrarea"la intimidad con Dios v el sentido de Dios.
Daria gran resonancia a los textos conciliares que senalan como
rafz de la unidad entre vida v ministerio sacerdotal la union con
Cristo v su caridad pastoral.
San Vicente habria insistido en lo que establece el Decreto
sobre la formacion de los sacerdotcs; sobre las misiones populares; sobre la adaptacion del lenguaje v de los mctodos. Por eso, cl
Papa apoya sin reserva alguna el plan para potenciar la formacion
de los rniembros de la Congregacion, Padres v Hermanos, en todos
los aspectos, con la unica condicion de que sea una formacion adaptada a la rnisi6n v a las exigencias del mundo de hov.
La preocupaci6n de la Asamblea por la formacion de los formadores tambien fue compartida por Juan Pablo 11. Sugiri6 que
los j6venes candidatos a misioneros se inserten temporalniente en
un buen equipo sacerdotal, con el fin de alcanzar una mayor madurez y fortalecerse en la vocaci6n (52).
El Centro de estudios vicencianos
En la informaci6n que se envio a la Curia Romana se hacfa mencion de este asunto. El Papa mostr6 su conformidad con esta idea
y dijo: "Este Centro puede contrihuir a la renovacion de la unidad ",
segirn reza el Tana de esta XXXVII Asarblea General (53).

Exhortacic n final
La exhortacion final merece copiarse literalmente:
"Queridos hijos de San Vicente: La Iglesia tie eve tiempo
espera macho tie vosotros. iElla no quedard defraudada! Corr
esta esperanza invoco sobre la Congregacicin tie la Mision, sus
responsahles v todos sus rnienrbros, las mds abundantes bendiciones divinas y la proteccion maternal tie ;Maria Inmacu-
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Para algunos , el Provecto pastoral deseado quedaba delineado
en el discurso clef Papa. A los veteranos dc otras Asambleas les
recordo aquella fr ase de Pablo VI, dicha a los asambleistas de 1974:
"Sois la esperanza de los pobres" (55)

CLAUSURA OF L) ASA: 1181.EA
Para el P. General, el discurso de clausura es cones on "postscriptum" que viene despucs de millares de palahras pronunciadas durante la Asamblea. Si el "postscript Lim " es la ultima palabra, en este caso no to es. Evoca el P. General un pensamiento de
San Juan de la Cruz: Para Dios la ultima es su Hijo "que es su Palabra . v no tiene otra ntas que Irahlar"(56). Para San Vicente la ultima
palabra es tambicn Cristo, "Rejla de la Mision" (57).
Firralidad del 1)ocionenio
Despucs de la sabrosa introducion , el P. General se pregunta:
i,A donde nos Ilcvara el Documcnto que hemos escrito? La respuesta
la da cl misrno : A los pobres , sin duda, pero isolo a los pobres? No,
responde , sino tambicn a Jesucristo , principio v fin de todo.
La rnision si'ni fica "ida v cuelta"
El tcrmino rnision ha sido una palabra clave en esta Asamblea,
como to fue en la experiencia de Jesris . No nos basta vivir con responsabilidad la dedicacion a los pobres , es necesario tambicn percibir el sent ido de "rnision ". La mision es, como para Jesucristo,
ida v vuelta:
* Sc trata de it a predicar a los pobres y de sentirse enviado
por Dios; reconocer que do El partimos.
* La Comunidad es para la mision, pcro se crea a partir de la
mision.
* La formacion es para la mision, pcro orientada por las exigencias de la mision.

* Como la mision de Cristo fue obediencia at Padre, asi tambicn nuestra mision debe scr obcdiencia a Ia voz del Senor que
nos habla por la Iglesia `, por aquellos -en cuvas inanos hair sido
puestas nuestras alnzas" (58).
La mision y la cvangelizacion tendran profundidad si cstarnos
unidos a Cristo en la oraci6n, el rinico modo de no confundir evangclizacion con actividad.
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Toca ahora a los asambleistas esclarecer y explicar el contcnido del Documento conclusivo de esta Asamblea. Pero teniendo
en cuenta que una Asamblea es mucho rnas que un Documento.
En nuestros corazones han quedado escritas muchas mas cocas,
sin olvidar que la "gentileza y la humildad" en escucharnos mutuamente han sido una de las caracteristicas de esta Asamblea. No
importa que no hayamos escrito el mejor de los documentos. Tampoco Dios creo el mejor de los rnundos.
Con to que parece poco se puede hacer mucho
Al referirse al estudio del Documento, el P. General aprovecho
la ocasion para formular unas cuantas c interesantes preguntas:
* i,Que seria de la Congregacion si cada two tie sus miembros
alimentara su nzinisterio celibatario con la dedicacion de tuna
hora diaria a la oracicin mental?
* i,Que seria de la Congregacion si todos sus nziembros dieran cabida en su coraz6n siquiera a on pobre rnd.s con el cual
conzpartir el pan tie la palabra de Dios?
* i,Que seria tie la Congregacion si cada uno tie sus miernbros
encontrase a Jesucristo rnd.s a menudo v rnas regularmente
en el Sacramento tie la Reconciliacion?
* i,Que seria de la Congregacion si cada uno de sus miernbros
tratase de surnergirse rods profundamente en la fuente v
remontarse rnas hacia la cima de la evangelizacion, la F.ucaristia?
* i,Que .seria de la Congregacicin si cada uno de sits miernbros
decidiera aurnentar on diez por ciento el tiempo que dedica
a estar con la Comunidad?
* i,Que seria de la Congregacion si cada two de sus miernbros
fijase mas profundamente su mirada en aquella a quien Pablo
VI saludo corno la "estrella de la evangelizacion"?
Despues de una larga lista de personas a quienes el P. General
agradece su colaboracion al exito de la Asamblea, termina con unas
palabras de San Vicente, dirigidas al P. Plancharnp, en julio de 1657.
Le ruega siga trabajando para unirse rnas a Cristo y a su Superior,
a fin de que viva en una gran depcndcncia de Dios v de las personas que le representan. Este es el medio de encontrar v aurnentar
la paz y de hacerse instrumento i til en manos del omnipotente
Dios (59).
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El ambiente de la homilia es propicio para templar los espiritus. La palabra de Dios, siempre fecunda, se reviste do una nueva
encarnaci6n en la palabra del P. General con el estilo que le es propio.
Tres fueron las homilias que pronunci6 durante el curso de la
Asamblea: lade la Misa de apcrtura, el dia 18 de junior lade la Misa
previa a la elecci6n del Superior General y la del 16 de julio, fiesta
de la Virgen del Carmen, en la Misa de clausura de la Asamblca.
En la primera hizo una Ilamada para que nos revistamos del
espiritu de Cristo como el profeta Eliseo se revisti6 v hered6 el espiritu de Elias.
Insisti6 en el sentido profetico de la Congregaci6n, idea que
recoge el Documento de la Asamblea.
Tcrmin6 con una oraci6n de San Vicente en la que pide al
Senor conceda el espiritu a la Compania a fin de que sea cada
vez mas agradable a sus ojos, para que cada uno de sus miembros
se Ilene de celo y pueda decir to que dijo San Pablo: "Vivo Yo, rnas
no soy yo, es Cristo quien vive en ml" (60).
En la celebraci6n eucaristica previa a la elecci6n del Superior
General la idea central es ver las cosas segUn las ve Dios, juzgarlas
segtin los criterion del Espiritu y segun la mente de Cristo.
El profeta Am6s, que tanto luch6 por la justicia en favor de
los pobres, censtur6 tambien la abundancia y el bienestar. El P.
General queria que se pensase corno Superior General en "una persona que 'impulsada por el Espiritu ' nos incornodase en nuestro hieitestarsocial para ser autenticos profetas y hablar con la voz de los
pobres y oprimidos" (61).
La tercera homilia fue la de despedida. El Documento va estaba
hecho y aprobado en su contenido, aunque no definitivamente
redactado. El Superior General tuvo la buena ocurrencia de considerar los temas tratados a la luz de Maria. La pregunta fue:
j,Que tiene que decirnos la Madre de Dios .cobre los tentas que
hemos discutido?
* Ella fue en husca de los pobres cuando visitoi a su prima
Isabel.
* Es significativo que, fuera del montento de la Anunciacidn,

siempre se la ve acompai ada, en comunidad , en la que, sin
dada, experimento las limitaciones hunranas . En la comtntidad (le Na,- arrt vivid el Salvador.
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union con los Ap6stoles, en espera del Espiritu Santo, el que
debia "jorntarles" comp heraldos del Reino.
* i,Que signi jicado tendrian para Maria, Madre de Dios, las
palabras: (INUM CORPUS, UNUS SPIRITUS IN CHRISTO?
Por espacio de nueve nteses aquellos cuerpos, el de la Madre
y el del Hijo, existieron en la mds i ^rti ^^ ta union.
Despues de la Resurreccion, Maria pudo apercibirse de to quc
significaria fortnar un solo CUERPO CON CRISTO v, de la
nrisma manera , aumentaria la cornprension del UNUS SPIRITUS. Para Maria , "UN CUERPO Y UN ESPIRITU EN
CRI STO" fue adquiriendo nuevos signi ficados al correr de sit
vida, a medida que veia como crecia el Cuerpo Mistico de sit
Hijo."
El Superior General no pudo menos de recordar las tcrnezas
de Maria para con la Compania.
El P. Almcras, primer sucesor de San Vicente, consagrci la
Compania a la Virgen (62).
Las apariciones de 1830 han supuesto un hito mariano para
la Congregacion de importancia singular. Era junto agradccer a
Maria tantas hendiciones como ha derramado sobre la Congregation de la Misidn.
La homilia terminaba con la oraciun del P. Almeras a la Virgen:
"Implorad, benevola, de vuestro Hijo Jesucristo, para iodos
nosotros una gran caridad y una muura union , exactitud en
la observancia de las Reglas y, jinalmentc, perseverancia en
nuestra vocaci611, dc' suerte que habiendo servido en ella a
vuestro Hijo, siguiendole e intitdndole jielmente, podamos alaberle por Coda la eternidad. Amen (63).
Miguel PEREZ FLORES, C.M.

NOTAS

Explication de las abreviaturas
AAD = Actas de la Asamblea General.
AF. = Anales Espanolcs.

AG - Asamblea (ieneral.

- 93 C Constituci6n.
CAG = Cr6nicas de la Asarnblea General.
CCD = Collectio Completa Decretorum C.M.
CONST = Constituciones.
CP = Comisi6n Prcparatoria.

CPAG Comisi6n Preparatoria de la Asamblea General.
DAG Documento conclusivo de la Asamblea General.
DAV De Argumentis Variis.
DL = Documentum Laboris.
DLC = Dc Laboribus Conventus.
EST = Estatutos.
PC = Perfectas Caritatis.
VINC Vincentiana.
N.B.: El P .A. Rigazio, organizador de la Asamblea General de 1986, ha recogido toda la document acion de la Asamblea en 6 volumenes de 30 x 21. Ha
puesto a] principio los indices del contenido de cada volumes, In que facilita extraordinariamente el use de dichos volumenes. Yo los cito asi: De
Laboribus Conventus I, It, III - DI.C 1, II, III; Acta Conventus = AAG; Dc
Argumentis Variis = DAV; Cronicas de la Asarnblea General CAG.

(1) Cf. PC 3; PABLO VI: Motu proprio Ecclesiae Sanctae (6.8.1966), 11,
I' Parte , nn. 1/19.
(2) Cf. CCD, nova series (1955), n. 67; P. FLORES, M.: Proceso de elahoracion de las Con.stitucione.s v Estatutos actuales (1984), ( estudio no publicado).

(3) Cf. CONST. Edic. CEME, Salamanca , 1985, p. 910; P. FLORES, M.:
De las Constituciones de /980 a las de 1984 en VINC 3 (1985) 84i 145.
(4) Cf. VINC 3 (1984) 171.
(5) Cf. VINC 3 (1984) 174.
(6) Cf. CONST. art. 13; 23; 27; 96; 98; 124; 143; 150; EST. art. 9; 23; 41;
68 , 3; 69; 74 , 2; ^1.
(7) Cf. VINC 1 (1985) 18119.
(8) Cf. VINC I (1985) 25.
(9) Cf. VINC I (1985) 32/33.
(10) Cf. VINC 1 (1985) 50.
(11) Cf. VINC 1 (1985)

45,47.

(12) Cf. VINC 1 (1985) 48.
(13) Cf. VINC 1 (1985) 48.
(14) Cf. VINC 6 (1985) 365/366.

(15) Cf. VINC 6 (1985) 3691385.
(16) Cf. VINC 6 (1985) 386.
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( 18) Cf. VINC 6 ( 1985) 387/388.
( 19) Cf. DAV, p. 261.
(20) Cf. AAG/86 , p. 3; CAGl86, p . 4/6; DAV , p. 1211122; VINC 6 (1985)
366/368.
(21) Cf. AAG/ 86, p. 6; DLC 1, p . 17,34; SHELDON , W. (Procurador General de la C. M. ante la Santa Sede ) en AAG+'86, p. 46; DAV , p. 1951200; BAYLACH , J.O.: b'stadisticus en DLC 1, p. 14/15; GAZIELLO , J.F., en DLC 1, p.
55157; ALMEIDA , J., en DLC I, p . 49/54 ; RIGAZIO , A. (Ec6nomo General de
la C.M.) en AAG186 , p. 62; D A V, p. 202/211; P. FI.ORES, M.: Ei voto de estabilidad en la C.M . (dado a los asambleistas que lo desearon , pcro no esta
public-ado ); IDEM: Fl Hernianu en la C.M., dado tarnbien a Jos asambleistas que 1o desearon Y esta publicado en AE 8 ( 1986)564/582.

( 22) Cf. COSTE XI, 410/411; CONST . art. 5.
( 23) Cf. DLC I, p. 35; VINC 1 ( 1986) 12 ; 2 (1986 ) 186/188.
(24) Cf. P . FLORES , M.: De las Con s tituciones de 1980 a las de 1984 en
VINC 1 (1985 )841146 . Este trabaj o esta t raducido al trances y al ingles.
(25) Cf. DI . C I, p. 23 . Todas ]as Provincias han acornodado sus Norrnas

a las Constitaciones aprobadas por la Santa Sede en 1984 ; Cf. los estudios
de SIEV en VINC 4/6 ( 1984) 25T840:314 ( 1986) 233 4 08. Se puede citar tambien Vincent de Paid. Aces du Colloque international d'etudes vincentiennes,
Paris , 25/26 septembre 1981. Edizioni Vincenziac , Roma , C.L.V.

( 26) Cf. AAG / 86, p. 71 ; DLC 1, p . 23; CAG/86 , p. 110.
(27) Cf. AAG/86, p. 6; DLC I, p. 25; 55 ; 59; CAG;86, p. 28.
(28) Cf. DLC I, p. 26; AE 2 ( 1983) 122/224 ; VINC 2 ( 1983) 89P220. En la
Biblioteca de la Curia General de la C . M. cn Rona, se encuentra un volumen en cl que el P. Rigazio, A ., organizador del Encuentro de Bogota, recogi6 toda la docunicntacion de dicho Encuentro.

( 29) Cf . AAGi86 , p. 6; DLC I , p. 27; 49/54; CAG/86, p. 29.
(30) CL DLC. 1, p. 28; Vaticano Il, don tie Dios: Los Docurnenios del
Sinodu extraordinario ( 1985), Edic. PPC, Madrid, 1986, p. 78.
(31) Cf. DLC I, p. 28; Vaticano 1l, don de Dios, o.c . p. 83, c . Sobre el
principio de subsidiariedad , cf. SACRAMENTLJM .MUNDI , 6, p. 476, col. 2',
vocablo '' subsidiariedad "; URRU , A.: 11 principio di sussidiarieta e dirieto
dei relit;iosi nel nuovo codice di diritto canonico (contiene aniplia bibliogr'al ia; URRUTIA , .1.11.: 11 nuovo Codice del Poscuncilio en Civilta Cattolica,
n. 3185 ( 1983)437 . Tambien han aparecido otros estudios sobre este principio de subsidiariedad en Civilly Cattolica, n..3263 ( 1986) 428/442. Este articulo csta firmado por cl P . MUCCI, di G.; en Razdn Y Fe, n. 1, 052 (1986)
5991614 ha aparccido otro cstudio firmado por ALCALA, M.
(32) Cf. AAG186 , p. 45146; DI.C 1, p. 46 !47; DAV, p. 195/232 . Merece tener
en cuenta lo que dijo un miembro de la AG 86 sobre estos casos , cf. AAG/86,
p. 11; P. FLORES , M.: El voto tie estabilidad en la CM, cf. nota 21.

(33) Cf. DI . C 1, 29; P . FI.ORF, S, M.: Fl rota tie estabilidad...o.c. En este
estudio se citan [as causal que los Visitadores dieron en respuesta a la pregunta que sobre este aspecto se les hizo para tenor dalos que sirvieran al
P. General en su Reflcxidn sobre cl estado de la Congregacidn : CONST. art.
10/18: 19127.

- 95 (34) Cf. DLC, p. 31; El casino de San Vicente es nuestro camino no pretende sino dar textos que puedan servir para reflexionar sobre las Constituciones a Ia luz de la Palahra de Dios, de los Documentos de la Iglesia,
y, sohre todo, del pensamiento de San Vicente. No pretende sustituir el dcsco
manifestado por ]a AG/80 al pedir un libro de meditaciones.
(35) Cf. DLC, p. 31/32; P. FLORES, M.: El llernrano en la C.M., cg. nota
21. y AE 8 (1986) 564/582. Este liabajo no fue citado por cl P. General en
su Reflexioin sobre el estado de la Congregacion.
(36) Cf. DLC 1, p. 34; COSTE If 1, 234.
(37) Cf. DLC 1, p. 17136; 111, p. 251/300; CAG/86, p. 2127.
(38) Cf. AAG/ 86, p. 1/8 ; DAV, p. 133170; CAG/86, p. 6.
(39) Hubo una Comision juridica, cf. AAG/86, p. 14; 50; 52; 53; 63; 64;
67; 68; 71. Cf. AAG!86, p. 22/26; CAG/86, p. 32.

(40) Cf. AAG/86, p. 9; 12: 13; 14.
(41) Cf. AAG/86, p. 26/28; 54; 55; DAV, p. 147/159; CAG/86, p. 44.
(42) Cf. AAG/86, p. 15; 22/25: 29/33; 34/36; 40/43; 47/49; DLC 1, p. 71/188;
11, p. 1157; 125A58; CAG/86, p. 39/43.
(43) Cf. AAG/86, p. 50; 53; 57; DLC 1, p. 189/271; If. 59/103 ; 163222.
(44) Cf. AAG/86, p. 55/59: 61; DLC, p. 273/282; 11, p. 1051123; 224/249.
(45) Ct. AAG/86, p. 65/66; DLC 1, p. 273/282; 11, p. 105/123; 224/249.
(46) Cf. AAG/86, p. 70/72; 77; DLC III, p. 301/409: 410/440.
(47) Cf. DLC III, p. 301/440.
(48) Cf. AAG/86, p. 72; CAG/86, p. 88/93.
(49) Cf. DAV, p. 177, bis/178, his; AE 8 (1986) 540; CAG/86, p. 62/63.
(50) Cf. DAV, p. 177, his; AE 8 (1986 ) 5401541.
(51) Cf. DAV, p. 178, his; AE 8 (1986 ) 541/542.
(52) Cf. DAV, p. 178, his; AE 8 (1986) 542.
(53) CI. CPAG/86 en VINO 6 (1985) 392; AAG/86, p. 77: DLC 1, p. 23; II,
p. 159/161: DAV, p. 178, his; AE 8 (1986) 542.
(54) Cf. DAV, p. 178, his; AE 8 (1986) 542.
(55) Cf. VINC 5 (1974) 287.
(56) Cf. DLC 111, p. 447 con la nota citata de las Obras de San Juan de
la...Cruz.

(57) Cf. COSTE Xl, 142; CONST , art. 5; DLC III. 447: AAG/86, p. 77.
(58) Cf. DLC 111, p. 447.
(59) Cf. COSTE VI, 33; DLC III, p. 451. La vita de COSTS esta equivocada: cn lugar de scr VI, 21 dehe set- VI 26/27.

(60) CI. DAV, p. 235/237; CAG/86, p. 7.
(61) Cf. DAV, p. 243/245; CAG/ 86, p. 64.
(62) Cf. P . ALMERAS, R.: Circular del 27.7.1662.
(63) Cf. DAV, p. 252 ( texto en ingles).
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"Noes u'entendons pas faire de saint Vincent un theologien
de la liberation oar en faire le chef de file de la theologie de
l'esperance ou encore le presenter comme un precurseur de
la theologie politique. Ce serait impardonnable de tomberclans
on pareil anachronisme" (Vincentiana 1986, 3-4, p. 350).
Evidentemente. Pero tal vez no sea del todo un anacronismo
hacer ver las posibles conexiones entre el pensar y obrar de san
Vicente .v la teologia politica o la teologia de la Iiberacion, si es que
tales conexiones existen. Y podria ser aun mejor idea tener en
cuenta tales teologias, si son teologias validas, como transfondo
interpretativo, e incluso corno principio hcrrncneutico, para
desentranar hoy algunos aspectos del verdadero espiritu de san
Vicente. ,No es eso to que pretendc cl articulo del que hemos sacado
la cita del comienzo: examinar la idea que tiene san Vicente sobre
cl sacerdote desde el ho Y del actor?

San Vicente de Paul no es evidentemente el fundador o "jefe
de fila", ni siquiera un precursor de ninguna clase de teologia politica o do cualquier otro tipo. ZPero, no podria cornpr-ende rse mejor
hoy a sari Vicente, inc/uso comprenderle mejor en sit propio contexto historico, si se le levera teniendo en cuenta los hallazgos pertinentes de esa o de cualquier otra teologia i'dlida, por ntoderna que
sea?
Veamos on ejemplo. He aqui una idea sobre el sacerdocio de
entrc las muchas que dijo san Vicente a lo largo de su vida:
"Los sacerdotes de este tiempo tienen an gran motivo Para
teener los juicios de Dios...y.... El les irnputara la causa de los
castigos yue envfa, porque no se oponerr comp deben a las plagas...como la guerra, el hambre... "(V, 568; "Sigueme", V, 541).
En el esquema del autor del articulo este texto, tan significativo, no parecc encontrar un lugar apropiado, pues Ili se cita ni se
imagina uno facilmente en conexion con que idea del articulo podria
set- citado. Pero es facil ver que en un esquema interpretativo mas
arnplio y mas "moderno" que el del autor, un esquema por ejemplo comp el de la teologia de la liberacion, un tal texto encontraria
facil acornodo. Adviertase que con ello no solo se entendcria mejor
la idea que tiene sari Vicente sobre el sacerdocio desde el contexto
de la Iglesia de hoy sino que se le entendcria mejor en si mismo,
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el verdadero pensamiento de san Vicente, texto que sin embargo
no cabe en el articulo del que estarnos hablando por la limitacion
y la poca modernidad de la perspective.
Veamos otro ejemplo, este en relacion a un hecho histo'l-lico clue
afecto profundamente el tiempo de san Vicente y su vida misma.
Estudiado en si mismo, es decir en los escuetos datos que nos proporcionan los actores, el jansenismo no es rnas que una de tantas
querellas tcologicas en la turbulenta historia de la teologia y de
la Iglesia. Incluso no fue mas que una querella menor, una especie
de degradacion de algunos de los temas teologicos suscitados en
el siglo anterior por Calvino v no resueltos del todo por la teologia
ortodoxa (Molina, Banez). Para los actores, incluido san Vicente,
la controversia jansenista no pone en juego mas que valores
religioso-teologicos. Estos estaban sin duda involucrados, tal vez
incluso corno motivo principal de la controversia (asf es al menos
en relacion a san Vicente mismo), pero ha habido que esperar al
siglo XX para que L. Goldmann, usando principios herrneneuticos
modernos, haya podido senalar en la controversia jansenista un
aspecto importante de friccion politico-social entre nobles y burgueses que a los actores mismo paso inadvertido. Es decir, aplicando una perspectiva moderna ha sido posihle obtener una vision
mas completa, mas profunda v mas "objetiva" de la controversia
jansenista que la tradicional vision que se limitaba a exponer los
datos provistos inrnediatarnente por los actores mismos.
Algo parecido se podria advertir en relacion a otro hecho historico importante del tiempo de san Vicente, las rebeliones populares. Ha sido necesario que un historiador marxista, B. Porchnev,
aplicara a ese hecho un mctodo de analisis historico inventado doscientos anos despues de que ocurriera para que los historiadores
se dicran cuenta de que, aparte las sangrientas anecdotas v las causal inmediatas y perceptibles de las rebeliones, habia en juego en
ellas un elemento innegable de lucha de clases que la historiograffa tradicional no habfa tenido en cuenta. Las multiples v razonadas objeciones de Mousnier a la tesis de Porchnev no la invalidan
del todo. Solo hacen ver el exagcrado exclusivismo de su interpretacion marxista. Pero entre una v otra interprctacion boy es posible toner de esos levantamientos populares una vision moderna mas
profunda quc la proporcionada por la descripcion historica anterior.

Hasta ahora los estudios i'icencianos mcis conocidos no se hart
mostrado muy inclinados a ser'talar las posibles conexiones entre
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del pensar teologicu v de la prdctica actual de la Iglesia. Algo se
cncontrara en algUn que otro trabajo de las semanas de estudios
vicencianos de Salamanca, y con rnas frecuencia en la LIUC 110.S
parece ser la publicaci6n mas rica y sugerente de entre las que
publican las diversas rarnas de la familia vicenciana en todo cl
mundo, el boletin de la CLAPVI. Ahora Bien, si los mejores estudiosos no ten tales conexiones, hay que preguntarse si ello se Liebe
tal vez a la perspectiva mas o menos "arqueologizante" que adoptan en sus estudios sobre san Vicente. La explicacion alternativa
seria suponer que tales conexiones no existcn, v quc por esu es inutil
huscarlas.
Pero hay que preguntarse si unit tal suposici6n es a priori verosimil teniendo en cuenta que tanto la viola v obra de san Vicente
como la teologia de la liberaci6n, por ejernplo, tienen una perspectiva fundamental comtin: la evangelizacicin de los pobres. Solo si
la teologia de la liberaci6n fuera radicalnunte nueva en sus presupuestos y en sus metodos habria que suponer que no hay conexi6n
alguna entre esta y el pensar v obrar del hombre que mas ha hecho
en la historic de la Iglesia por la evangelizacicin de los pobrcs. Pero
Ia teologia de la liberacion es plenantente ortodoxa v hunde sus raices en la tradicion y apela por ello continuamente al evangelio, a
los Padres, y al pensamiento teolugico tradiclonal.
San Vicente, como toda figura o hecho que pertenece al pasado,
puede ser estudiado desde multiples perspectivas. En cualquier
caso, el estudioso dehe ser plenamente consciente en lo posihlc de
la perspectiva asumida en su trabajo para que, por ejemplo, no
quiera hacer pasar ante si mismo v ante el lector el resultado de
su trabajo como un estudio moderno si solo se trata de un estudio
de tipo mas o menos "arquelogico". Tambicn son necesarios los
estudios de este tipo, pero es bueno darse cuenta de que la mayor
parte del trabajo que se hace hot sobrc san Vicente es exactamente
de ese tipo.

Tres niveles o tipos de en foque padrtanios descrihir ett lo que
se refiere a estudios sabre la figura de san Vicente. Estaria cn primer lugar el enfoque " arqueolugico ". Este pretende determiner en
si mismos, descritos en su contexto historico, los hechos v dichos
de san Vicente: trata cie saber c6mo cra san Vicente, quc hizo v que
dijo. Para ello hay que conocer en lo posihlc, se insiste rnuv a
menudo con razon por parte de los estudiosos, el tiempo de san
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nivel, despues de Abelly, Collet, Coste, los Analcs franceses v Dodin,
ya esta practicamente agotado. Todas las Vidas de san Vicente, arxn
]as mas recientes, y la mayor partc de los trabajos sobre diversos
aspectos de su figura entran de Ileno en este nivel, son vidas o estudios de caracter netamente "arqueologico".
Vendria en Segundo lugar el enfoque historico . No nos referimos con esto a la historic de ]as instituciones vicencianas, cosa
intentada hasta su dia por Maynard y por historias gencrales de
la Congrcgacion de la Mision, de las Hijas de la Caridad, o historias parciales de provincias, casas, u obras de origen vicenciano.
Nos referimos a ]a influencia que haya podido tener san Vicente
en el conjunto de la historia de ]a Iglesia, e incluso de la sociedad
civil en general. Por ejemplo, en cuanto a la Iglesia, si serfa posible senalar algun tipo de influencia de san Vicente en la vision de
los pobres y la accion evangelizadora en su favor en el pensamiento
y practica posteriores a su muerte. Lo mismo habria que preguntarse en lo que se refiere a la sociedad civil, terreno en el que la
influencia de san Vicente es ampliamente reconocida. Piensese en
la historia posterior a san Vicente, fuerternentc inlluenciada por
la obra de este, en lo que sc refiere al cuidado de los ninos sin
padres, de los hospitales, la atencion sanitaria en los ejercitos, v
otros varios aspectos de la asistencia social moderna. La creacion
de Ia enfermera profcsional es obra y creacion rigurosa de san
Vicente, mas Bien de santa Luisa. La que en la cultura laica pasa
por ser la creadora do la figura de la enfermera moderna, Florence
Nightingale, aprendio espiritu y tecnica do la atencion sanitaria al
enfcrmo en [as Reglas Comunes de ]as Hijas de la caridad.
Este segundo nivel, el que llamamos "historico", esta aun por
hacer casi del todo. Lo escrito en este terreno, sobre todo en lo que
se refiere a la influencia de san Vicente en la Iglesia posterior, es
escasisimo, exceptuando en parte el aspecto que se refiere a la
influencia de san Vicente sobre Ozanarn, y sobre la fundacion de
otras congregacioncs posteriores, en particular femeninas.
En tercer lugar, el enfoque actual . Dos clases do preguntas
podrfamos hacer en este tercer nivel. La prirnera: ZHa influido algo
lo que Ilamarnos "espiritu de san Vicente" en la vision y practica
actual - incluyendo la estrictamente teologica - de la Iglesia? Esta
es una pregunta dificil de contestar, pero mereceria la pena intentarlo. Nos inclinamos por una respuesta positiva quc habria que
estudiar en dctalle. Sugerimos una linea de posibles conexiones:
san Vicente-Ozananl-Leon XIII-Doctrina Social de la Iglesia. (Daniel
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teologos de la tcologia politica y do la teologia de la liberacion no
son muy amigos de reconocer su dependencia de to que se (lama
Doctrina Social do la Iglesia. Algunos, mas extremistas v ya dudosamente teologos, la rcchazan explicitamente. Pero si hoy machos
no to ven, nos parece que no es arriesgarse cn absoluto el vaticinar que antes de diez o veinte anos la conexi6n entre la doctrina
social de la Iglesia y la teologia de la liberacion sera patcnte a todo
Cl mundo, incluyendo a los teologos de la liberacion.
La segunda pregunta quc brota de un cnfoque actual de la
figura de san Vicente: aunque no haya conexion hist6rica de causa
a efecto, o no se pueda probar tal conexi6n, Lhay algo en el pensamiento y practica actual de la Iglesia (en particular, si se quiere,
en la teorfa y practica de la teologia de la liberacion) que nos traiga
rcsonancias evidentes del pcnsamiento y practica de san Vicente?
Si hay algo (y por nuestra parte estamos convencidos de que hay
mucho, aunque no vamos a tratar de ello aqui), rcsultaria que estudiar a san Vicente, o algunos aspectos de su figura, desde una perspectiva netamcnte actual, no solo nos ayuda por supucsto a ver en
que aspecto pueda sernos util hoy el apelar a la figura de san
Vicente, sino quc nos ayudaria incluso a entenderlo rnejor en su
propio contexto hist6rico. Asi podriamos concluir, por ejemplo, quc
en este o el otro aspecto Vicente de Paul se sale de su contexto,
o se adelanta a su tiempo, o expresa mejor que otras figuras
(Berulle, por ejemplo, o san Francisco de Sales) las tendencies profundas de su tiempo quc solo en ticmpos posteriores, e incluso cn
el nuestro, han venido a aparecer en su plenitud hist6rica. Pero esto
no se pucdc hacer mas que desde una perspectiva nctamentc actual.
Dc otra manera, la figura resultante no podra dejar de ser una
figura basicarnente "arqueol6gica". Esta es la impresi6n que produccn la mayor pane de Vidas y estudios sobre san Vicente, aun
los que pretenden pasar por modernos e insisten en que hay que
conocer las circunstancias historicas del tiempo de san Vicente,
para conocer adecuadamente a este. Hay que conocer, efectivamente, las circunstancias historicas en que se rnovi6 san Vicente
para hablar con sentido acerca de el. Pero tambien hay que conocer y tener en cuenta el tiempo en que wive el autor. Esto to dehe
hacer eI mismo si quiere evitar que su Vida o su estudio traiga at
olfato del lector actual un tufillo de polvo "arqucol6gico" quc en
lugar dc haccr comprcnsiblc la figura de san Vicente to cnvuelva
en un fanal de figura de museo, que se mira pero no se Coca.
A todo esto que venimos diciendo se podria objetar que Si se
quiere conocer de verdad a san Vicente hay que estudiarlo desde
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y en su circunstancia historica; que estudiarlo desde presupuestos rnodernos desfiguraria la vision del san Vicente real, tat Como
fuc; quc apenas seria posible evitar el proyectar sobrc el los deseos,
Ios prejuicios e incluso las manias del mundo moderno, con to cual
obtendriamos una Iigura e la medida de nuestros ideales que no
corresponderia mas que casualmente a la figura de san Vicente tat
k'01110 fue en realidad.
Esta objecion es valida. Por eso at escribir sobre san Vicente,
o sobre cualquier otra realidad del pasado, ha%• que estar en continuo estado de vigilancia para no dejarse llcvar por los deseos ilegitimos y las manias del mundo moderno. Pero el quc sucila con
Ia posihiliclad de un punto de vista totalmente objetivo y neutral
no hace mas que engariarse a si mismo. lucluso en tin terrcno tan
aseptico y libre de pasion e ideologia coma el de la I isica hall venido
advirtiendo los cientificos mas avanzados dcsde hace unos sesenta
anos, Einstein por supuesto a la cabeza, que es imposible suprimir la perspectiva y la influencia del punto de vista del observador en la observacion y descripcion de los fenomenos fisicos. Lo
que le sucede at "arqueologo" vicenciano es quc, aunque tambicn
tiene su perspectiva prupia, que suele ser adernAs clericalizante y
algo o mucho pasada de moda, no es consciente de ella, y cree ingcnuamente quc por char en abundancia las palabras de san Vicente
ha dado con la verdad absoluta en la descripcion de su heroe.

Hay, pues que elegir. Quien crea que de san Vicente se puede
extraer inspiracion para vivir hoy el eterno espiritu evangelico, tratara de mirar a san Vicente desde un hoy pleno procurando que
no interfieran en su vision las distorsiones dehidas a aspectos quc
tat vez lean muy rnodernos pero que no tienen nada que ver con
san Vicente. No to evitara del todo, pero el esfuerzo Ic acercara a
una vision del san Vicente real tat Como lue en su tiempo. Quien
para evitar las trampas de la mentalidad actual prefiera la tendendia "arqueologica", que es la que predomina hoy cn los estudios
sobre san Vicente, no Ilegara por ello a una vision mas objetiva de
nuestro santo. Pero si hara que siga predorninando en sus instituciones, pues de ellas salon los lectores, una vision del fundador que
se pretende objetiva, pero que es en realidad "arqueologizante" y
mas que Lill poco anacronica.
Jaime CORERA, C.M.
Santiago de Chile
Octubre de 1986
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IN MEMORIAM
Fr. Primitivo GARCIA ( 1901-1986)

In the mornings of 3rd July 1986 Rev.Fr. Primitivo Garcia gave
up his soul to the Heavenly Father, whom he served as a Vincentian priest Sixty years and two months, out of which he spent 57
years in India. He was 85 years of age.
I came to know Fr. Garcia in the year 1952, the year I was admitted as an apostolic student in Gopalpur. In those days there were
only few Vincentian priests and all vere from abroad. During
retreats and summer holi-days priests used to come to Gopalpur.
It was one of those occasions I met Fr. Garcia. We were told that
he was working in Padangui area, where the tribes "Khonds" were
coming to the church in good numbers.
Then in the year 1955 Fr. Garcia was called to Gopalpur to teach
Philosophy for the first batch of students. At the same time he was
the procurator of the vice-province. He continued till 1963 as professorof Philosophy. During these periods he substituted as novice
Master in short times during holi-days. Besides in varicous occasions he was replacing missionaries in their stations, while they
were sick or in vacations.
During the last three years he had been in the provincial house,
Berhampur.
Fr. Garcia had been a man of few words He was a good listner.
When asked about the matters of his life and occupations, always
he answered in few words. His simplicity of life was outstanding.
He had no complaints of anything at all. Ile was always cheerful.
The words of St. Vincent de Paul about the priest of the congregation was truly realised in him "Carthusian at home and missionary
abroad." lie taught more through his life that through his words.
In his demise the Indian Province has lost a true Vincentian
and an abnegated missionary.
May his noble soul rest in peace.
Kariankal Cherian, C.M.
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Upon my return to Germantown after the General Assembly I underwent minor surgery at Germantown Hospital. While there I was notified
of the sudden and unexpected death of Father Carey Leonard. It was, indeed, a shock. That morning (August 12th) he had done some gardening and
mowing of the lawn around the seminary grounds: in the afternoon he told
Father Jim Collins that he was going to take a rest in his room for a while.
When he did nott show for supper at 5:30, Father Collins went to his room
and found him dead in his bed. Presumably the cause of death was a heart
attack but there were no previous indications of a heart condition. As a matter of fact, no one can ever remember him being seriously ill. The week
before his death he was at the house in Cape May on vacation and in a casual
conversation he made the statement that God could call him anytime,
whenever lie was ready to call him. I am sure it was not a premonition,
just a passing statement. And vet. it happened just that way God was ready
to call him.
Father Leonard was a Confrere who had a great interest and concern
for matters regarding Vincentian spirituality and tradition . This was evident in the enthusiasm with which he undertook the work of giving retreats
to the Daughters of Charity and other religious communities ; these were
always based on the spirituality of Vincent de Paul. In 1981 , he organized
and administered two workshops for the Confreres of the Province at
Nia iLg' ara University and North a mpton which were attended by more than
one hundred Confreres , They were based on the theme - ST. VINCENT DF.
PAUL AND PRAYER. In 1985 he authored an article in VINCENTIA\
IIERITAGE ( Vol. VI, No. I) entitled The Major .Stulie.s nrr Vincent de Paid,
which gave the background of various biographers of Hole Founder.
John Carey Leonard first came in contact with the Vincentians when
he attended St. John's Preparatory School, Brooklyn . He was the second
of four suns born to James F. and Charlotte (Carey ) Leonard; he had no
sisters . When he graduated Irom the Prep in January 1943 he entered St.
Joseph ' s College, Princeton , completing three years of collegiate studies.
He entered the Novitiate at St. Vincent's Seminary , Germantown , on June
12, 1945 and pronounced his perpetual vows in the Congregation on June
13, 1947 . After completing his theological studies at Mary Immaculate
Seminary he was ordained in the Seminary Chapel on June 7, 1952.
Carev's first assignment following ordination was to St . John's Prep
School , his Alma Mater, Brooklyn; he taught Religion and Mathematics along
with being Guidance Counselor for the students ( 1952-1955) . In September
1955 he matriculated at The Catholic University of America and received
the Master of Arts degree in Philosophy ( 1956). The next year, 1956-57. lie
taught philosophy at Mary Immaculate Seminars , Northampton; this was
the first of his four assignments to M.I.S. From 1957 to 1960 he studied
at the hrstitute de Philosophe at the University of Louvain , Belgium: he completed his graduate classes in 1960 and fulfilled the publication demand
for the degree of Ph.D . which was conferred in 1963 . He returned for his
second assignment to Marv Immaculate Seminary , serving as Professor of
Philosophy and assumed the duties of Director of Students ( 1960-1963). When
the Province established St. Vincent de Paul Seminary in Boynton Beach,
Florida, Carey became the first Rector of the Seminary and completed one
three year term ( 1963-1966) . While Rector of the Florida Seminary he accompanied the Most Reverend Coleman F . Car roll, Bishop of Miami, at the
sessions of Vatican Council II for a period of three weeks in October 1964.
Once again he returned to M ary Immaculate Seminary : this time as Rec-
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Professor of Philosophy at the Seminary of Our Ladv of Angels , Albany, New
York ; from 1970 to 1972 he also served a Vice Rector of the Seminary.

The interests of Father Leonard extended beyond the areas of seminary
formation within the Province . He was an active member of the Seminary
Department of the National Catholic Educational Association . He served
as Vice Chairman of the Department from 1969 - 1970, becoming the Chairman for one term , 1970 to 1971. During this time he also was the Acting
Executive Secretary of the Department . Ile was an active member o f the

Societe Internationale pour 1'Ltude de Philosopbie Medieval and the American
Catholic Philosophical Association , being a contributorto the Association's
periodical , The New Scholasticism.

In 1972 , Father Leonard entered upon a new ministry , collegiate education, becoming the Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences and Director
of the Graduate program at Niagara University (1972-1978 ). Still another
ministry marked his career when he became the Superior of our house at
Loudonville , a suburb of Albany, New York , where the Confreres reside.
He also was the Chaplain to the Daughters of Charity at the DePaul Provincial House in Albany ( 1978-1980).
Finally, in 1980, he returned to Marv Immaculate for his fourth and
last assignment to that institution . It was during this period that he devised a program Ior students entering the seminary who do not have the
preparation in philosophy for advancing on to theology , and who had no
previous experience in seminary life and spirituality. This program serves
to meet the needs of students who are now entering the seminary after
graduating from college . They are the older candidates coming into the formation program . It was initiated in September 1984 under the title of the
Pre-Theology Program. It has been favorably received both by the Conununity and by a number of the Diocesan Bishops; it serves as a good feeder of
students into the regular theology program . Carey had directed the program for the past two years and was prepared to continue it in 1986-1987.
A Mass of Christian Burial was offered for Father Leonard on August
16th in the Mary Irnrnaculate Seminary Chapel. In my absence Father Joseph
Daly was present . Father Thomas Hoar was the principal Concelebrant of
the Mass which was attended by more than sixty Confreres and Diocesan
priests , many of whom were former students of Fattier Leonard at the
seminary . Two members of the hierarchy were present at the Mass - Bishop
Thomas Welsh , present Bishop of Allentown and Bishop Joseph McShea,
the former Bishop of Allentown, both of whom Father Leonard had worked closely in the diocese . The homily at the Mass was preached by Father
Richard Kehoe . Burial was at the Community Cemetery in Princeton.

Gerard M . MA HONEY, C.M.
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"Pere, cettr que in nt 'as donnas, je veux yue la out je suis, ettx auSSi sOlent
avec rnoi"
Freres et Scrims,
Anjonrd 'hui, noire ccrur ne petit pas tie pas titre triste ... it est dur de
se separer de ceux quc• Pon uinte ... Le Christ lui- mente n'a-t-il pas pleure stir
son anti Lazare? M ais, du molts, nuns rte devons pas pleurer c•onrme certx
qui Wont pus dEsperartce ... Pere DEVISSE noes a gullies , mats c 'est pour
tiller et demc urer a lout juntui .s 'la ou le Christ cst"... la on le ('Itrist ants
attend torts!

"Pere, cetix que In nt as donnas, je veux yue !d on je suis, etix aussi
soierit avec muff".
Voila noire Esperancel... "la lot de la inert notes of flige, rnais la promesse
de l'intnun-talite avec - le Christ motes apporte la consolation ". Car, "pour noes
qui croyons an Seigneur, la vie rt'est pas detruite, title est trans formee!"Oui,
lorsque motes guittons cette terre , pious Wallows pas darts le meant, mais vets
le lien de borelteur que Huns appe lops "le Ciel ", poor v vivre de ce rte vie nouvelle que notes appelons tout simplenurnt " Vie LterneIle
"Ciel ", "Vie Etentelle "... ce S upt la des Pilots hien trop simples ... muss
guels roots pourrions-nous employer pour erprinter retie vie eiernelle de honheur yue motes sonnnes ab solument impuissants et meme tout sinrpleatent,
incapables d'imaginerr... .
Le Christ a die: "Id on je stiis"? Ce sera Ca le ciel... d''-tre la on est le Christ!
Et telle est la priere core/iante que nuns adressorts a noire Pere du Ciel pour
notre de/unt . One Pere DEVISSE soil toil fours "W "on est It, Christ. .. "IA"
oh notes esperons nuns- nu'rnes titre combles de la Gloire de Dieu noire Pere
avec le Christ toes ert .senthle et pour tonjorm-s.

Freres et Sceurs, votes rile pardonnerez de vows dire encore tilt mot: Gardons le souvenir de noire Pere DEVISSE connne avant ere tin " homme de
cceur",
"Bienltenreux tes cceurs pars, its verront Dieu"
"Biertheureux les pucifiques, its serom uppelas fits de Dieu"

Otii, Pere DEVISSE trait urt homtne tie ca•ur, et c'esi c-e yui lei a valet
taut d'amis!
Un homme de cu',m, noire Pere DEVISSF.... it a ainu^ sa famille ... su
petite patric dABBEVII.I.E... Darts son testament spirituel, it note: 'fe rends
grace a Dien d'etre nr dams ulee fanrille chratienne et noiHbreuse, fantillc
d'ouvrier c, mom pere serretrier, ntu nu rc hlunclrisserse.,. "Er puree yu'ii ainmir
sa famille, Pere DEVISSE en a portage les joies et !es peines.

/t ere a portage durement les deuils: 4 mores dnrant la premiere guerre,
2 freres tombes act chump d'hormcur, acne .sorer de 17 curs et le papa mutt
en 1918 du fait des bontbarderrterets.
Mats it partageait arrsSi les joies et it eiait fier de son oncle pra tr e lazariste, cure' de Ste Anne d'AMIF.NS. Prohahletnent, sa vocation lazariste hai
est-elle venue par l'exenrple de cet orre!e tarn airne ' Pere DF- V/SSE connaissait tons ses arrieres-petits neveux et grande (' tail sit joie lorsqu' ii let ('jolt
donne de les baptiser ou de les ntar-ier.C.. Ft, au c•onjruire, it cot ressentait
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... et c'est cc qui explig/ ice que noire Confrere ira rejoindre les liens darts le
caveau familial a ARHFVILLE.
Un horninc de ccenr qui it airne ses C'on f rkres lazaristes ... Le le.stunleiii
spirituel parlc beaticoup de Mgr SFVAT et de quelgcaes aalres C'onfu'tes
encore vivants, dont Mgr ZEVACO l'aeiucl evCgece tie FORT-DA I THIN. /I
aimait aussi beaiu'mip se's scrurs Filles de la C'/tarite; 2 soul uontmee.s Bans
ce testament: Sr ale Heaulme et Saur Gul let ... Deux sours aver qui Pere
DEVISSE a travaille dur pour organiser It, secteur missionnaire de
BETROKA ... Scour Gulle t est panic pour la maison du Pere it v a deja quelques annees. Mais See ur de Haulme W a fail que /rreceder noire Pere D:' VI SSE
de 24 heures Bans ce Parades oil Jesus ahem! teas qu' Ii a aime s ... (Sr de
Heauline est dk(edce

it

AIONTOLIEU Ii,' mardi soir 9 septentbre).

Pere DEVISSE a airne ceuxX gri'il a approches It serves darts sort ntiutsrere de pretre et de ruissioruruire. /l lerar re'stait fickle, tie les otchliuii pus,
entretenaii les rencontres el les cor-espondances. ('rte de se.s grander joies
fat de voir un jeune malgache, baptist' par lui, clevenir, it v a 2 arts, pretre
lazariste . Et je suis stir qu'il aurait ere heureux de savoir que sort crucifix
des viceux allait eire ent 'ov'e it uu de nos sc;rrrinaristes malgacltes qui fern les
vertex le 27 septentbre prochairt.'
Pere DEVISSE it clime St VINCENT ci MADAGASCAR: et it, crois que,
pour lui, on Pie petit pus separer ce.s 2 amnaziis.'
Pere DEVISSE date sit vocation mi.csiortnaire la; aliste du /3 juillet 191/.
('e jour-la, Mgr LASNIL, yeti venai! d'ctre cousac're e'vc'gtic, coadjuteia de i'c'uc'que de FORT-DA
avail fait hue conformal mix cloves de /'hula cgnmtolique, c'eluit in /1OLi_ANDF. Ceite con ference etuit iutitulee: "Carps ruins,
times blanches"... l'ocatiort qui se realisera eu /926 ei qui rte se lerntiuera
en 1972 - apres 46 annees de dhr aposiolat - gut par ntam/ue de saute'
II facet voter que lei gnutde joie de Pere DEVISSE fur der porter lhi•mente
la relique du cmur de St VINCENT dan.s un grand pelerirtage a travers
.'MADAGASC'AR. C'etaii en 1969, le 6 jcttvier. Pere DEI'ISSE a note: "Lc' 6
janvier /969, je repartai pour FORT-DAUPHIN... J'entportai stir vies geucmx
le cerur de Si VINCENT ... ('c souvenir ni'a rnurgtic ... J'ai toujours airrtk Si
VINCENT antis ntaimenuut plus qtu' jamais!' Ft i/ ajoutait ghelques li,a;rh's
phis bas: "L 'est la maludic qui m'u oblige ale gtciter de; finitivenrcm M/I/L1GASC:AR ... Depuis 1972, it, sues en Fraucc, ruais piton cuter re.slc la-has'"...
Un autre grand antoor de uotre Pcre D/i I'/SSF ce jut la VIERGI: MAR iE ... Notre Dame de lei .tIEDAILLE a1IRA('l 'I.I I'SF ... A FORT-1):11 Pill.\.
it avail organist' la procession de la statue do he Sit, Vierge darts tourer /es
maisons ei it noiait aver fierte que des familie s prolestantes elles•inerrtes
avaient terra a recevoir la visiie de la Vierge ,Uaric'.
Sa grande devotion a Notre Dame de LOURDES ... Il a ere si heureux
cc's dernieres annees de pouvoir, en 5 foes, acc'orrrpagner le pelerittage ties
ntalades organise par i'Ordr'e de Mahe. De la rant de Pert' DE VISSE, ce ii'etait
pas du totirisnte, metes rcrt souci c1'uposlolat. Ii tali/ail faire partageratct arhrc.s
son amour et sa con fiance daps la Vierge Marie. Oue de foes it a raconte le
miracle de guerisvrus lout ii avail ere lui-mane ientoirt.
Et sort Bernier ucie c/ 'a f fection envers lei Vierge Marie, star ache tore,
aura ete davoir derriande que sot chaute Ie MAGNI FICAT a la messe de' ses
obseques!
Jarrete! ... Comore noire cher Pere DEVISSE, sovous uous aussi des honr-

- 107 mes el des femmes de cceur ... "Dieu est Amour ", uous (lit St .leant ... "Celui
qui aime sera appele fils de Dieu"... Celui qui aime pew titre stir d 'aller 16
oh est le Dieu d'Amour.
"Pere, ceux que to m'as donnes, je veux que 16 alt je suis, eux aussi
soient avec moi ", E V. Jean 17/24.

Jean - Baptiste CHEVALLIER, C.M.
I,undi 15 septembre 1986, PARIS

Benito SANTAS, C.M. (1911-1986)
Hace poco mas tie un mes. Utz largo rues ... El Ilia 11 tie septiembre, ddbamos cristiana sepultura a! cadaver tie nuestro
compariero v hermano, - Benito Santos, sacerdote de la Mision.
Como decia el presidente de la Eucaristia, en aguel momento, "la
Mision, esto tie into".
Quien presidia era Mons. Alfredo Rodriguez, obispo auxiliar tie
Caracas, alumno y amigo del P. Benito Santos. Una veintena de
companeros Itaciamos "eorona " alrededor del altar. E1 Visitador _v
varios compaheros venidos tie di ferentes parte.s del pals.
En el templo, genie. Bastante genie. Algunos feligreses de Santa
Rosa tie Valencia; seminaristas, Hermanas ... Sus familiares ocupaban el primer puesto.
La rnnerte del P. Santos acontecio una tarde cuando las campanas de la iglesia tocaban a Misa. Alrededor del !echo, varios sacerdotes, algunas Hermanas v unos pocos familiares. Esas fueron las
personas encargadas tie despedir a! P. Sanids.
Las palabras que .siguen se pronunciaron en ntomento de
reflexion tie La Palabra, el dia de su entierro.
En Bias pasados, leia unos''ersos tie art poema anonuno escrito
en el siglo X V1. Los voy a citar aqul porque, a nii modo tie ver, resumen breventente to que fuera la vida del P. Benito Santos:
"Envejecer ...
Dedicarse, en silencio, a preparar la marcha, rezar yy hacer
un poco de bien en torno a si; sin descuidar el cuerpo, ocuparse del alma ... .
Conoci, por primera vez, a! P. Benito Santcis cuando el era un

- 1 08 cuarenton . Deja de existir ayer siendo ya septuagenario . Es decir,
que he convivido, mcis o menos cerca del P. Benito Santris , durance
treinta anos . En ese lapso de tiempo, inc he dado cuenta de que es
aplicable a el lo que dicen estos versos:
a. Dedicarse, en silencio, a preparar la marcha ...
Toda nuestra vida no es mds que una inarcha. Una "ascension"
si es que to prefieren. Al escalar una montana, a medida que se
llega a la citna, el paisaje se va desnudando poco a poco; finalnterite
cuando uno Pisa la cuinhre, no hay n:ds que piedras y nieve ... Pero,
desde alli, la vision es magnifica. Es imposihle subir rrtds; va, solo
hav cielo.
El P. Benito Santds cornenzo esta ascension'' en las praderas
v valles de Arnoid, en Galicia, entre flores v bosquecillos, con ovejas, conejos y ninos que rien . Llegaron los anus de formacion, dias
de remanso v de quieted; niorrtentos necesarios para hacerse "un
hombre". En el silencio, pasaron los anos de Madrid, Villa franca
v Cuenca ... .
Luego, comenzci la "ascension di ficil"por los caminos de ladera:
Hay que trepar por sendas que exigen dureza de mii.sculos, pecho
rohusto, corazon fuerte v vista clara Para escoger la direccion correcta. Dias felices de Calabozo, con su inexperiencia y sus fiebres
pahidicas; repetidos anos de Caracas con cargos a nivel provincial: superior, consejero, procoradar....
A inenudo, el esfuerzo es duro y no se presiente el fin; Pero,
cuando este llega, el aire es puro, el horizonte inmenso.... Los tiltimos ahos de vida del P. Benito Santds fueron anos de silencio v de
prueba. El !echo, que antes le servia Para repararsus fuerzas, se convirtio en testigo de tremendas huras de insomnia, de a.sfixia v de
dolor. Seis meses de su frintiento que paso en silencio porque, desde
la a tinia aperacion, no hahlaha. Dc cuando en cuando, alguna queja.
Mks nada.

b. Rezar y hacer un poco cl bien en torno a si
La mayoria de los que estarnos aqui presences somos conscientes de la "piedad" del P. Benito Santds. Sin embargo, creo que su
inerito no consiste tinicamente en "rezar" sino en haher
"ensenado a rezar"; en "hacer el bien en torno a si".

109 El P. Benito Santos Ira hajci durance muchos autos en la formation de sacerdotes . En parse, v gracias a sit es fuerzo , consiguico que
ciertos hombres se destacaran . Altmtno suvo fue an Ministro de Education , Rafael Fernandez Heres; aluninos suvos fueron altos representantes de la lglesia Venezolana, Mons. Marco Tulio Chirivella,
actualente Arzobispo de Barquisinieto , Mons. Alfredo Rodriguez. aqui presente - obispo auxiliar de Caracas, M ons. Nelson Martinez,
ohispo auxiliar de Valencia , Y Mons. Ramon Ortega, ohispo de Marga rita.
"Racer an poco el biers en torno a si... ". Uds. son testinionio
de esto. Algiinos de los "seminaristas ", aqui prese n tes, le deben, en
gran parse , al P. Santos, sit vocation . Uds. ntismos, i,quiert no esc-ucho an kitten consejo, una buena palabra procedente de sit boca?
j.quien no se considera an "te stigo" de sit brim obrar? "Racer an
poco el hien ... ". Ser an cristiano. Ser nn caballero.

c. Sin descuidar el cuerpo , ocuparse del alma ...
La vida Itumana se caracteriza porsu direccicin ascendente. Es
verdad; Pero ascendente pasta cierto panto pnrque con la vejez
coinienza la edad del repliegu e. llav que "replegarse " en la realizacion de algunos de los queliaceres que, antes, constituian nuesiro
orgullo.
El P. Benito Santos fue sientpre an hombre activo, ordenado,
atento trahajador ... Pero, especialntente , durante los tiltinto.s
anos, se vio obligado a beber e l brebaje del dolor; a pesar de eso,
no perdio sit apariencia de sencillez , de esperanza , de paz V de sonrisa. Acostumhraba a niostrar que "estaba biers"ante el teinor de
causar ntolestias. Claro que, a veces, el estado de sit cuerpo nos decia
Io contrario . Supo captaren la "prueba de la enfer ^^tedad"el tesoro
escondido ... .

Antes de dar cristiana .sepultura a! cuerpo de nuestro herntano,
Benito Santcis, sacerdote, deseo elevar anti orac•iaii.
Por casual coincidencia, el cadaver del P. Benito Santos ha sido
velado ante la estatua de Nuestra Senora de Coromoto, en esia
Iglesia de la Virgen de la Medalla Milagrosa, en an dia en que conmeinoramos la fiesta de otro sacerdote paid, el beato Juan Gabriel
Pe rbo v re.

- 110Una oracicin por quien hiciera inuchas en su vida:
"LIeg6 la noche ...!
Ten piedad, Senor del hombre que, en estc momento, acaba
su tarea v se pone ante Ti. Se coloca en to presencia Como
el nino al que van a revisar sus manos.
Ha concluido la jornada; pero tiene sus manor put-as,
Senor. Con ella ha sembrado el trigo y lo ha recogido. Con
el pan que han hecho, han comulgado tus hijos, Senor.
Ha acabado. Ahora, wive en el quicio de la rnuerte y una alegria inexplicable Ic embarga".
Martiniano LEON, C.M.
Carac as, 11 de septiembre, 1986
E1 sibado, 20 de septiembre , sc celebrci en la "P .ARROQUTA SANTA
ROSA de Valencia un funeral par el dilundo P. Benito Santis. El acto religioso estuvo organizado por los fieles de la parroquia . Hicieron extensiva
la ''invitaci6n'' hasty Mons . Luis Eduardo Henriquez , Arzobispo de la ciuciad, al P. Visitador v a los dcmas companeros de comunidad del difunto
P. Santis.
Mons. Henriquez presidi6 la ceremonia. Fstuvo presente el P. Visitador v algunos companeros mas. En la homilia, monscnor resalt6: No sew si
ustedes saht-n quC (Cl P. SCtnt%, C•r;i CI i Ui1tCa( )i c11' "[YU, ho^ - dIr IS ,:WrrdIn
tes de Valencia

("Bole!. Prov. VENEZUEI.A", N° 89 , pp. 14-17)

Fr. Zacarias SUBINAS ( 1894-1986)
FATHER SUBINAS, A PROFESSOR OF MANY FILIPINO
BISHOPS AND PRIESTS AND CONFESSOR TO COUNTLESS SOULS
It was Thursday noon at 12:15 p.m. October 2, 1986 when FATHER
ZACARIAS SUBINAS YALONSO, a Vincentian missionary who had
dedicated 66 years and 6 months of his life to the local Church in
the Philippines, passed away in San Juan de Dios Hospital. For many
Years he was a member of the Board of Trustees of this hospital,
not knowing that he would be availing of its services during his old
age and eventually die in it at the age of 92 years.

Father Subihas was born in Covarrubias, Burgos, Spain on
November 5, 1894. His parents were Esteban Suhiras and Ines

Alonso. This couple gave the Vincentian family 3 priests, two of
whom were assigned in the Philippines; a lay Brother and a Daughter
of Charity. After his initial seminary studies and formation, he
entered the internal seminary of tlce Congregation on September2,
1911 and on September 13, 1913 made his perpetual vows. It was
on January 17, 1920, that Father Subiiras, then a theology student,
arrived in Manila. On April 4, of the same year, lie was ordained
by his Excellency Msgr. Joseph Petreli, the Apostolic Delegate to the
Philippines. This priestly ordination marked the beginning of a fullblown missionary work of this son of St. Vincent de Paul.

As a priest, Father Subihas' first assignment was to teach iii
the Colegio de San Vicente on San Marcelino St., Manila. Then, in
1925 lie was assigned to teach in San Pablo Seminary, San Pablo,
Laguna. In 1931-37 lie served as rector of the same seminary. In
1938-1939 Fr. Subihas gave a mission together with file Provincial,
Fr. J. Tejada in a barrio of Malabon, Rizal, and in 1944 with Frs.
Antonio Gdmez and Cavanna in the barrio of Hulo, Mandaluvong.
Years before this, lie was often called to hear confessions in missions given by diocesan priests in Lucena, Lukban, Tayabas, etc. In
1945 lie gave a mission in a Barrio of Plaridel, Bulacan. During nine
years 1937-46, lie was the Rector of the Se ^ ninario de San Carlos de
Manila, tvhicli was then located in Mandaluyong, Metro Manila. In
these two seminaries, where he spent 21 years of his rou ^ lr ful life,
Father Subihas was instrumental in the formation of many of the
Filipino diocesan clergy. Among them we can mention Bishops Protacio Gungon, Godofredo Pedernal, Manual Sobrevihas, Salvador
Guevara and.lesus Siso ^t. His mastery of Tagalog was an achievement feu' foreigners could equal.

Father Subihas served as Provincial Visitor of the Vincentian
Fathers in the Philippines from 1946 to 1957. It was during his Provincialate that the Vi,tceritian Fathers opened the St. Vincents
Seminary in Valenzuela, Bulacan, where many of the Filipino
Vincentians were formed.
Father Subihas also held the office of Provincial Director of
the Daughters of Charity in the Philippines from 1946 till 1970. This
office made him a member of the Board of Trustees of many institutions of Charity, such as San Juan de Dios Hospital, Sta. Isabel
College and Ilospicio de San Jose. Before his retirement, he worked
for one year in file Seminary of San Pablo, Lagiota. In spite of his old

-112age, Father .Subiitas did not retire from his priestly office of hearing confessions . He would give himself for long hours to hearing
confessions in Sat Marcelino Parish Church.

Father Suhifias celebrated his Diamond Jubilee on April 1980
with around 50 Bishops and Priests present including Cardinal Rosales, Cardinal Sin, Bishop Pacis, Bishop Gorgon, etc. Cardinal Rosales expressed the feelings of the Philippine hierarchy: "nuestra nt6s
incalculable v imperecedera gratitud... ".
On March 1980, Father Suhiitas sent contributions to the
Calumpang Parish in thanksgiving for his diamond anniversary of
ordination to the Priesthood.
He died at the age of 92 'ears, after a life of complete dedication to the Church in the Philippines. Six years ago, Pope John
Paul 11 sent him the condecoration " Pro Ecclesia ct Pontifice" on
March 25, 1980.
May our good Lord grant our venerated Father Suhiitas the
light of eternal glory!
Francisco VARGAS, C.M.
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